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Abstract

We propose1 a precision measurement of parity violating electron scattering on the proton at very
low Q2 and forward angles to challenge predictions of the Standard Model and search for new
physics. A unique opportunity exists to carry out the first precision measurement of the proton’s
weak charge, Qp

Weak= 1 − 4 sin2 θW , at JLab, building on technical advances that have been
made in the laboratory’s world-leading parity violation program and using the results of earlier
experiments to constrain hadronic corrections. A 2200 hour (production running) measurement
of the parity violating asymmetry in elastic ep scattering at Q2 = 0.03 (GeV/c)2 employing
180 µA of 85% polarized beam on a 35 cm liquid hydrogen target will determine the proton’s
weak charge with ≃4% combined statistical and systematic errors. The Standard Model makes
a firm prediction of Qp

Weak, based on the running of the weak mixing angle, sin2 θW , from the
Z0 pole down to low energies, corresponding to a 10σ effect in our experiment. Any significant
deviation of sin2 θW from the Standard Model prediction at low Q2 would be a signal of new
physics, whereas agreement would place new and significant constraints on possible Standard
Model extensions. In the absence of physics beyond the Standard Model, our experiment will
provide a ≃0.3% measurement of sin2 θW , making this the most precise standalone measurement
of the weak mixing angle at low Q2.

1This proposal and other documents are available at the home page of the Qp

Weak Collaboration:
http://www.jlab.org/Qweak/.
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1 Introduction

The Qp
Weak experiment (E02-020) was initially approved at the 21st meeting of the Jefferson

Laboratory Program Advisory Committee in January, 2002, and was awarded an “A” scientific
rating. Since that time, our collaboration has grown significantly2, formal DOE project approval
has been obtained, and full funding has been approved through NSERC, NSF, DOE and Univer-
sity matching contributions. The project underwent a successful technical review in 2003 chaired
by David Cassel of Cornell University, and a DOE approved Project Management Plan is in
place3. Major equipment construction activities are underway at collaborating institutions and
commercial vendors. A schedule has been adopted for the experiment, with the aim of initial
installation in JLab’s Hall C in late 2007 or early 2008. This document is an updated version of
the 2002 Qp

Weak proposal, in which we review the scientific justification for the experiment, we
describe in detail the proposed experimental technique, and we include new results from extensive
Monte Carlo simulations which help to validate our technical and scientific approach.

The Qp
Weak experiment will provide the first precision measurement of the proton’s weak charge,

Qp
Weak= 1 − 4 sin2 θW by measuring the parity-violating asymmetry in electron-proton elastic

scattering at very small momentum transfer: Q2 = 0.03 (GeV/c)2. This in turn will constitute
a precision measurement of the weak mixing angle sin2 θW (to ±0.3%), at low energy, which is
uniquely sensitive to new physics beyond the Standard Model.

The present suite of completed weak charge measurements at low Q2 consists of:

• the atomic cesium measurement[1] of QWeak(N,Z), whose interpretation is limited by many-
body theoretical uncertainties;

• the high energy neutrino-nucleus scattering NuTeV measurement[2], which observes a 2.5σ
deviation from the SM prediction that (although not proven) is suspected of being due to
hadronic structure associated with the use of an Iron target; and

• the electron weak charge measurement carried out via parity violating Møller scattering
in SLAC E158[3], which although eminently interpretable in no more precise than the
NuTeV measurement and there are no plans to conduct additional running to further
reduce uncertainties.

These three measurements each achieved roughly the same uncertainty on the extracted value
of sin2 θW . The Qp

Weak experiment should produce a final error bar that is a factor of two more
precise than any of the previous measurements. Further, we believe that the Qp

Weak measure-
ment will be very clean with respect to theoretical interpretability, as we rely primarily upon
experimental data, not theoretical calculations, to remove the dominant hadronic background.

2The original proposal cited 30 collaborators from 11 institutions; Qp

Weak now has 63 collaborators from 20
scientific institutions.

3The Project Management Plan (PMP), Technical Design Report (TDR) with Cassel Committee review find-
ings, and this proposal are available at the home page of the Qp

Weak Collaboration: http://www.jlab.org/Qweak/.
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The experiment proposed here builds upon the successful parity violation program at Jefferson
Lab. The current parity-violation experiments (HAPPEx, HAPPEx II, HAPPEx 4He, and G0)
will provide high quality data on form factors that will be used to determine the contributions
of hadronic structure to the proposed measurement. Unlike the other elements of this program,
the Qp

Weak experiment will constitute the first precision Standard Model test to be carried out
at Jefferson Lab. The technical developments that are required for this experiment to proceed
are relatively straightforward extensions of what has already been achieved with Jefferson Lab’s
world-leading polarized electron source or planned for future elements of the laboratory’s parity
program. The technical concept of the experiment is very straightforward, and we are confident
that the experiment can be carried out to the stated precision goals. It is worth noting that the
majority of critical “parity quality” beam requirements necessary for the success of Qp

Weak have
in fact already been achieved during the running of previous parity experiments at JLab. These
requirements will be discussed in detail later in the proposal.

The Qp
Weak program of measurements is most logically conducted in two steps, with potentially

a third step to further decrease the error bar, depending on the outcome of what is proposed
here, as follows:

• In step 1, we will perform an 8% measurement of Qp
Weak, which will match the precision

of the cesium atomic parity violation, SLAC E-158, and NuTeV measurements. This can
be achieved in about 14 days of production running. An 8% measurement of Qp

Weak will
produce a 5 σ measurement of the running of sin2 θW from the Z◦ pole, and will be sensitive
enough to eliminate any coupling constant “conspiracy” that might be masking the possible
appearance of new physics in the cesium QWeak(N,Z) measurement.

• In step 2, we will perform a 4% precision measurement of Qp
Weak which can be achieved

in about 92 days of production running. This will provide a 10 σ measurement of the
running of sin2 θW with respect to the Z◦ pole, which will provide a significant stand alone
constraint on (or possibly evidence for) classes of Leptoquark extensions to the Standard
Model which are not visible in Qe

Weak measurements. Additionally, if a Z’ is discovered
at the LHC and our experiment finds a significant discrepancy with the Standard Model
prediction, the Qp

Weak result could be used to determine the sign of the coupling constant
associated with this new physics.

• Building on the above effort, a possible third generation 2.5% precision measurement of
Qp
Weak would offer significantly increased sensitivity to new physics at the TeV scale.

The Qp
Weak experiment has significant discovery potential and has become a major new thrust of

the scientific program at Jefferson Lab. The collaboration is actively investigating the limits of
our experimental technique to determine if additional runs possibly with higher beam currents
and of longer duration would allow a measurement of Qp

Weak approaching the ≃ 2.5% level.
Experience and technology developed for the Qp

Weak experiment will be essential if the parity
program at JLab is to continue into a 12 GeV phase with a possible precision measurement of
the electron’s weak charge via parity violating Møller scattering. It should be noted that the

8



NSAC Long Range Plan has identified the search for physics beyond the Standard Model as one
of the five primary scientific goals for nuclear science during the coming decade. Like the parity
violating deep inelastic scattering experiment performed at SLAC in the 1970’s which had such a
major impact on the fields of nuclear and particle physics [4,5], the Qp

Weak measurement proposed
here could become Jefferson Laboratory’s signature contribution to the quest for physics beyond
the Standard Model.

It should also be noted that key theorists continue to play a very active role in the collaboration,
contributing to a sharpened physics case for the proposed measurement in the context of plausible
competing theories for Standard Model extensions. The theory section of this proposal contains
predictions of alternate theories and their implications for Qp

Weak.

2 Physics Motivation

Precision tests have traditionally played a crucial role in elucidating the structure of the elec-
troweak interaction. Measurements to date have provided an impressive array of constraints both
on the Standard Model as well as on proposed scenarios for extending it. Measurements at the
Z0 pole have constrained the weak mixing angle sin2 θW to impressive precision at that energy
scale. However, a experimental study of the evolution of the weak mixing angle to lower energies
with a comparable precision has not yet been carried out.

We will determine Qp
Weak by measuring the parity violating asymmetry in elastic ep scattering

at Q2 = 0.03 (GeV/c)2. A toroidal magnetic field will focus elastically scattered electrons onto
a set of 8 rectangular quartz Cerenkov detectors coupled to photomultiplier tubes which will be
read out in current mode. The acceptance averaged asymmetry in our design is -0.28 ppm; we
will measure this asymmetry to about ±2.2% combined statistical and systematic errors in a
2200 hour (production running) measurement with 180 µA of 85% polarized beam on a 35 cm
liquid Hydrogen target. This measurement will determine the proton’s weak charge with ≃ 4%
combined statistical and systematic errors, leading to a determination of sin2 θW at the ±0.3%
level at low energy.

The Standard Model evolution predicts a shift of ∆ sin2 θW = +0.007 at low Q2 with respect
to the Z0 pole best fit value of 0.23113 ± 0.00015. Figure 1 shows a calculation by Erler and
Ramsey-Musolf for sin2 θW together with existing and proposed world data[6][7]. The very precise
measurements near the Z0 pole set the overall magnitude of the curve. Testing this prediction
requires a set of precision measurements at a variety of energy scales with sufficiently small and
well understood experimental and theoretical uncertainties that the results can be interpreted
with confidence. The expected evolution of sin2 θW corresponds to a 10 standard deviation effect
in our proposed measurement, including both experimental and theoretical systematic errors[6].
Any significant deviation of sin2 θW from the Standard Model prediction at low Q2 would be a
signal of new physics, whereas agreement would place new and significant constraints on possible
Standard Model extensions.

It must be stressed that there is an essential complementary between high energy studies at
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the Z0 pole in e+e− collisions and precision low energy tests, of which the Qp
Weak experiment is

one. Small but perceptible deviations of a handful of low energy observables from their Standard
Model predicted values are already beginning to provide new clues about the nature of physics
that lies beyond. Measurements have been done to look for deviations from the Standard Model
evolution of sin2 θW extracted from atomic parity violation and neutrino deep inelastic scattering
experiments, but significant uncertainties in the theoretical interpretation of these measurements
limit the impact of their results. In contrast, a precision measurement of the weak charge of the
proton, Qp

Weak = 1 − 4 sin2 θW , proposed here at Jefferson Laboratory, addresses similar physics
issues but is free of many-body theoretical uncertainties and will have a factor of two better
precision. The dominant hadronic effects that must be accounted for in extracting Qp

Weak from
the data are contained in form factor contributions which can be sufficiently constrained by the
current program of parity violating electron scattering measurements without heavy reliance on
theoretical nucleon structure calculations.

This new experiment will be a crucial element of a program of very sensitive low energy tests of
the Standard Model as it will be both precise and complementary to previous efforts such as the
recently completed SLAC E158[3] which carried out parity violating asymmetry measurements
at a similar Q2 in the purely leptonic sector.

2.1 Running of sin2
θW

An essential, but not yet well-tested, prediction of the Standard Model is the variation of sin2 θW
with momentum transfer Q2, referred to as the “running of sin2 θW”. As with the QED and
QCD couplings, α(µ2) and αs(µ

2), the running of sin2 θW (µ2) is an effective parameter defined
at a scale µ2 ∼ Q2 at which a given experiment is performed. The µ-dependence arises from loop
corrections to the electroweak gauge couplings and, thus, reflects the content of the Standard
Model beyond tree-level.

Testing the Standard Model prediction for the running of sin2 θW requires input from both
experiment and theory. Experimentally, one requires a set of precision measurements at a variety
of Q2 points, with sufficiently small and well understood theoretical uncertainties associated with
the extraction of sin2 θW , that one can interpret the results with confidence. It clearly also requires
a careful evaluation of the Standard Model loop effects that enter sin2 θW . At one-loop order,
these effects contain large logarithms that are properly resumed using the renormalization group
(RG). An analogous situation occurs for both α(µ2) and αs(µ

2). In the latter case, experimental
tests have been crucial in establishing QCD as the correct theory of the strong interaction [8],
while the RG evolution of the QED coupling has also been demonstrated experimentally [9].
However, a definitive, analogous test for the electroweak gauge sector of the Standard Model has
yet to be realized.

As with α(µ2) and αs(µ
2), the evolution of sin2 θW (µ2) depends on choice of renormalization

scheme. Here, we follow Ref. [7] and use the MS scheme, wherein the loop effects that determine
the low-energy weak mixing angle are common to all low-energy neutral current experiments,
including both E158 and Qp

Weak. We note that the MS quantity sin2 θ̂W (µ2) is gauge invariant.

10
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Figure 1: Calculated running of the weak mixing angle in the Standard Model, as defined in the
modified minimal subtraction scheme. The black error bars show the current situation, while the
red error bars (with arbitrarily chosen vertical location) refer to the proposed 4% Qp

Weak measure-
ment and other possible future measurements. The ”current” measurements are determinations
from atomic parity violation (APV), SLAC E-158, deep inelastic neutrino-nucleus scattering
(NuTeV), and from Z0 pole asymmetries (LEP+SLC).

The RG resummation of the leading, large logarithmic contributions to sin2 θ̂W (µ2) as well as a
variety of sub-leading effects has recently been carried out by Erler and Ramsey-Musolf in Ref.
[7]. For both E158 and Qp

Weak, the result is a rather substantial change in the weak charge from
its tree-level value.

In addition to the effect from the running of sin2 θ̂W (µ2), there is a WW box graph contribution
to the proton weak charge that does not appear in the Møller case. This box graph compensates
numerically for nearly all of the effect of the running of the weak mixing angle, so that the
final Standard Model result for the proton weak charge is close to what it would be at tree-
level. However, this WW-box contribution is qualitatively distinct from the running of sin2 θW
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and should, therefore, be discussed as a separate effect. Consequently, an appropriate way to
compare the different experiments is to subtract this contribution (along with other process-
dependent radiative corrections) from Qp

Weak, then to extract the running weak mixing angle
from the result and compare with the analogous extracted quantity for the Møller experiment.
Any mismatch between the two extracted values could then signal the presence of new physics
that is important at low-energy but not at the Z-pole.

As is shown previously in Figure 1, the very precise measurements near the Z0 pole merely set
the overall magnitude of the curve; to test its shape one needs precise off-peak measurements.
Currently there are three off-peak measurements of sin2 θW which test the running at a significant
level: one from atomic parity violation (APV), one from high energy neutrino-nucleus scattering
(NuTeV), and one from E-158 at SLAC which measured sin2 θW from parity violating ~ee (Møller)
scattering at low Q2 [3]. Our proposed measurement of Qp

Weak will be performed with significantly
smaller statistical and systematic errors than existing low Q2 data.

The importance of a precision Qp
Weak measurement is underlined by the recent history surrounding

the interpretation of both the cesium atomic parity violation measurements and the NuTeV result.
To date, the most precise measurement of extremely low-energy neutral current interactions has
been carried out by exploiting parity-violating effects in Cesium, which allow a determination of
the weak charge of the Cesium nucleus. The reliability of this determination has been subject to
considerable theoretical atomic structure uncertainties. In the course of a few years, the value
of the Cesium weak charge has changed as the associated many body corrections have been
refined. This time evolution is shown in Figure 2. The present consensus from the atomic theory
community is that all of the important corrections have now been incorporated.

The NuTeV Collaboration [2] determined sin2 θW at Q2 ∼ 10 (GeV/c)2 in deep inelastic scattering
of neutrinos from an approximately isoscalar target. The result is about 2.5σ above the Standard
Model expectation, and has a slightly greater precision than the one from atomic parity violation.
The uncertainty is claimed to be dominated by statistics. It is conceivable that isospin symmetry
violating parton distribution functions are responsible for part of the effect, but it seems difficult
to account for the entire deviation in this way. The deviation seen by NuTeV may well be due
to unknown systematic or theoretical effects; on the other hand, they may also be a hint at new
physics in a sector which has never been tested precisely. Again referring back to Figure 1, it is
clear that the Jefferson Lab Qp

Weak experiment should be able to measure the weak mixing angle
at low energies to unprecedented precision.

The recently completed SLAC E158 measurement has obtained a measurement for the weak
charge of the electron, Qe

W , which within its statistical and systematic accuracy is consistent
with the SM. Although, the interpretation of this purely leptonic measurement is very clean,
the experimental uncertainty is still large enough that a plausible magnitude ”pull” on the
resulting numerical value due to many classes of possible new physics might not be observable.
Indeed, as will be discussed later scalar leptoquarks extension models for example cannot manifest
themselves in a purely leptonic measurement such as the SLAC E158.
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Figure 2: Time evolution of the value and uncertainty of the Cesium weak charge due to refine-
ments in the many body corrections. Also shown is the history of the corresponding SM prediction
as extracted from high energy measurements.

2.2 Theoretical Interpretability

An important consideration for the interpretability of the Qp
Weak measurement is the degree to

which hadronic contributions are under sufficient theoretical control. While in general one might
worry about incalculable, non-perturbative QCD effects for a hadronic target – especially in
the case of an ultra-precise measurement - several factors conspire to minimize the hadronic
uncertainties for Qp

Weak. In order to understand these factors, it is useful to delineate two types
of hadronic effects: those which depend on Q2, and those which are Q2 independent.

The Q2-dependent effects include contributions from the Q2 dependence of various nucleon elec-
troweak form factors, including the strange-quark form factors, as well as the 2 γ-exchange box
graphs entering the QED radiative corrections. After dividing out the leading Q2-dependence of
the PV asymmetry, these residual Q2-dependent effects vanish at Q2 = 0. The recent and future
program of PV measurements at Jefferson Lab, MIT-Bates, and Mainz are designed to measure
these contributions at somewhat larger values of Q2 than will be employed for Qp

Weak (Q2 = 0.03
GeV2). The extrapolation from these higher values of Q2 to 0.03 GeV2 will introduce some un-
certainty into the extraction of Qp

Weak from the measured asymmetry. This extrapolation can be
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carried out using curve fitting functions consistent with chiral perturbation theory. The existing
and future PV measurements, as well as the world data set for electromagnetic form factors,
should constrain all of the relevant low-energy constants. As will be shown later in the proposal
we anticipate further refinement of this uncertainty estimate such as using the recent calculation
of µs by Leinweber, Thomas et al. [10]. However, no theoretical nucleon structure computations
are absolutely required. Once the existing program of PV measurements (SAMPLE, HAPPEx
I, HAPPEx II, G0, PVA4) are fully completed, we estimate that the uncertainty in Qp

Weak due
to these Q2-dependent effects will be about 1.9%.

The second source of hadronic effects enter Qp
Weak directly and do not vanish at Q2 = 0. These

include hadronic loops in the running of sin2 θW and strong interaction corrections to the WW ,
ZZ, and Zγ box graphs. Current conservation suppresses all other potential sources of hadronic
effects, including isospin mixing in the proton wavefunction. A detailed analysis of these Q2-
independent effects are given in Ref. [6]. The QCD corrections to the WW and ZZ box graphs
are perturbative and have been computed in that work through O(αs). Higher order corrections
[of order (α2

s)] contribute well below the one percent level. The leading, non-perturbative effects
in the Zγ box diagrams are suppressed by a 1 − 4 sin2 θW prefactor. The associated uncertainty
has also been estimated in Ref. [6] to be on the order of 0.7% , though this estimate could
conservatively be inflated by a factor of five and still fall below the anticipated experimental
error in Qp

W . Finally, the hadronic loop contributions to the running of sin2 θW are constrained
by e+e− data and the running of α. The uncertainty associated with this effect is below one
percent. In short, for the level of precision anticipated in the Qp

Weak measurement, theoretical
strong interaction uncertainties do not pose a barrier to interpretability.

Use of a proton target offers the simplest possible system on which to perform a low-energy
search for new neutral current physics in the semileptonic sector. As in the case of neutron
β-decay, where a combination of measurements (lifetime and asymmetry parameter) allow one
to perform an extraction of the charged current vector coupling constant with minimal hadronic
complications, the proposed measurement of Qp

Weak - in conjunction with the anticipated results
of the G0, HAPPEx, SAMPLE, and Mainz parity-violation experiments – will allow for a clean
determination of the weak neutral current vector coupling constant (i.e., Qp

Weak). Once Qp
Weak is

determined, the extraction of information on various new physics scenarios is similarly free from
theoretically uncertain corrections, as alluded to above.

The quantity ALR(1H) (henceforth simply A) is the asymmetry in the cross section for elastic
scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons (normalized to P = 1) with positive and negative
helicities from unpolarized protons:

A =
σ+ − σ−

σ+ + σ−
, (1)

which, expressed in terms of Sachs electromagnetic form factors Gγ
E, Gγ

M , weak neutral form
factors GZ

E
, GZ

M
and the neutral weak axial form factor GA, has the form [11]:
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A =

[−GFQ2

4πα
√

2

] [

εGγ
EGZ

E
+ τGγ

MGZ
M
− (1 − 4 sin2 θW )ε′Gγ

MGZ
A

ε(Gγ
E)2 + τ(Gγ

M)2

]

(2)

where

ε =
1

1 + 2(1 + τ) tan2 θ
2

, ε′ =
√

τ(1 + τ)(1 − ε2) (3)

are kinematical quantities, Q2 is the four-momentum transfer, τ = Q2/4M2 where M is the
proton mass, and θ is the laboratory electron scattering angle. It was shown in [35] that for
forward-angle scattering where θ → 0, ǫ → 1, and τ << 1, the asymmetry can be written as:

A =

[ −GF

4πα
√

2

]

[

Q2Qp
w + F p(Q2, θ)

]

→
[ −GF

4πα
√

2

]

[

Q2Qp
w + Q4B(Q2)

]

(4)

where F p is a form factor. Neglecting radiative corrections, the leading term in the equation is
simply Qp

Weak = 1− 4 sin2 θW . The B(Q2) is the leading term in the nucleon structure defined in
terms of neutron and proton electromagnetic and weak form factors. An accurate measurement
of sin2 θW thus requires higher order, yet significant, corrections for nucleon structure. Nucleon
structure contributions in B(Q2) (which enter to order Q4) can be reduced by going to lower
momentum transfer. However, this also reduces the sensitivity to Qp

Weak (which enters to lead-
ing order in Q2) making it statistically more difficult to measure. The value of B(Q2) can be
determined experimentally by extrapolation from the ongoing program of forward angle parity-
violating experiments at higher Q2. We have estimated the optimum value of Q2 to be near
0.03 (GeV/c)2 based on our estimate of the anticipated final precision of the various HAPPEx,
HAPPEx II, G0, and Mainz A4 measurements.

The remaining theoretical uncertainties are those which enter Qp
Weak itself. Strong interaction

uncertainties entering the Standard Model prediction for Qp
Weak lie below the proposed experi-

mental error. The sources of these uncertainties include the following:

(i) Hadronic contributions to the running of sin2 θW : ∆Qp
W ∼ ±0.4%

(ii) Strong corrections to γZ-box graphs: ∆Qp
W ∼ ±0.7%

(iii) Strong corrections to WW -box graphs: ∆Qp
W ∼ ±0.1%

(iv) Strong corrections to ZZ-box graphs: ∆Qp
W ∼ ±0.01%

(v) Isospin-breaking effects in nucleon current matrix elements is zero to all orders.

Finally, there is the uncertainty in sin2 θW determined from experiments at the Z-pole. This
contributes an uncertainty of ∆Qp

W ∼ ±0.8%. The theoretical errors in Qp
Weak are small compared

to our anticipated total uncertainty of ±4%.
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Table 1 contains a brief summary of the key uncertainties and error budgets for this exper-
iment. These have been refined through extensive simulations and updated calculations per-
formed over the past three years. The experiment model now fully accounts for the effects of
all bremsstrahlung losses, including those inside the target flask. In addition, the simulation
contains a far more realistic collimator/detector system. Each of the contributions to the error
budget is discussed in detail later in the proposal. The bottom line is that after extensive thought
and simulation there does not appear to be any fundamental issue that should prevent us from
achieving our goal of a ±4% measurement of the proton’s weak charge. Indeed, with some ad-
ditional refinement, it appears that the basic experimental technique may have the potential to
achieve even a higher precision measurement if motivated by initial results that disagree with
the Standard Model prediction.

Table 1: Total error estimate for the Qp
Weak experiment. The contributions to both the physics

asymmetry and the extracted Qp
Weak are given. In most cases, the error magnification due to the

39% hadronic dilution is a factor of 1.64. The enhancement for the Q2 term is somewhat larger.

Source of Contribution to Contribution to
error ∆Aphys/Aphys ∆Qp

Weak/Qp
Weak

Counting Statistics 1.8% 2.9%
Hadronic structure — 1.9 %
Beam polarimetry 1.0 % 1.6%

Absolute Q2 0.5% 1.1%
Backgrounds 0.5% 0.8%

Helicity-correlated
beam properties 0.5% 0.8%

TOTAL: 2.2% 4.1%

2.3 Beyond the Standard Model

From a theoretical standpoint, there exist strong reasons to believe that the Standard Model
is only a low energy effective theory within some larger framework. These reasons include the
large number of parameters (masses, mixing angles, couplings) which must be put in by hand
rather than following as natural consequences of the theory, the mass hierarchy problem, and the
apparent lack of coupling unification when the couplings are run perturbatively up to the expected
grand unification scale. In addition, the Standard Model does not explain the observed gauge
symmetries and fermion representations or why discrete symmetries such as parity are violated;
it simply incorporates these phenomenological observations in the structure of the model. One
expects that a more complete theory will provide deeper explanations for these features of the
Standard Model and address these conceptual open questions.

Looking beyond the Standard Model, precision measurements are beginning to sketch the outlines
of a more complete theory. For example, the azimuthal dependence of the atmospheric νµ deficit
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observed by the Super Kamiokande collaboration implies nearly maximal mixing between the νµ
and ντ . Furthermore, the recent reanalysis of the results for the anomalous magnetic moment of
the muon, (g− 2)µ, shows a 2.4σ deviation from the Standard Model, providing tantalizing hints
of supersymmetry if questions regarding hadronic loop effects can be settled. Confirmation of the
(g−2)µ result in other regimes is essential to determining which extensions of the Standard Model
should be pursued, and therefore low energy experiments will continue to play an important role
in the search for this more complete theory. Indeed, the BNL (g − 2)µ collaboration is currently
seeking funding for a renewed program to reduce their error further to see if the effect holds up.
Experiments at the Z0 pole are sensitive to new physics (such as modifications of the Standard
Model vector boson propagators) which affect physics at s ≃ M2

Z . Low energy electroweak
observables, on the other hand, are sensitive to new physics which does not resonate with the Z0

boson such as a Z ′ boson with MZ′ 6= MZ0 .

In the present experiment, we propose to measure the weak charge of the proton, Qp
Weak. The

proton’s weak charge is a fundamental property of the proton which has never been measured.
It is the neutral current analog of the vector coupling GV which enters in neutron and nuclear
β-decay. In contrast to QW (Z,N) for a heavy atom, which is a large number of order N , the
observable Qp

Weak is fortuitously suppressed in the Standard Model. This is because Qp
Weak

= 1−4 sin2 θW and the value of the weak mixing angle, sin2 θW , is numerically close to 1/4. This
is characteristic for protons and electrons but not neutrons, making a weak charge measurement
on the proton particularly sensitive to deviations arising from new physics. Consequently, the
required experimental precision is about an order of magnitude less stringent than what is needed
for atomic parity violation new physics searches. Roughly speaking, a 13% measurement of
Qp
Weak is equivalent in new physics sensitivity to a 1% measurement of QWeak(N,Z). Moreover,

the parity violating ep asymmetry, ALR(1H), is sufficiently free from theoretical uncertainties at
low Q2 to make it interpretable as a new physics probe.

2.4 Model Independent Constraints

We first consider the model independent implications of our proposed 4% Qp
Weak measurement.

The low-energy effective electron − quark Lagrangian of the form A(e) × V (q) is given by,

L = LPV
SM + LPV

NEW, (5)

where

LPVSM = −GF√
2
ēγµγ5e

∑

q

C1q q̄γµq, (6)

LPVNEW =
g2

4Λ2
ēγµγ5e

∑

f

hqV q̄γµq, (7)

and g, Λ, and the hqV are, respectively, the coupling constant, the mass scale, and one-half the
weak charges associated with the new physics.
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The Standard Model coefficients take the values C1u/2 = −0.09425 ± 0.00010 and C1d/2 =
+0.17070 ± 0.00008 [13], for up and down quarks, respectively, and

Qp
W (SM) = −2(2C1u + C1d) ≈ 0.0712. (8)

With the above formalism in hand, the new physics reach of our experiment will now be presented
several different ways.

2.4.1 Experimental Constraints on the Vector Weak Charges of u-, d-quarks

In Figure 3, we plot the present constraints on ∆C1u and ∆C1d, the shifts in the C1q caused by
new physics. The present constraints are derived from the Cesium weak charge results [1] and
MIT-Bates 12C [14] and SLAC Deuterium [5] parity violation measurements. As long as huV
and hdV are almost perfectly correlated, only an extremely weak limit on the mass-to-coupling
ratio Λ/g can be derived from the data. The impact of the proposed Qp

Weak measurement is
indicated by the ellipse, assuming the experimental central value equals the Standard Model
prediction. The dramatic reduction in the allowed phase space for new physics in this model-
independent parametrization arises from the high precision of the Qp

Weak measurement and its
complementarity to existing data.

2.4.2 Constraints on Couplings and Charges Associated with Possible New Physics

The observable sensitive to new physics is

QNew
W ≡ QExp

W − QSM
W

where
∆QNew

W ≃ ∆QExp
W

since the SM errors are relatively small. Using the above Lagrangians, the significance S of the
observation of an amplitude associated with new physics is

S = (
g2

4Λ2
Qp
SW )/(

GF√
2
∆QExp

W )

where Qp
SW = 2(2hu1 + hd1). On rearranging terms this yields

Λ2 · 1

g2Qp
SW

= − 1

2
√

2GF

1

S∆QExp
W

(9)

This equation can be used to show the constraints our 4% measurement will place on the square
of the mass parameter, Λ2, and the sign and absolute value of new physics couplings g2Qp

SW , as
shown in Figure 4. In the next section, we emphasize the sensitivity of Qp

Weak to Z ′ bosons with
TeV-scale masses.
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Allowed shift in electron-quark 
coupling constants from possible 
new physics

∆C1u = C1u(exp) - C1u(SM) 
  
∆C1d = C1d(exp) - C1d(SM)

Figure 3: Present and prospective 90% C.L. constraints on new physics contributions to electron−
quark couplings [6], ∆C1q. The larger ellipse denotes the present limits. The smaller ellipse
indicates the constraints after the inclusion of the Qp

Weak measurement, assuming the central
experimental value coincides with the Standard Model prediction. The reduction in allowed phase
space is dramatic.

2.4.3 Relation to Other Measurements

We would like to make a comparison between the mass scale sensitivity of the Qp
Weak measure-

ment, other precision measurements of the weak charge, and measurements at the energy frontier.
Such a comparison cannot rigorously be made since the various precision weak charge measure-
ments probe different forms of matter (e.g., electrons or various isospin combinations of quarks),
and only measurements at the energy frontier can actually materialize new particles and directly
measure their masses. However, this comparison is important in order to illustrate that Jefferson
Laboratory has the unique potential to either discover TeV-scale physics or tightly constrain its
couplings to light quarks.

To make an order of magnitude estimate of the mass scale sensitivity of a precision Qp
W mea-

surement, we assume that the strength of the force is largely determined by Λ and that the
couplings are O(1). Taking equation 9 and setting g2Qp

SW → 1, and interpreting the result at
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Figure 4: Prospective constraints on the mass/coupling ratio and charges attributable to new
physics, with QSW ≡ −2(2hu1 + hd1). If our Qp

W experiment is found to agree perfectly with the
Standard Model, the denoted phase space would be excluded at ≥ 95% confidence level.

95% confidence level (S ≃ 2 σ), we find

Λ =
1

√

2
√

2GF

1
√

2∆QExp
W

= 2.3 TeV (10)

for a 4% measurement of Qp
W . This result should be interpreted as O(2.3) TeV. The sensitivity

of the experiment to higher mass scales varies as 1/
√

∆QW or, for a statistics dominated mea-
surement such as ours, as the inverse fourth root of the figure of merit. The explanation for our
sensitivity to large mass scales is firstly that we are making a measurement on the weak scale,
GF , secondly that we are measuring a suppressed weak scale quantity, 1 − 4sin2θW , and finally
that our measurement has relatively high precision.

Figure 5 suggests that our 4% Qp
Weak experiment could, given “reasonable” coupling constants,

see the effects of new physics at < 2.3 TeV with high confidence, and be pulled significantly away
from the Standard Model value by physics at mass scales of 2.3-3.3 TeV. The latter observation
would tightly constrain the sign of the new couplings of any new particles discovered at LHC,
which might be sufficient information to choose between possible models.

While limits within particular models may vary from this value (for a recent review, see Ref.
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Figure 5: The sensitivity to TeV-scale masses is shown versus the relative error in Qp
Weak in the

solid (dashed) curve corresponding to 95% (68%) confidence level. The weak charge measurements
are somewhat more restrictive than the collider measurements in that they are only sensitive
to new neutral-current physics which is parity violating. The various weak charge experiments
actually probe different combinations of new electron, up quark, and down quark couplings.

[15]), this model independent analysis illustrates the decisive role a Qp
Weak measurement could

play. For example, a particularly well-motivated class of new physics models predict the existence
of extra TeV scale Z ′ bosons. In the simplest models based on Grand Unified Theories (GUT),
one expects g ∼ 0.45, so that one can study Z ′ bosons (with unit charges) up to MZ′ ≈ 2.1 TeV.
Z ′ bosons are predicted in very many extensions of the SM ranging from the more classical GUT
and technicolor models to supersymmetry and string theories. The sensitivity to non-perturbative
theories (such as technicolor and other strong coupling dynamics) with g ∼ 2π could even reach
Λ ≈ 14.5 TeV.
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2.5 Model Dependent Constraints

2.5.1 Extra Neutral Gauge Interactions

The introduction of neutral gauge symmetries beyond those associated with the photon and the
Z0 boson have long been considered as one of the best motivated extensions of the SM. In the
context of supersymmetry, they do not spoil the approximate gauge coupling unification predicted
by the simplest and most economic SUSY scenarios. Moreover, in many SUSY models (though
not the simplest SO(10) ones), the additional U(1)′ gauge symmetry forbids an elementary
bilinear Higgs µ-term, while allowing an effective µ to be generated at the scale of U(1)′ breaking
without introducing cosmological problems [16]. In various string-motivated models of radiative
breaking, this scale is comparable to the electroweak scale (i.e., less than a TeV) [16], thereby
providing a solution to the µ-problem [17] and enhancing the prospects that a Z ′ could be
detected in collider experiments or seen indirectly via precision electroweak data. An extra U(1)′

symmetry could also explain proton stability, which is not automatic in supersymmetric models,
or it could solve both, the µ and proton lifetime problems, simultaneously [18].

From a phenomenological standpoint, direct searches at the Tevatron [19] have as yet yielded no
evidence4 for the existence of the extra neutral Z ′ boson associated with the U(1)′, providing
instead only lower bounds of about 600 GeV (depending on the precise nature of the Z ′).

On the other hand, several indirect effects could be attributed to a Z ′. The Z0 lineshape fit
at LEP [21] yields a significantly larger value for the hadronic peak cross section, σhad, than is
predicted in the SM. This implies, e.g., that the effective number of massless neutrinos Nν is
2.986± 0.008, which is roughly 2σ lower than the SM prediction, Nν = 3. As a consequence, the
Z0-pole data currently favors Z ′ scenarios with a small amount of Z0–Z ′-mixing which mimics
a negative contribution to the invisible Z0 decay width. Finally, the result by the NuTeV
Collaboration [2] can be brought into better agreement when one allows a Z ′ if assumed not
to be just some missing correction due to the use of an iron target. Although the improvement
is modest, it is non-trivial, since the deviations in the weak mixing angles derived from NuTeV
and APV show opposite signs, but can nevertheless both be improved by assuming Z ′ effects.

In analyzing the impact of a Z ′ on Qp
Weak, we employ Eq. (7) with Λ = MZ′ and g = gZ′ =

√

5/3 sin θW
√

λgZ [22], with λ = 1 in the simplest models. g2
Z = 8GFM2

Z/
√

2 is the SM coupling
constant for the ordinary Z0. Consider the Abelian subgroups of E6,

E6 → SO(10)×U(1)ψ → SU(5)×U(1)χ×U(1)ψ → SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y ×U(1)χ×U(1)ψ.

Then, the Z ′ can be written as the linear combination,

Z ′ ∼ − cos α cos β Zχ + sin α cos β ZY − sin β Zψ. (11)

Considerations of gauge anomaly cancellation and the µ and proton lifetime problems in SUSY
models mentioned earlier, also favor a Z ′ of that type [18]. The assignment of SM fermions to

4See, however, Ref. [20] which reports a 2σ deficit in the highest mass bin of the leptonic forward-backward b
quark asymmetry seen by the CDF Collaboration.
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representations of SO(10) implies that the Zψ has only axial-vector couplings and can generate
no PV e–f interactions of the type in Eq. (7), whereas the Zχ generates only PV e–d and e–e
interactions of this type. In fact, in this class of models the weak charges of the proton and the
electron have equal magnitude. Although, strictly speaking the SLAC E158 result (Runs I, II
and II combined) is in agreement with the SM its final uncertainty ended up being similar to
that of APV and NuTeV. So being “in agreement” with the SM in the cases of SLAC E158 and
APV does not imply that there is not a shift due to new physics, just that the accuracy of these
measurements were perhaps insufficient to detect a signature. What is required are weak charge
measurements with higher accuracy. However, should the measurement proposed here (or one
of its potential follow on measurements) show a significant deviation from the SM prediction, a
comparison with the SLAC-E-158, APV, NuTeV and other SM tests should still be a very useful
way to get some discrimination between classes of models and other SM extensions.

To study the impact of a Z ′ on Qp
Weak we consider the current best fit values[6], α = −0.8+1.4

−1.2,
β = 1.0+0.4

−0.8, and sin θ = 0.0010+0.0012
−0.0006, obtained for λ = 1. In this case, Qp

Weak= 0.0747 is
predicted, that is a 1.1σ effect. The impact of the measurement would be to reduce the allowed
region of the parameters α and β by approximately 30%. In view of the very high precision
and very high energy measurements at the Z0 factories LEP and SLC, it is remarkable that a
4% measurement at very low Q2 and operating with a several orders of magnitude lower budget
offers a more sensitive probe of TeV scale physics.

Even if a Z ′ is detected at the LHC first, it will be important to constrain its properties. Its
mass will be measured in the course of the discovery, and sin θ is mainly constrained by LEP 2.
The U(1)′ charges and the couplings to quarks and leptons, however, are best determined by
low-energy precision measurements.

2.5.2 Supersymmetry

Supersymmetry (SUSY) has long been considered a likely ingredient of an “extended” Standard
Model. The theoretical motivation includes superstring theories, for which the existence of low-
energy SUSY is a prediction; resolution of the “hierarchy problem” associated with Higgs mass
renormalization and stability of the weak scale without resorting to fine tuning of parameters;
and gauge coupling unification at the GUT scale. From a phenomenological standpoint, the
recently reported deviation of the muon anomaly from the Standard Model prediction provides
a tantalizing hint of SUSY, since contributions from “superpartner” loops provide a natural
explanation for the effect.

The detailed way in which low-energy SUSY becomes manifest remains an open question. Since
no superpartners have yet been seen in direct search measurements, their masses must be split
from those of the Standard Model particles, thus implying some break down of exact SUSY.
There exists a theoretical bias that SUSY breaking occurs at some high scale in a “hidden”
sector and that its effects are transferred to low-energy phenomena via new gravitational or gauge
interactions. These models of gravity or gauge mediated SUSY breaking make strong predictions
for superpartner mass hierarchies. Low-energy charged current data, on the other hand, are not
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consistent with these predictions unless a symmetry known as “R parity” is violated[23,24]. This
symmetry is equivalent to conservation of baryon minus lepton number, and its violation implies
the nonconservation of either B and/or L.

In order to evade present limits on proton decay, one typically sets ∆B 6= 0 R parity violating
(RPV) interactions to zero, leaving only ∆L 6= 0 effects. Two types of L-violating RPV interac-
tions occur: those which are purely leptonic, involving the exchange of “sleptons” (Figure 6a),
and semileptonic interactions arising from “squark” exchange (Figure 6b). We denote corrections
induced by purely leptonic interactions as ∆ijk and those arising from the semileptonic effects
as ∆′

ijk, where the indices refer to different generations. Low-energy observables are sensitive to
both types of corrections. The dependence of semileptonic observables on ∆ijk arises from the
normalization of amplitudes in terms of the muon decay Fermi constant and from the definition
of the weak mixing angle.

Figure 6: Slepton and squark exchange contributions to muon decay (a) and eq interactions (b)
arising in R parity violating SUSY models.

If R Parity is conserved, then the lightest SUSY particle is stable and presumably contributes to
dark matter. However, under the condition of R Parity violation, then the lightest SUSY particles
long ago decayed to photons, etc, and don’t contribute to dark matter. Figure 7, is a plot the
relative shifts in electron and proton weak charges due to SUSY effects. Dots indicate MSSM loop
corrections for approximately 3000 randomly-generated SUSY-breaking parameters. Depending
on the outcome of the proposed Qp

Weak measurement, the impact on this new physics could be
significant. At present SUSY provides one of the only simultaneous explanations of both the
charged current and neutral current low-energy deviations from the SM (superallowed β-decay
and Cesium atomic PV, respectively). The Qp

Weak measurement would provide an important
diagnostic as to whether this solution remains a viable one. In contrast, the prospective impact
of the PV Møller asymmetry measurement on the plots in Figure 7 is less pronounced, since it
competes directly with W -mass measurements, whose effects are already included in the fit.
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Figure 7: Relative shifts in electron and proton weak charges due to SUSY effects. Dots indicate
MSSM loop corrections for approximately 3000 randomly-generated SUSY-breaking parameters.
Interior of truncated elliptical region gives possible shifts due to R-parity non-conserving SUSY
interactions (95% confidence).

2.5.3 Leptoquarks

Leptoquarks – bosons which have both nonzero baryon number B and lepton number L – have
long been a popular, though somewhat exotic, candidate for new physics. In leptoquark models
consistent with the SU(3)c×S(2)L×U(1)Y symmetry of the SM [25,26], they can give rise to
new tree-level, parity violating e − q interactions, as illustrated in Figure 8. Theoretically,
spin-1 (vector) leptoquarks arise naturally in models of extended gauge symmetry, where they
correspond to additional gauge bosons required by gauge invariance. Scalar leptoquarks occur
naturally in RPV SUSY models, where they coincide with the exchanged squarks of Figure 85.
Thus, it is useful to consider the prospective impact of the Qp

Weak on leptoquark models.

The implications of electroweak data for scalar leptoquark models have been analyzed recently in

5Technically speaking, the squarks in Figure 8 are not leptoquarks, since they do not carry lepton number.
However, their effects are indistinguishable from scalar leptoquark exchange.
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Figure 8: Leptoquark (LQ) exchange contributions to parity violating eq interaction.

Refs. [27,28]. Included in those analyses are data from deep inelastic neutral current scattering
at HERA, Drell-Yan dilepton production at the Tevatron, hadronic cross sections at LEP 2,
neutrino-nucleus deep inelastic scattering, light quark β-decay, atomic parity violation, and the
SLAC, Mainz, and MIT-Bates parity violating electron scattering experiments. At the time of
Ref. [27], the Cesium weak charge was believed to deviate from the SM by 2.3σ. The analysis
of Ref. [28], in contrast, was performed after inclusion of Breit corrections moved the Cesium
result into agreement with the SM.

Although, the Cesium atomic PV measurement is now technically in agreement with the SM it
is important to ask how well its accuracy and interpretability can rule out classes of leptoquark
extensions to the SM. For example, in the analysis of Ref. [27] in which a 2.3 σ deviation for
Cesium was assumed, two species of leptoquarks were found to provide an explanation for the
effect while maintaining consistency with all other electroweak data: RR

2 and ~S3 (in the notation
of Ref. [26]). While the effects of the Cesium result were not included in a global fit, one can

estimate the prospective impact of RR
2 and ~S3 on Qp

Weak. Were either of these leptoquarks to
account for the assumed 2.3σ deviation of Cesium from the SM value, they would each have
produced a 10% shift in Qp

Weak, respectively. However, in a subsequent calculation the same
leptoquarks could also produce significant deviations of Qp

Weak from the SM prediction even if
the Cesium weak charge is taken to agree with the SM as assumed in Ref. [28]. The current
Cesium measurement at its level of experimental and theoretical uncertainty cannot exclude all
leptoquark based SM extensions. Therefore, one could anticipate sizeable effects in Qp

Weak if
low-energy leptoquarks constitute part of an extended Standard Model.

We note that, as in the case of other scenarios discussed above, the comparison of a Qp
Weak

measurement with results from the Møller parity violation experiment can provide a useful diag-
nostic. Specifically, leptoquark effects enter parity violating Møller scattering only at loop level,
and their effects are considerably smaller than the anticipated final precision of the recently com-
pleted E-158 measurement [15]. Both experiments would have to deviate from the SM prediction
by two or more standard deviations, to conclude the effect was not generated by leptoquarks.
This scenario is presently excluded if SLAC E158 runs I, II and III are averaged together. On
the other hand, a significant deviation of Qp

Weak of the scale indicated by the allowed “pulls”
shown in Figure 9[6], coupled with the absence of any significant deviation in the Møller results,
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could point toward leptoquark interactions.

Figure 9: Comparison of anticipated errors for a 4% Qp
Weak measurement and preliminary re-

sults from the SLAC E158 Qe
W measurement with possible deviations from the Standard Model

allowed by fits to existing world data in the context of several plausible extension theories. Nu-
merical values shown for both weak charges correspond to SM prediction. In the case of scalar
leptoquarks, only the Qp

Weak measurement will be sensitive while the Qe
W measurement serves as

a control. Together with other measurements, these two highly complementary experiments have
the potential to put constraints on and possibly provide evidence for physics beyond the Standard
Model.

Additional information is available in APPENDIX B, which is a reproduction of the paper [6], by:
J. Erler, A. Kurylov, and M.J. Ramsey-Musolf,“Weak Charge of the Proton and New Physics”,
Phys. Rev. D 68, 016006 (2003) from which much of the theory section was derived.
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2.6 Summary

We have demonstrated that the proposed measurement of Qp
Weak at Jefferson Laboratory will

provide a stringent test of the Standard Model prediction for the running of sin2 θW . In the case
of agreement with the Standard Model, our measurement will provide the single most significant
confirmation of this essential prediction of the running coupling constant away from the Z0

pole, and the result will dramatically reduce the model-independent phase space for possible new
parity violating electron-quark couplings. In any case, our experiment will provide important new
constraints on new physics. We have explored the implications of existing world data for possible
deviations that might be seen in our Qp

Weak experiment in the context of several strong candidate
extension theories, and we conclude that the proposed measurement can have a significant impact.
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3 Overview of the Experiment

The Qp
Weak collaboration will carry out the first precision measurement of the proton’s weak

charge, Qwp = 1 − 4 sin2(θW ). We will do this by measuring the parity violating asymmetry in
elastic electron-proton scattering at very low momentum transfer, given by:

A =

[ −GF

4πα
√

2

]

[

Q2Qp
w + Q4B(Q2)

]

where σ+ and σ− are cross sections for positive and negative helicity incident electrons, and
B(Q2) is a hadronic form factor contribution, as discussed in section 1. The results of earlier
experiments in parity violating electron-proton scattering will be used to constrain hadronic
corrections to the data. A 2200 hour measurement of the parity violating asymmetry in elastic
electron-proton scattering at a momentum transfer of Q2 = 0.03 (GeV/c)2 employing 180 µA
of 85% polarized beam on a 35 cm liquid hydrogen target will determine the proton’s weak
charge with 4% combined statistical and systematic errors; this in turn implies a determination
of sin2(θW ) at the ±0.3% level at low energy. As a standalone measurement of sin2(θW ), the
Qweak experiment is competitive with any channel measured in the recently completed SLD and
LEP programs at the Z resonance.

A sketch showing the layout of the experiment is given in Figure 10. A longitudinally polarized
electron beam, a liquid hydrogen target, a room temperature toroidal magnetic spectrometer,
and a set of Čerenkov detectors for the scattered electrons at forward angles are the key elements
of the experimental apparatus. The toroidal magnetic field will focus elastically scattered elec-
trons onto a set of 8, rectangular fused silica (synthetic quartz) Čerenkovdetectors coupled to
photomultiplier tubes, which will be read out in current mode to achieve the high statistical preci-
sion required for the measurements. Inelastically scattered electrons are bent out of the detector
acceptance by the spectrometer and make only a minimal contribution to the Čerenkov signal.
A new high power cryotarget is being developed and built at Jefferson lab for the experiment.

Basic parameters of the experiment are summarized in Table 2. The main technical challenges
result from the small expected asymmetry of approximately -0.3 ppm; we will measure this asym-
metry to ±1.8% statistical and ±1.3% systematic errors. The optimum kinematics corresponds
to an incident beam energy of E0 = 1.165 GeV, scattered electron polar angles θe = 8.4 ± 3
degrees, and azimuthal detector acceptance as large as possible (8 electron detectors with accep-
tance ∆φe = 24 degrees each, totalling 53% of 2π). Fixing Q2 = 0.03 (GeV/c)2 limits nucleon
structure contributions which increase with Q2 and avoids very small asymmetries where correc-
tions from helicity correlated beam parameters begin to dominant the measurement uncertainty.
With these constraints applied the figure-of-merit becomes relatively insensitive to the primary
beam energy; using a higher beam energy will result in a physically longer experiment with
stronger magnetic field requirements, smaller scattering angles, and the possibility of opening
new secondary production channels that might contribute to backgrounds.

The high statistical precision required implies high beam current (180 µA), a long liquid hydrogen
target (35 cm) and a large-acceptance detector operated in current mode. We assume that the
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Figure 10: CAD layout of the Qp
Weak apparatus. The beam and scattered electrons travel from left

to right, through the target, the first collimator, the Region 1 GEM detectors, the mini-torus, the
two-stage second precision collimator which surrounds the region 2 drift chambers, the toroidal
magnet, the shielding wall, the region 3 drift chambers, the trigger scintillators and finally through
the quartz Čerenkov detectors. The tracking system chambers and trigger scintillators, which
instrument two opposing octants of the apparatus to map the Q2 response and study backgrounds,
will be retracted during high current running when Qp

Weak asymmetry data are acquired. The
Qp
Weak luminosity monitor, which will be used to monitor target fluctuations and to provide a

sensitive null asymmetry test, is located downstream of the apparatus very close to the beam pipe
as shown.
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Table 2: Basic parameters of the Qp
weak experiment.

Parameter Value

Incident Beam Energy 1.165 GeV
Beam Polarization 85%
Beam Current 180 µA
Target Thickness 35 cm (0.04X0)
Running Time 2200 hours
Nominal Scattering Angle 8.4◦

Scattering Angle Acceptance ±3◦

φ Acceptance 53% of 2π
Solid Angle ∆Ω = 45 msr
Acceptance Averaged Q2 < Q2 >= 0.030 (GeV/c)2

Acceptance Averaged Physics Asymmetry < A > = -0.288 ppm
Acceptance Averaged Expt’l Asymmetry < A > = -0.24 ppm
Integrated Cross Section 3.9 µb
Integrated Rate (all sectors) 6.4 GHz (or .80 GHz per sector)
Statistical Error on the Asymmetry 1.8%
Statistical Error on Qp

W 2.9%

source group will meet their stated goal of routine high current beam delivery at 85% polarization
by the time Qp

Weak is ready to take data; developments for Qp
Weak will focus on more reliable

operation at higher current of the new Superlattice GaAs photocathode materials which have
already demonstrated over 85% polarization for the HAPPEx-II helium experiment.

Radiation hardness, insensitivity to backgrounds, uniformity of response, and low intrinsic noise
are criteria that are optimized by the choice of quartz Čerenkov bars for the main detectors.
The combined beam current and target length requirements lead to a cooling requirement of
approximately 2.5 kW, considerably over the present capacity of the JLab End Station Refriger-
ator (ESR). This will require us to draw additional refrigeration capacity from the central helium
liquefier (CHL), providing a cost effective solution for the required target cooling power. We note
that the combination of high beam current and a long target flask will make the Qp

Weaktarget the
highest power cryotarget in the world by a factor of several; although the experiment could be run
with a lower power cryotarget, the length of the run would have to be increased correspondingly.

It is essential to maximize the fraction of the detector signal (total Čerenkov light output in
current mode) arising from the electrons of interest, and to measure this fraction experimentally.
In addition, the asymmetry due to background must be corrected for, and we must measure
both the detector-signal-weighted < Q2 > and < Q4 > – the latter in order to subtract the
appropriate hadronic form factor contribution – in order to be able to extract a precise value
for Qp

Weak from the measured asymmetry. The Q2 definition will be optimized by ensuring that
the entrance aperture of the main collimator will define the acceptance for elastically scattered
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events. Careful construction and precise surveying of the collimator geometry together with
optics and GEANT Monte Carlo studies are essential to understand the Q2 acceptance of the
system.

This information will be extracted from ancillary measurements at low beam current, in which the
quartz Čerenkov detectors are read out in pulse mode and individual particles are tracked through
the spectrometer system. The Čerenkov detector front end electronics are designed to operate
in both current mode and pulse mode for compatibility with both the parity measurements and
the ancillary < Q2 > calibration runs. The tracking system will be capable of mapping the
< Q2 > acceptance to ±1% in two opposing octants simultaneously; the tracking chambers
will be mounted on a rotating wheel assembly as shown in figure 10 so that the entire system
can be mapped in 4 sequential measurements. A small “mini-toroid” magnet will be installed
downstream of the first collimator to sweep low energy Møller electrons out of the acceptance of
the middle tracking chambers; this will not significantly affect the optics for the elastic electrons
of interest in the Qp

Weak measurements. The front chambers are based on the CERN ‘GEM’
design, chosen for their fast time response and good position resolution. The chambers plus
trigger scintillator system will be retracted during normal Qp

Weak data taking at high current.

The experimental asymmetry must be corrected for inelastic and room background contributions
as well as hadronic form factor effects. Initial simulations indicate that the former will be small,
the main contribution coming from target walls, which can be measured and subtracted. The
quadrature sum of the hadronic form factor error contribution to Qp

Weak is expected to be 1.9%,
as noted earlier. Experimental systematic errors are minimized by construction of a symmetric
apparatus, optimization of the target design and shielding, utilization of feedback loops in the
electron source to null out helicity correlated beam excursions and careful attention to beam
polarimetry. We will carry out a program of ancillary measurements to determine the system
response to helicity correlated beam properties and background terms.

The electron beam polarization must be measured with an absolute uncertainty at the 1% level.
At present, this can be achieved in Hall C using an existing Møller polarimeter, which can only
be operated at currents below 8 µA. A program to upgrade the Møller for high beam current
operation is currently underway, as discussed later in this proposal. A major effort to design
and build a Compton polarimeter in Hall C at Jefferson Lab is also underway as part of the
laboratory’s support of this and other experiments where precise beam polarimetry is an issue;
the Compton polarimeter will provide a continuous on-line measurement of the beam polarization
at full current (180 µA) which would otherwise not be achievable. Table 3 summarizes the
statistical and systematic error contributions to the proton weak charge measurement that are
anticipated for the experiment; the details of our beam request are given in section 14.

The Qp
Weak apparatus also includes a luminosity monitor consisting of an array of Čerenkov

detectors located downstream of the Qp
Weak experiment at a very small scattering angle. The de-

tectors will be instrumented with radiation-hardened vacuum photodiodes with external current-
to-voltage converters. The high rate (29 GHz/octant integrating mode) and the resulting small
statistical error in the luminosity monitor signals will enable us to use this device for removing
our sensitivity to target density fluctuations. In addition, the luminosity monitor will provide a
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Table 3: Total error estimate for the Qp
Weak experiment. The contributions to both the physics

asymmetry and the extracted Qp
Weak are given. In most cases, the error magnification due to the

39% hadronic dilution is a factor of 1.64. The enhancement for the Q2 term is somewhat larger.

Source of Contribution to Contribution to
error ∆Aphys/Aphys ∆Qp

Weak/Qp
Weak

Counting Statistics 1.8% 2.9%
Hadronic structure — 1.9 %
Beam polarimetry 1.0 % 1.6%

Absolute Q2 0.5% 1.1%
Backgrounds 0.5% 0.8%

Helicity-correlated
beam properties 0.5% 0.8%

TOTAL: 2.2% 4.1%

valuable null asymmetry test, since it is expected to have a negligible physics asymmetry as com-
pared to the main detector. We will apply the same corrections procedure for helicity correlated
beam properties to both the main detectors and to the luminosity monitor - if the systematic
error sensitivities are well understood, we should be able to correct the luminosity monitor to
zero asymmetry within errors, which gives an independent validation of the corrections procedure
used to analyze the main detector data.

In the remainder of this document, the individual elements of the apparatus, the measurement
procedures, backgrounds and systematic error analyses are discussed in detail. We conclude the
proposal with an updated beam request and information about the collaboration and institutional
responsibilities in the project.
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4 Magnetic Spectrometer and Collimation System

A key component of the Qp
Weak apparatus is a magnetic spectrometer ‘QTOR’, whose toroidal

field will focus elastically scattered electrons onto a set of eight V-shaped, rectangular in cross
section synthetic quartz Čerenkov detectors. The main requirement for the spectrometer is
to provide a clean separation between elastic and inelastic electrons so that a detector system
of reasonable size can be mounted at the focal plane to measure the elastic asymmetry with
negligible contamination from inelastic scattering and other background processes. The axially
symmetric acceptance in this geometry is very important because it reduces the sensitivity to a
number of systematic error contributions. A resistive toroidal spectrometer magnet with water-
cooled coils has been chosen for Qp

Weak because of the low cost and inherent reliability relative
to a superconducting solution.

4.1 Basic Design Criteria

The QTOR magnet is required to bend the elastically scattered electrons at θe = 8.0◦ with
momentum p′ ≃ 1.165 GeV/c by approximately 13◦. This implies a magnetic field integral
∫

~B.d~ℓ of approximately 0.89 T·m. The focussing properties must provide clean separation of
the elastic and inelastic channels, corresponding to a momentum resolution of about 10%. The
magnetic field also provides background reduction. The QTOR magnet design provides a field
free region along the beam axis. It has an open geometry to allow for maximum detector solid
angle and the magnet must be symmetric for systematic error reduction.

4.2 Geometry and Magnetic Properties

The coil geometry has been optimized in a series of simulation studies using GEANT plus nu-
merical integration over the conductor’s current distributions to determine the magnetic field.
Several geometries were explored, including the use of circular coils, simple racetrack coils, tilted
racetrack coils, and the BLAST modified racetrack coil shape. The simplest and least expensive
QTOR coil design that has been adopted and that meets the needs of the Qp

Weak experiment is
a simple racetrack structure with a layout shown in Figure 11. Each coil package consists of a
double pancake structure, with each layer consisting of two, 2.20 m long straight sections, and
two semicircular curved sections with inner radius 0.235 m and outer radius 0.75 m. The copper
conductor has a cross section of 2.3 in by 1.5 in with a center hole of 0.8 in in diameter. The
total DC current under operating conditions will be 8650 A at 146 V.

4.3 Field Calculations and Magnet Optics

The magnetic field was calculated using the Biot-Savart Law and performing numerical inte-
gration over the distribution of conductor current density. Each field coil was represented by a
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Figure 11: Layout of the 8 magnetic field coils of the QTOR spectrometer.

set of arcs and straight conductor segments. The field calculations were carried out assuming
a nominal current density of 454 A/cm2. Since the magnetic field scales in proportion to the
current density, the calculated field map can be rescaled to any desired value.

A plot of the azimuthal magnetic field component Bφ is shown in Figure 12 as a 3d function of
position along the beam axis (Z) and the radial distance (R) from the beam axis. The magnetic
field on the beam axis is zero, and increases rapidly with distance from the beam axis, reaching
a maximum at R=0.56 m. From that point, the field falls off as 1/R. For a target located
upstream of the magnet, the field integral experienced by the scattered electrons depends on the
scattering angle. Electrons with smaller polar angles θe will experience larger field integrals and
will be deflected more strongly than electrons scattered at larger polar angles, which results in
a focussing effect for the scattered electrons. Figure 12 also gives Bφ as a function of R and
φ at the center of the magnet, which is defined as Z = 0.0 m. The field profile in this plane
indicates that there is an acceptably small variation in the toroidal field strength as a function
of the azimuthal angle of the scattered electrons.

For an ideal toroid, the z component of the field is zero, while for a real toroidal magnet this
component should be negligibly small compared to the Bφ component. The calculated Bz com-
ponent for the QTOR design is shown in Figure 13 in the median plane between a pair of coils.
As seen from this figure, the maximum strength of Bz is 1.5% of that of the main toroidal field
Bφ; again, the small field imperfections are acceptably small for the Qp

Weak measurements.

The kinematics of the Qp
Weak experiment have been chosen to optimize the figure of merit for

the extraction of Qwp from the elastic asymmetry. This being done, the focussing properties
of the magnet for the electrons of interest depend on the choice of target length and position.
The target length has been fixed at 0.35 m to achieve the highest practical luminosity, and the
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Figure 12: Left: Three dimensional plot of the toroidal magnetic field component Bφ in the median
plane between a pair of coils, as a function of position along the beam axis (Z) and the radial
distance from the beam axis (R) . Right: A similar plot of Bφ as a function of φ and R in the
midplane of the magnet, perpendicular to the beam axis at Z = 0 (magnet center).

Figure 13: Three dimensional plot of the z component of B on the median plane between two coils
as a function of position along the beam axis Z and radial distance from the beam axis R. The
maximum strength of this minor field component is about 1.5% of the main toroidal field Bφ.

target assembly will be located outside and upstream of the magnet to allow for the detection
of scattered electrons at angles from approximately 6 to 10 degrees. By examining the scattered
electron trajectories for various target locations, the optimum position of the target was found
to be 0.650 m upstream of the midpoint of the QTOR magnet.
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Figure 14: Initial simulation showing separation of elastically (lower distribution) and inelasti-
cally (upper distribution) scattered electrons at a plane 4.70 m downstream from the center of
the QTOR magnet. The kinematics are restricted to θe = 9.0 ± 2.0 deg, and φe = 0.0 ± 15.0
deg; on the scale, ‘x’ indicates the direction of increasing θ, while ‘y’ covers the acceptance in
φ. A preliminary quartz detector shape has been outlined on the figure. No energy loss, multiple
scattering or radiative effects were included in this simulation.

During the initial stages of the QTOR spectrometer design, the optical properties of the magnetic
field were explored by simulating the electron trajectories using GEANT, with initial scattering
angles restricted to θe = 9.0 ± 2.0 degrees and azimuthal angles in the range ∆φe = ± 15.0
degrees for both elastic scattering and pion production reactions (ep → enπ+ and ep → epπ0)6.
In these early simulations, there were no energy loss or radiative effects included in the Monte
Carlo, and simple cuts were placed on the electron scattering angles without reference to a
realistic collimator design. This approach allowed us to study the effect of the magnet’s optical
resolution on the trajectories of the charged particles, independent of ‘smearing’ effects caused
by physical interactions of the electrons in the target and along the path to the detectors. Figure
14 shows the distribution of elastic and inelastic electrons 4.70 m downstream from the center of
the magnet, where a 2.00 × 0.12 × 0.025 m3 quartz Čerenkov bar cleanly intercepts the elastic
scattering distribution with no contamination of inelastics. These simulations show that the
QTOR magnet has the required focussing property, which is essential for performing the Qp

Weak

measurements, as it results in a clean separation between elastic and inelastic scattered particles.

A more realistic simulation requires the kinematics of the experiment as defined by the collima-
tors, as well as accounting for multiple scattering and all secondary reactions. Figure 15 shows
the results of a full GEANT simulation for elastically scattered electrons whose kinematics are

6This was the reference design used in the 2001 PAC proposal.
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Figure 15: Left panel: Side view of the experimental setup, consisting of a 0.35 m liquid hydrogen
target, conical collimator, QTOR spectrometer, and a focal plane detector. Electron kinematics
are defined by the collimator, and all secondary reactions are included. The electron trajectories
(red) are distinguished from photon trajectories (blue). Right panel: Separation of elastically scat-
tered electrons (narrow dark band near y=3.00 m) and electromagnetic shower events shadowing
the collimator walls, projected onto the focal plane at 5.70 m downstream of the QTOR magnet
center. The 2.10 m long quartz Čerenkov bars will be placed to intercept the elastically scattered
electrons shown in the figure.

selected by a tapered input collimator. The secondary reactions consist mostly of bremsstrahlung
radiation produced by electrons which strike the collimator walls. These events are well separated
from the elastic electrons at the position of the focal plane, since the photons are not deflected
in the magnetic field. The figure also shows a narrow band of elastic electrons sitting above
the broad electromagnetic shower distribution. The projection of the collimator shape, which
is clearly visible in the lower part of the figure, results from most of the showering occurring
on the collimator walls. While the detailed collimator design has not yet fully been optimized,
this simple initial choice is sufficient to demonstrate the general features of collimator showering
effects; the contamination of the Čerenkov signal is already in this case acceptably small. The
minimum design distance of 0.15 m between the beam pipe and the inner coil windings is suf-
ficient to accommodate the necessary beam pipe shielding taking into consideration the beam
broadening that occurs in the 0.35 m liquid hydrogen target.
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Figure 16: Qweak toroidal spectrometer coil specifications.
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4.4 Detailed Coil Design

The Qp
Weak collaboration has benefited greatly from experience acquired in design and construc-

tion of the BLAST toroidal spectrometer at MIT-Bates. The field integral requirements and basic
geometry for QTOR are comparable, but fabrication and alignment tolerances are less stringent
than for the BLAST design, which involved a modified racetrack coil shape to accommodate
polarized internal targets in the Bates South Hall Ring. A simpler coil shape has been adopted
for QTOR, but the methods of design, fabrication, water cooling and controls for the BLAST
magnet, as well as the support structure and power supply requirements, have been adapted to
meet the needs of the Qp

Weak experiment.

The shape adopted for the QTOR coil design is shown in Figure 16. This is the simplest and
least expensive coil design, and is being built with a relatively simple winding fixture. The coil
consists of two, 2.20 m long straight sections, and two semicircular curved sections with inner
radius 0.235 m and outer radius 0.75 m. The total length of the coil is 3.96 m. The coils will
be built using a similar procedure as the BLAST magnet coils, consisting of a two-layer pancake
structure, each having 13 turns of OFHC copper (CDA 102) conductor material with square
outer dimensions of 2.3×1.5 in2 (3.81 × 5.84 cm2) and an inner water cooling pipe diameter of
0.8 in (2.03 cm). Coil sections will be epoxy vacuum cast in a permanent mold. Reference points
to locate the individual coils within the epoxy casing have been incorporated and will be used
in surveying and alignment of the coils when they are mounted on the frame, discussed further
below. A total of nine coils are being fabricated in order to have one spare available in case
of failure. Taking into account the required groundwrap and epoxy insulating layers, the final
cross-sectional dimension of the coil will be 0.125× 0.525 m2. Eight such coils will be assembled
into a toroidal magnet configuration, which will be radially aligned and spaced at angles of ±
22.5◦ around the beam axis. The shortest distance between a coil and the beamline will be 0.15
m.

4.5 Fabrication and Alignment Tolerances

A GEANT Monte Carlo simulation has been used to study the effects of coil misalignments on
the < Q2 > distribution at the focal plane as well as on the asymmetry of the 8-octant sytem
as required for systematic error reduction. The most stringent requirement is for symmetry of
the eight octants to minimize sensitivity to helicity-correlated beam motion: imperfections that
affect all eight coils in the same manner are much less of a concern for Qp

Weak.

The sensitivity to an overall position offset of the magnet with respect to the symmetry axis of the
collimator and beamline has been explored using GEANT. The effect of this type of misalignment
is to shift the image of the elastically scattered events across the width of a Čerenkov bar.
Moving the whole magnet sideways changes the magnetic field through which the electrons pass,
increasing it on one side, decreasing it on the other. For example, if the magnet is moved 0.01 m
to the left, then electrons that are scattered to the left pass through an increased field and are
deflected about 0.02 m more than the nominal value at the Čerenkov bar. The opposite effect
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Figure 17: Plots of the image formed by electrons on the Čerenkov bars. Coil 1, which lies between
sectors 1 and 2 of the QTOR magnet, has been pulled out radially by 4 cm. The top two plots
show the image formed by electrons striking bars 1 and 2. There is marked skewness caused by
increased deflection of electrons on the sides close to the coil that has been moved. The two lower
plots for the diametrically opposite bars exhibit no skewness.

is seen in electrons that are scattered to the right. The effect of displacing the magnet is that
electron distributions are shifted across the width of the Čerenkov bars, so that clipping of the
tails of the distributions is possible. If also the beam position changes on helicity flip, then there
is a false asymmetry. A 0.01 m displacement of the magnet as a whole shifts the neutral axis
by about 0.4 mm. To limit the false asymmetry to ±6 × 10−9 without trimming the currents in
individual coils of the QTOR magnet, the magnet should be positioned to no worse than 0.003
m.

The effects of misaligning individual coils of the magnet have also been investigated. Pulling
a coil out radially has the effect of increasing the magnetic field in the sectors of the magnet
neighbouring that coil, but has little effect elsewhere. Figure 17 shows the effect of moving the
coil at azimuthal angle 22.5◦ outward by 0.04 m. The upper two plots show the “moustache”
(image of electrons on the Čerenkov bars, expanded greatly in the vertical direction in the plots)
for the two neighboring bars centered at azimuthal angles of 0◦ and 45◦. The moustaches are
clearly pulled up toward the coil that has been moved and have become asymmetric. The two
lower plots show the images on the diametrically opposite bars; they appear to be symmetric.
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Figure 18: Centroids of images on the Čerenkov bars in the deflection direction when coil 1 of
the QTOR magnet is rotated azimuthally by ±1◦ about the beam axis.

The false asymmetry that results sets a limit of about 3 mm in the required radial positioning
of individual coils.

In addition, the effects of rotating a coil azimuthally about the beam axis have been studied.
Rotating one coil at azimuthal angle φ = 22.5◦ by 1◦, for example, reduces the magnetic field
for electrons travelling toward the Čerenkov bar at φ = 0◦ and increases the field for electrons
travelling to the next bar at φ = 45◦. There are lesser changes for the other bars. Figure 18
shows the centroids of the images on the Čerenkov bars in the deflection direction for rotations
of the coil by ±1◦. The false asymmetry is negligible (the neutral axis is moved by no more than
50 µm and the sensitivity to position modulation is increased by only 5% for a 1◦ rotation). A
more practical concern is that the images no longer line up on the Čerenkov bars. To line them
up to 1 mm without resorting to trim coils or adjusting the currents in individual coils, the coils
should be aligned to 0.08◦ in the azimuthal direction, that is to 1.3 mm azimuthally at a radius
of 0.93 m at the centre of a coil.

Simulations have shown that by instrumenting each coil with an adjustable ‘trim’ power supply
with up to ± 1% of the main magnet current, we should be able to compensate for coil mis-
alignments up to a few mm. The criterion to be used for adjusting the trim coil supplies is the
matching of elastic event distributions across the quartz Čerenkov bars, which will be verified
with the auxiliary tracking system at low beam current. Perfectly matched detector event distri-
butions will result in the minimum combined sensitivity to beam position modulation, which will
be checked independently in calibration experiments with artificially induced helicity correlated
position modulations, as is currently done for the G0 experiment.
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4.6 Magnetic Field Verification

It is essential that the QTOR spectrometer coils be fabricated and assembled to the required
tolerances in order to ensure that the desired Q2 distribution of elastically scattered electrons
is focused on the quartz Cerenkov detector for each of the 8 sectors of the device. Sector to
sector uniformity is crucial in order to minimize the sensitivity to helicity correlated systematic
errors. When the apparatus is fully assembled in Hall C, the Qp

Weak tracking system will be used
in calibration runs at low beam current to map the distribution of elastic electrons striking each
detector. Ultimately, these measurements will be able to confirm that the desired sector-to-sector
uniformity has been achieved in the magnet construction, but we must first verify the magnetic
field and its symmetry independently before beginning the experimental program.

Figure 19: Photograph of the magnetic verification device, on location at UIUC for mapping the
G0 magnet.

The open structure of the Qp
Weak magnet provides for easy access not only to the end regions but

also to the strong field regions between the coils. Optical alignment will locate the coils geometri-
cally, in the first instance, to the required tolerances. A magnetic field mapping apparatus, built
by the Canadian Group for the G0 experiment, will then be used to map the QTOR magnetic
spectrometer field. The field mapping system consists of a programmable gantry with full 3D
motion within a (4 x 4 x 2) m2 volume, and a set of high precision Hall probes, thermocouples,
and clinometers (which measure tilt angle) mounted on the end of a probe boom on the gantry.
The field mapping device on location at the Nuclear Physics Laboratory of the University of
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Illinois for mapping of the G0 magnet, is shown in Figure 19. The system is capable of providing
an absolute position determination of ± 0.2 mm and a field determination of ± 0.2 Gauss.

For the G0 experiment, the automated field measuring apparatus was used to determine the
locations of a set of zero-crossing points of specific magnetic field components at selected points
of symmetry of the magnet. Determination of these zero-crossing points then allowed the deter-
mination of actual coil locations and hence in principle the complete specification of the magnetic
field. The sensitivity of these measurements to the individual coil misalignments is determined
by the gradients of the field components at their zero crossing points, which in general are larger
for QTOR than for the G0 spectrometer. The excellent performance of the magnetic verification
device and the analysis procedure in extracting the coil positions for the G0 superconducting
magnet provides confidence that the QTOR magnet coil positions can similarly be located to the
required accuracy.

For the Qp
Weak experiment, detailed calculations of the magnetic field have been made based on

the technical drawings sent to the coil manufacturer, accounting for the exact coil geometry.
This has been done for coils in both their nominal positions and in displaced positions according
to a random distribution with a standard deviation of 3.5 mm in x, y and z directions and
with a standard deviation of 0.25◦ in angle about these coordinate directions. Measurements of
the zero-crossing points of selected field components in the planes at either end of the magnet
(z = ±1.85m) should permit determination of the coil positions to ±1.5 mm and rotations to
±0.1 degree,with the G0 field mapping apparatus7, which meets the specifications outlined in
the previous section. Alignment corrections to the coil positions could then be made as required,
reducing to an acceptable level the sensitivities to beam motion that would be measured for the
detector bars in ancillary calibration experiments.

4.7 QTOR Support Structure

Like the QTOR coils themselves, the QTOR support structure design has been carried out by
MIT-Bates engineers, and benefits directly from their design, fabrication and commissioning
experience with the similar BLAST magnet at MIT-Bates.

The QTOR support system consists of two parts plus the individual coil holders or carriers.
One part concerns the Toroidal Magnet Assembly including the alignment and support of the
eight racetrack coils in their coil holders. The other lower part or Base Support consists of the
necessary elements to allow support, alignment, and safe-tracked rail motion to and from the
beam line. The array of racetrack coils have an axis which is horizontal and a radius of about
1.65 m (D = 3.30 m) with an axial length of just over 3.65 m. The two part frame and support
scheme allows assembly and testing of the Toroidal Magnet System first at MIT-Bates and then
in Hall C before being moved to the beamline in Hall C at JLab.

7with Hall probes suitably modified for the scale of the QTOR field
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Figure 20: Aluminum Support Structure Assembly.

The QTOR support structure design represents the evolution of the MIT BLAST Frame to meet
the specific requirements of the Qp

Weak experiment. It retains many aspects of the BLAST Frame
design that has proven to work well, and at the same time incorporates important, yet subtle
improvements to specific design deficiencies which surfaced during the early stages of BLAST’s
assembly and commissioning. The support structure has to be non-magnetic. Aluminum was
chosen as a construction material for three reasons: ease of manufacturing, lower cost, and much
greater availability of various standard structural shapes as compared to stainless steel. Figure
20 shows a CAD drawing of the QTOR support structure as designed.

The QTOR support structure is modular by design. It consists of two main weldments, an
upstream support frame and downstream support frame, and longitudinal braces which join the
two support frames together. The design is based on readily available 6061-T6 aluminum I-
beams, C-channels and flat plates. Individual weldments can be fabricated by any number of
pre-qualified fabricators, and shipped to MIT-Bates for assembly and testing and then to JLab for
final testing and installation on the beamline. At the time of assembly, no welding will be required
– all the individual modules will simply be bolted together using brass bolts throughout. Stress
and deflection calculations have shown that the proposed design is sound, and that the required
coil position stability and repeatability can be achieved. Additional detailed finite element stress
and deflection analysis have verified the proper behavior of the support structure as designed.
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Figure 21: QTOR coils and bracing fixtures.

Each of the eight coils, spaced evenly every 45 degrees around the longitudinal axis of the toroid,
is supported by a coil fixture (or coil holder) as shown in Figure 21. The coil fixture is fabricated
from individual pieces of 5 in and 1.25 in thick aluminum plate, in order to achieve the necessary
rigidity and positional stability of each coil. The connection between the coil and the coil fixture
guarantees ± 1 mm positional reproducibility of each coil, while allowing unrestricted coil length
expansion and contraction due to temperature changes.

Coil fixtures are bolted to the support structure in such a way that the position of each coil can
be independently adjusted to ±0.0025 m in any direction. The fully assembled QTOR is 5.23
m wide, 6.45 m tall, and 5.08 m long. Its aperture centerline is 3.66 m above the floor, which
corresponds to the beam height in Hall C, at JLab. The fully assembled and loaded structure is
illustrated in Figure 22.

4.8 Electrical Specification of Magnet and Power Supply

QTOR requires over 1700 kVA of power to run the DC power supply which converts the AC
to the required DC current and voltage; JLab has scheduled an upgrade to the AC power for
Hall-C, which will be more than adequate to the needs of the Qp

Weak project. The DC power
supply required for QTOR is rated at 160 V and 9500 A for a maximum power of 1.52 MW. The
supply current should be regulated to better than 1 part in 105 with a ripple of less than ± 5
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Figure 22: Isometric view of the final QTOR Toroid Assembly.

parts in 104. The power supply unit will include: a local control panel, AC input monitoring
panel, TJNAF interlock module, RS232/RS422 interface; 16 bit current readback; AC input line
filter (EMC), water flow and over temperature switches. Negotiations are underway to secure
the power supply with a 12 months delivery schedule.

Hall C has enough water to easily meet the cooling needs of QTOR and its power supply with
the necessary inlet temperature of about 30◦ C and an inlet pressure of 200 psig with a back
pressure of 60-80 psig. The cooling water requirements of Qp

Weak are 265 GPM for QTOR, 40
GPM for the DC power supply, and perhaps another 25 GPM for the DC feeds of QTOR, for a
total of 330 GPM. A compilation of data regarding the DC power supply is given in Table 4.

4.9 QTOR Fabrication and Assembly

The contract for fabrication of the nine QTOR spectrometer coils was awarded to SigmaPhi in
June, 2004, with TRIUMF providing the contract management, and construction is currently
underway. The magnet and support structure will first be assembled and tested at MIT-Bates
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Table 4: High current magnet power supply for the Qp
Weak experiment.

Parameter Requirements
Rectifier Filter 12 pulse SCR bridge with passive LCR
Output Current 0-9500 Amps
Output Ripple less than 0.5% OF Vout @ 720 Hz
Current Setting 18 bit DAC
Current Readback 16 bit ADC by DCCT supplied
Stability Required 10 ppm (8 hours standard)
AC input mains 480, 3 Phase, 60 Hz
AC input maximum 1500 kVA (soft start circuit required
Cooling water less than 40 GPM @ 80 psid

and then delivered to JLab. Delivery of the nine coils to MIT-Bates is expected to take place at
the end of February 2005 after final inspection at the manufacturer’s plant in Vannes, France.
The construction schedule calls for fabrication of the coil holders between April 1 and June 30,
2005; this part of the QTOR fabrication will also be managed by TRIUMF. A final review of
the QTOR support structure was held at JLab in December, 2004. Fabrication of the support
structure at MIT-Bates is scheduled for the first half of 2005.

By July 1, 2005, all parts of QTOR should have been delivered to MIT-Bates and assembly of the
coils in their holders, and these in turn in the support structure, will be initiated. The assembly
will be surveyed and mechanically aligned to the required tolerances. Initially use will be made of
the BLAST power supply to power the QTOR magnet up to 7000 A, corresponding to about 80%
of the required operating current. Under these conditions, the magnetic field will be mapped and
effective coil locations verified according to the zero-crossing procedure described earlier. This
field mapping and verification will need to be repeated once QTOR has been installed in Hall C
at JLab and can be powered up to full current with a dedicated power supply; the latter may
occur as early as mid-2006.

4.10 Collimator Design

Since the original proposal, a great deal of effort has gone into realistic GEANT simulations of
the experiment with the aim of maximizing the figure-of-merit fom = A2 × R where R is the
detected elastic event rate and A is the physics asymmetry, while keeping the systematic error
sensitivities acceptably small. Refinements to the GEANT simulation code include incorporation
of radiative effects - both internal and external Bremsstrahlung contributions - as well as more
realistic modelling of various collimation schemes, and inclusion of a small ‘mini-Torus’ to deflect
low energy Møller electrons out of the intermediate region chambers of the Qp

Weak tracking system.
Studies have been performed of the sensitivity of the apparatus to helicity-correlated position and
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size modulation, which is exacerbated by the ‘moustache’ shape of the elastic electron distribution
at the focal plane of the magnet that arises due to the nonideal nature of the 8-coil toroidal field.
Realistic simulations have enabled us to arrive at a nearly optimal collimator reference design.

Figure 23: Layout of the apparatus showing the locations of collimators.

The collimator reference design maximizes the figure of merit, while keeping the inelastic con-
tribution to the detector rate acceptably small. The layout of the Qp

Weak apparatus showing the
locations of the collimators in the reference design is shown in figure 23. The system consists of a
forward collimator to shield the forward GEM detectors of the Qp

Weak tracking system, followed
by a two-stage collimator at the entrance of the QTOR magnet. A cutaway view of the collima-
tion system is shown in figure 24. The first stage of the magnet entrance collimator defines the
angular acceptance of the experiment, while the second stage performs a ‘cleanup’ function. To
maximize the counting rate, the collimation system has the widest acceptance that is practical,
while to reduce the inelastic contribution to acceptable levels, the quartz detectors are formed
into a ‘V’ shape in order to better match the elastic electron distribution. The reference design
assumes that the scattered electrons propagate through helium downstream of the target through
to the quartz detector assembly.
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Figure 24: Close up view of the reference design collimation system. The beam enters from the
left. The first collimator is followed by the ‘mini-torus’ to sweep Møller electrons out of the
acceptance of the region 2 tracking chambers for calibration measurements (tracking chambers
not shown). The first stage of the second collimator at the entrance to the QTOR magnet defines
the angular acceptance of the experiment, while the second stage performs a ‘cleanup’ function.
To maximize the counting rate, the collimation system has the widest acceptance that is practical.

The distribution of elastic and inelastic electrons in the reference design, on which the outline
of a quartz detector element is superposed, is shown in figure 25. The elastic event rate per
octant is 801 MHz; the inelastic rate is 0.21 kHz or 0.026% of the elastic rate, and the average
Q2 is 0.030 (GeV/c)2. The distributions of Q2, and event rates along the length and width of
the detectors for elastic events in the reference design are shown in figure 27; figure 26 shows the
distributions of Q2 and electron energies incident on a quartz detector in the reference design.
The detailed detector shape and simulations of the detector response are discussed in section 5.
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Figure 25: Distribution of elastic and inelastic electrons at the detector plane with the reference
collimator design. The V-shaped quartz detector bar outline is shown.
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Figure 26: Left: The distribution of Q2 for elastic events falling on a V-shaped detector bar. The
scale at the right shows Q2 in (GeV/c)2. Right: The distribution of electron energies for elastic
events falling on a V-shaped detector bar. The scale at the right shows E in MeV.

Figure 27: Distributions of Q2 and event rate along the detector bars for elastic events with the
reference collimator design.
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Systematic error simulations as described in section 9 have been used to set geometrical tolerances
on fabrication and alignment of the collimation system. The crucial element is the upstream
section of the second collimator, since it defines the Q2 acceptance. Symmetry of the 8 collimator
sections is required in order that the images of the elastic event distributions on the 8 quartz
Čerenkov bars be sufficiently similar for systematic error cancellation (sensitivity to helicity
correlated beam motion and size). Overall, alignment and construction tolerances at the ≃ 0.3
mm level are required for this collimator. Some prototyping has been done to explore the precision
that can be achieved with water jet cutting of lead samples, as illustrated in figure 28. This
technique will not be precise enough for machining of the Q2 defining apertures, as the tolerances
achieved were approximately ± 0.5 mm. However, the downstream ‘cleanup’ collimator is an
excellent candidate for this technology, as its tolerances are more relaxed. The final Q2 defining
collimator material will likely be either Pb-loaded brass or Tungsten, depending on the outcome
of further development work.

Figure 28: Photograph of prototype precision collimator for the Qweak experiment
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5 Detector System

The Qp
Weak experiment will detect C̆erenkov light from scattered electrons in eight large, fused sil-

ica (synthetic glassy quartz) bars. The high rate of approximately 800 MHz per octant requires us
to integrate the signal. Although integration frees us from the deadtime of a counting experiment,
we still have to meet modest requirements on the linearity and rather stringent requirements on
excess noise and backgrounds (without the ability to make event-by-event cuts). The C̆erenkov
light is converted to current by 5” photomultiplier tubes (PMT’s) which are located on each end
of a bar. Summing the signals in software from the two ends of a bar yields, after gain-matching,
a response which is independent of position to within a few percent. Because we are detecting
elastically scattered electrons at forward angles and low Q2, most backgrounds are expected to
be small. Occasionally, the beam current will be greatly reduced so the detectors can be used in
pulse counting mode to study the average Q2 acceptance and potential backgrounds.

In this section on the “detector system” we will describe the main detector for PV measurements,
its local analog electronics, the remote digitizing electronics, diagnostics which permit us to
observe the beam envelope at the detector plane during current mode operations, and our plans
for validating the expected detector performance. Other apparatus for estimating the magnitude
of soft backgrounds during current mode operations is discussed in section 8. The Region I,
II, and III tracking detectors, which are only used in pulsed-mode at low beam currents, are
discussed in the Section 6.

5.1 Design criteria

For current-mode operations, our detector system must meet the following specifications:

• It must isolate the electrons of the e+p elastic channel from electrons from e+p → e+N+π,
limiting contamination to a few times 0.01% in yield.

• It must achieve a noise level which allows the experimental statistical error to be dominated
by the rate of elastic electrons through the detector (e.g., ∼50 ppm per pair at 30 Hz).

• It must be insensitive to soft backgrounds.

• It must possess an integral nonlinearity less than 1%.

• It must have mechanical and optical properties which are stable with time.

• It must incorporate engineered solutions to minimize or monitor cross-talk between the
apparatus and the reversal signal, rather than simply relying on delayed reporting and
half-wave plate reversal.

In pulsed mode operations:
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• Changes in the background and acceptance of the quartz bars must be negligible.

• It must be possible to increase the gain of the signals to the 107 level for single photoelectron
sensitivity.

• The bandwidth in pulsed mode should be at least 100 MHz so that signal and background
pulses can be better resolved.

5.2 Technical solutions

The spectrometer optics focuses most of the collimated elastic electrons into an envelope which
is roughly 10 cm tall in the dispersive direction, but over 2 meters wide in the non-dispersive
direction. Due to large φ-dependent aberrations, some curvature of the elastic event envelope
results in a moustache-like droop near the ends. The QTOR is hard-wired to focus e + p elastics
for a particular beam energy and angle, and is therefore not a momentum focusing spectrometer.
Nevertheless, there is a strong correlation between the radial coordinate and momentum, so
elastic scattering from the target windows8 appears (poorly focused) at slightly smaller radius,
while threshold pion production intercepts the focal plane at slightly larger radius. Positive
particles of low momentum are bent inward and prevented from striking the opposite octant by
thick shielding around the beamline.

In order to maximize the experimental figure of merit while minimizing backgrounds, we require
the detector active area to be somewhat V-shaped as shown in Figure 29. A width of roughly 16
cm and a length of 210 cm, incorporating a 7.5◦ slant, will cover the entire elastic envelope.

5.2.1 Radiator

For electron detection, C̆erenkov light production has the advantage that nonrelativistic charged
particles and low energy photons produce little or no signal in the detector. The use of a
thin (in terms of radiation length) solid radiator with good UV transmission can yield plenty
of photoelectrons while minimizing cost, excess noise, and radiation dose to the material. We
therefore chose to build C̆erenkov detectors with 2.5 cm thick quartz radiators. There will be
one quartz bar per octant, roughly perpendicular to the electron tracks, which will integrate the
elastic electron beam envelope and an acceptably small fraction of the radiative tail.

The bars will acquire a radiation dose of approximately 100 kRad by the end of the experiment.
The optical transmission of natural quartz would deteriorate rapidly under such conditions[59],
diminishing the number of photoelectrons and causing unacceptable time-dependent changes in
the sensitivities and Q2 and Q4 biases. We selected the Spectrosil 2000 material because it is
sufficiently radiation-hard for our application and produces negligible light via scintillation and
luminescence.

8For initial measurements, the target cell will be made from aluminum, but the possibility of using beryllium
entrance and exit windows is being investigated in the longer term, as described in section 7.
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Figure 29: Separation of elastic electrons (lower blue distribution) and inelastic electrons from
pion production (upper red distribution) at the detector plane. The required active area of the
detector is outlined in black. Multiple scattering in all materials as well as radiative effects are
included.

The quartz bars will be located 570 cm downstream of the center of the magnet, and approxi-
mately 325 cm from the beam axis. A schematic of the detector arrangement is shown in Fig. 29.
Each bar will be 210 cm long, 16 cm high, and 2.5 cm thick. A thickness of 2.5 cm was selected
for our prototype to conservatively provide enough photoelectrons while keeping the excess noise
from shower generation (about 1%/cm) under control. The optimum thickness appears to be 2-
2.5 cm, with a shallow minimum which depends on the surface reflectivity assumptions. However,
the net excess noise using this technology is a nearly model-independent ∼3%.

The position dependence of the light output is highly linear (Figure 30), so when the two PMT’s
are summed the result is roughly constant. Adding lightguides to the simulation will improve the
uniformity further. Realistic systematic variations in bar thickness are ±250 µm (or 1%), with
point-to-point variations in thickness due to polishing quality of 25 Å rms. These tolerances,
combined with the fact that our optics produce only a weak correlation between position and
Q2, will produce negligible excess noise and a very small correction for Q2 bias.

During production running conditions, we must employ current-mode diagnostics if we are to
check that the beam envelope has the correct shape and position at the detector plane. The
simplest solution appears to be to insert specially prepared thin sheets of scintillator just after the
detectors and image the result with CCD cameras. A scintillator with short attenuation length
will be used, and all surfaces will be glass bead-blasted to suppress total internal reflection. This
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Figure 30: The simulated position dependence of light collection in the V-shaped bars for PMT
at the negative end, positive end, and the sum of the two ends. UV-glass windows, bi-alkali
photocathodes, and no bevels were assumed. The final configuration will employ S20 photocathodes
yielding a total of 80 photoelectrons per electron track.

should provide a linear display of the beam envelope with good position resolution. A reticle
drawn on the scintillator, previously aligned with respect to the quartz, will allow us to check
the alignment between the beam envelope and the quartz bar at the mm level. The scintillator
sheets will be withdrawn when not in use to prevent burning an after-image into the plastic.

Relevant parameters for the radiators are summarized in Table 5.

5.2.2 Photomultipliers

For our PMT we have selected the Electron Tubes D753WKB which is a UV glass, S20 photocath-
ode variant of the Electron Tubes 9390KB. UV glass windows will produce a short wavelength
cutoff at about 250 nm, which is a reasonable compromise between maximizing the number of
photoelectrons and desensitizing the detectors to radiation damage. The combination of high
rates and high photoelectron numbers produces an aggressive, continuous photocathode current
of 6 nA. Use of standard bi-alkali photocathodes would lead to IR drops across the photocathode
of many 10’s of volts, contributing to nonlinearities and multiplication noise. We will therefore
use S20 (multi-alkali) photocathodes which have 3 orders of magnitude smaller resistivity. A
disadvantage of the S20 photocathode is its 200 times higher thermionic emission rate, but the
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Table 5: Čerenkov radiator parameters.

Parameter Value

Detector Position z: 570 cm from magnet center
r: 322.5 cm from beam axis

Bar Length 210 cm
Bar Width 16 cm
Bar Thickness 2.5 cm
Polishing Quality Optical Polish (25 Angstrom rms)
Material Spectrosil 2000 (Vitreous Silica)

resulting dilution will be less than 0.01% during our current mode operations.

Considerations of PMT lifetime limit us to a maximum anode current of about 6 µA, and thus
(for a fixed photocathode current of 6 nA) a maximum gain of 1000. To achieve this low gain,
while maintaining the high interstage voltages required for linear operation, we will only use the
first ∼5 stages of the PMT. The remaining stages will be tied together electrically as a single
anode. For pulsed mode operation, the base will be switched from low gain mode to a much
higher gain mode by enabling all the dynodes. To lessen the risk of damage to the PMT’s from
repeatedly swapping bases, we will incorporate both divider chains inside the same base (switch
selectable).

The PMT gain is expected to drop less than a factor of 2 over the entire experiment due to
ageing effects[61]. This will be verified with two samples of our custom PMT’s in bench tests. To
keep the signal into the ADC roughly constant during the experiment, we will increase the PMT
high voltage or amplifier gain. No significant radiation damage to the PMT is expected. UV
glass windows have been shown to retain 90% of their transmittance for light of λ > 300 nm for
gamma radiation dose of up to 140 kRad [62]. This is several orders of magnitude higher than the
anticipated dose to the PMT window. Several LEDs, spanning the range from red to near-UV,
will be coupled to the quartz bars. These will be occasionally pulsed during the experiment to
check the stability of the optical transmission and gain. Other LED’s will serve as a low-noise
detector bias for noise and isolation tests as discussed in section 5.4.2.

The change from current to pulsed mode operation, which may occur several times during the
experiment, will require a hall entry. The signal cables will be changed to an alternate anode
output which has 50 Ω input termination to dampen reflections which would otherwise compli-
cate our pulsed mode background studies. The other end of the signal cables must be connected
to a patch panel which routes the signals to an event-mode data acquisition system. A switch
on the PMT bases must also be toggled and larger high voltages downloaded. A combination of
administrative procedures, power supply current limits, and gas-filled surge-suppressors will pro-
tect the PMT and base in the event that the higher voltages of the pulsed mode are accidentally
applied to the few stages of the current mode divider.
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Relevant parameters for the PMT’s and bases are summarized in Table 6.

Table 6: Čerenkov PMT and base parameters. Nominal values for the signal in current-mode
and pulsed-mode are included. Pulse heights are averaged over 10 nsec assuming a 50Ω load.

Parameter Value

PMT:
type Electron Tubes D753WKB (variant of 9390KB)
photocathode S20 (multi-alkali)
window UV glass
coupling DC (electrostatic shield at cathode potential)

Current mode divider:
Icathode 6 nA
gain x1000 (Ianode = 6 µA)

Pulsed mode divider:
Icathode < 10 pA at < 1 MHz
gain x107 (Ianode = 64 µA)
Vsignal 8 mV for 1 pe; 320 mV for 40 pe

5.2.3 Front-end electronics and ADC’s

In the front-end electronics, which will be custom built at TRIUMF for the Qp
Weak experiment,

the PMT anode signal is sent to a nearby, high gain, ultralinear current to voltage (I-to-V)
operational amplifier. With a PMT anode current of 6 µA and a transimpedence gain of 1 MΩ,
the I-to-V amplifier output is 6 Volts.9 A schematic of the amplifier is shown at the top of Figure
31. The I-to-V amplifier is connected to the PMT by up to 5 m of low-capacitance coaxial cable.
The noise voltage output is dominated by the combination of input cable capacitance and the
value of the input protection resistor. A bandwidth of 30 kHz will follow a spin flip settling time
of 50 µsec.

Because of concerns about single-event upsets and long term damage due to radiation, we have
decided to do the digitization outside the experimental area. The I-to-V amplifier is followed by
a cable-driving stage with an optional diagnostic offset voltage. Both front-end amplifiers are
powered by isolated DC-DC converters. The two stages can be configured for a gain of 1 MΩ or
10 MΩ. This stage must drive the large capacitive load presented by the 130 m of RG213 cable
to the electronics in the counting house.

Our custom VME digital integrator (shown at the bottom of Figure 31) is located in the elec-
tronics cage on the second floor of the counting house. An instrumentation amplifier at the input

9The signals from either end of a bar will be summed in software rather than hardware, so that the relative
gains can be adjusted offline to optimize the uniformity of response.
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Figure 31: The top figure is a schematic showing how a current signal at the PMT anode (left)
becomes a voltage signal at the ADC inputs in the counting house (right). The bottom figure is a
block diagram of one of the VME sampling ADC modules.
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provides common mode noise rejection and is followed by a 50 kHz anti-alias filter. The combi-
nation of front-end transimpedance amplifier and anti-alias filter allows the system settling time
and noise bandwidth to be controlled separately. An 18-bit ADC operates at a fixed sampling
rate up to 500K samples per second, sampling being controlled by signals derived from external
clock and gate signals. The combination of 18-bit precision and fast sampling allows us to spread
even our lowest noise signal over 9 channels (FWHM), so dithering the signal before the input
to the ADC will probably not be required. The output of each ADC in the module is summed
for a selectable number of samples and made available to the DAQ system through the VME
interface. All control, summation and VME logic resides in a Field Programmable Gate array
(FPGA).

Relevant parameters for the TRIUMF front end- and digitizing electronics are summarized in
Table 7.

Table 7: Parameters of the TRIUMF front end- and digitizing electronics.

Parameter Value

Amplifier:
type OPA2604/BB
transimpedance 1 MΩ
Iin, Vout 6 µA → 6 V
nonlinearity < 10−4

ADC:
type AD7674 or ADS8382
precision 18 bits
sampling frequency 250-500 kSPS
nonlinearity < 10−4

5.3 Expected detector system performance

5.3.1 Photoelectron yield and position dependence

Prototype quartz bar Čerenkov detectors were built at LANL and JLab. The rectangular bars
were made of Spectrosil 2000 and had dimensions 100 cm by 12.5 cm by 2.5 cm (roughly 1/2
the final length). All surfaces were polished with a standard optical-grade finish except for ∼1.5
mm beveled edges which the polishing subcontractor missed. The detectors were instrumented
with 5” PMT’s and bases that happened to be on hand. PMT’s were glued directly to the ends
of the bars. The LANL module was tested with cosmic ray muons, while the JLab module was
tested in the SOS detector hut using a mixed beam of 1 GeV/c pions and electrons. The slightly
greater response to electrons relative to pions (due to showering of the electrons) can be clearly
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seen in Figure 32. A correction for the bar vs photocathode matching (the bar was wider than
the active diameter of the PMT) leads to the experimental value of 38 pe’s in Table 8.

Figure 32: Yield versus photoelectrons per track for pions (solid) and electrons (dashed) in the
2.5” thick quartz JLab prototype bar. The electrons produce slightly more light due to showering.
A correction for the bar vs photocathode matching leads to the experimental value of 38 pe’s in
Table 8.

LaTech has developed sophistocated simulations of light transport in the bars based on GEANT.
Software extensions have been written to incorporate the wavelength dependence of the index of
refraction, imperfect total internal reflection, quantum efficiency of the photocathodes, etc. This
was our first opportunity to benchmark the simulations, and we immediately discovered that
the size and polish quality of the bevels was not negligible. The simulations indicated that the
existing unpolished bevels reduced the number of photoelectrons by about 40%. Once unpolished
bevels were included in the simulations, the agreement with measurements was good. (Table 8,
bottom row) This agreement gives us confidence that the LaTech simulations will give accurate
results for evolutionary modifications such as the new V-shape of our updated reference design.
By specifying polished bevels of <0.5 mm for the final detectors, we expect an S20 photocathode
to yield about 80 pe’s (Table 8, last column). Despite the lower quantum efficiency of the S20
photocathode, we should have 4 times more photoelectrons than needed.

5.3.2 System linearity

In reference [63], it was found that a detector system (integral) nonlinearity of < 1% would be
adequate provided that reasonable constraints are met for the charge asymmetry and the beam
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Table 8: Simulated photoelectron yields for different window, photocathode, bevel size, and bevel
polishing configurations. Prototype results (with about 15% errors) are compared to the corre-
sponding simulations in the bottom row. We expect about 80 pe’s for the final Qp

Weak configuration,
which will have polished bevels of <0.5 mm, and S20 photocathodes.

JLab Test LANL Test Qp
Weak

Bevel Lime Glass UV Glass UV Glass
Configuration bi-alkali bi-alkali S20

no bevel 70 133 89

polished 1 mm 57 108 72

unpolished 1.5 mm 40 (38 expt.) 76 (87 expt.) 51

intensity variance asymmetry. We expect to have a system with nonlinearity that is 1-2 orders
of magnitude smaller than this criterion, so corrections for nonlinearities in the detector system
should be negligible. The amplifier and ADC are linear to within 1 part in 104. Considerations
of track occupancy in small regions of the quartz bar suggest that light production from the
C̆erenkov process will be at least this linear. The weakest link is the PMT where IR drops
on the photocathode, and space charge effects near the anode, are both potential sources of
significant nonlinearity. However, our use of S20 photocathodes and low gain (x1000) operation
as discussed above should allow the PMT to operate with a nonlinearity of 10−3 − 10−4.

Our custom PMT’s have been ordered, and the voltage dividers are under design. Once both
are available, their linearity will be tested with an extremely sensitive two-LED technique. One
LED will operated in DC mode to provide a relatively large, adjustable load, while the other
LED will be operated in AC mode as a small, fixed-magnitude signal. The AC component will
be detected by lock-in amplifier, and its sensitivity to changes in the DC load will be used to
measure the linearity.

5.3.3 Excess noise

It is critical in a statistics-limited experiment like ours that excess noise sources be small. Only
then can the experiment converge to its error goal at the optimal rate dictated by electron
counting statistics. It is also valuable for the electronics chain to have a noise level which is
many orders of magnitude below counting statistics, so that we can quickly measure isolation of
the experiment from the reversal signal in the injector.

The experimental asymmetry is given as:

A =
Y+ − Y−

Y+ + Y−
≃ −0.26 ppm

where Y is the total integrated detector signal normalized to the incident beam charge. The
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statistical error in the measurement of A for perfect detectors is given by counting statistics:

∆Acount =
1√
N

for a given total number of detected electrons N . In reality, there will be additional random
errors due to noise sources in the detector itself, e.g. fluctuations in the number of photoelectrons
per incident scattered electron, and in the electronics. We define the quadrature sum of these
additional random errors as a noise factor α, such that:

∆A = ∆Acount ×
√

1 + α2

where
α2 = (

σNpe
Npe

)2 + ...

The ‘excess noise’ in the measurement of A is then defined as the fractional amount by which
the statistical error in A exceeds the counting statistics value, i.e.

excess noise =
√

1 + α2 − 1

The electronic noise is dominated by the current noise of the preamplifier and the ADC to 0.2
ppm/

√
Hz (Table 9). Although an individual read of our 18 bit ADC has a least bit error of 7.6

ppm at 1/2 full scale, this is reduced to a negligible level by rapid sampling. Noise sources in
the radiator and PMT’s are of equal or greater importance to the electronic noise. First of all,
shower fluctuations in the 2.5 cm thick quartz bars contribute about 2.5% excess noise. The finite
number of photoelectrons (80) also contributes a small amount of excess noise (0.6%) since the
electron tracks are randomly given slightly different weights. Multiplication noise in the dynodes
increases the latter to about 0.8%.

Other potential sources of excess noise have been considered, but those which are luminosity-
independent (such as cosmic rays striking the PMT glass envelope) can largely be ignored. Indi-
vidual PMT’s could show excess noise from luminosity-dependent multiplication noise, sparking,
or after-pulsing. Multiplication noise can be thought of as the single photoelectron resolution
and is a relatively small effect for large photoelectron numbers like ours. Sparking can result
from the charging up of insulated structures or (in a current-mode application like ours) failure
to hold the electrostatic shield at cathode potential. After-pulsing is due to the ionization of
residual gas (or Helium contamination), yielding large, late “echos” of the original signal. Since
sparking and after-pulsing are both largely proportional to anode current, it will be a simple
matter to qualify all our PMT’s before the experiment by measuring noise levels with an LED
light source. Subsequent measurements made during the run would quickly indicate whether a
given PMT needed to be replaced due to Helium poisoning, for example.

Methods for verifying the predicted excess noise levels and measurement of the isolation from
the reversal signal are discussed in Section 5.4.
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Table 9: Noise contributions for a single detector octant for a time interval of 1 second. The total
excess noise of about 3.4% is dominated by shower fluctuations in the quartz. The excess noise
due to finite photoelectron number (80) includes a factor of 1.15 for multiplication noise. (The
noise values for the interval of 1 second can conveniently be interpreted in units of ppm/

√
Hz

and scaled to other time intervals and number of octants by 1/
√

Noctantst(sec).)

Noise Source ppm for 1 second

Electron track
counting statistics 35.4 ppm
I-to-V current noise 0.16 ppm
I-to-V voltage noise 0.00 ppm
I-to-V Johnson noise 0.02 ppm
ADC 0.12 ppm
shower fluctuations (2.5 cm) 8 ppm
finite pe’s 4.5 ppm
5% nonuniformity 1.6 ppm
Total: 36.6 ppm (3.4% excess noise)

5.4 Validation of detector performance

5.4.1 Excess noise

The detector system noise performance discussed can be largely validated by introducing low noise
inputs during occasional beam-off periods. These signals will have the approximate magnitude
of real signals. By replacing elastic electrons with an equivalent amount of light into the PMT,
the statistical noise can be reduced by the factor 1/

√

Npe = 0.11 assuming 80 pe’s per track.10

(Figure 33) Since the LED test uses the PMT, it is a sensitive test for such excess noise sources
as after-pulsing or sparking. An even more sensitive test (approaching the shot noise limit of
the 6 µA input) is to replace the light sources altogether with a current source at the input to
the I-to-V amplifier. The shot noise limit is more than 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the
electron track statistical error, so a current source could allow a sensitive test of amplifier and
ADC noise.

Because the LED- and current source-biased runs have so little noise compared to the counting
statistics of electron tracks, the time needed to identify excess noise at a significant level is
very short. If we take 10% excess noise as our threshold for concern (which would increase the
statistical by only 0.5% over counting statistics), this would yield a 100% change in the predicted
noise level of an LED run or a 1000% change in the expected level using a current source. Thus,
even one second would be plenty of time to make a determination of whether the apparatus itself

10A more careful analysis is required which takes the single photoelectron resolution into account, but the
simple scaling argument above is only optimistic by perhaps

√
2.
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(in the absence of beam) was a significant source of excess noise. By monitoring these noise levels
intermittently throughout the experiment, we will be able to track potentially increasing noise
levels from radiation damage to the amplifier, Helium poisoning to the PMT’s, etc.

Figure 33: Statistical error versus time for the main detectors with e+p elastic counting statistics
(top red solid line), main detectors biased with low noise sources for up to 5% of the experiment
(green and blue solid lines), and dedicated isolation detectors biased with low noise sources for
100% of the experiment (green and blue dashed lines).

5.4.2 Ground loops

Another important validation of the detector system involves the isolation of the detector signals
from the helicity reversal signal. Here the concern is a false asymmetry, rather than excess noise.
Although delayed reporting will in principle protect the detector system from egregious cross-talk
between the reversal and detector signals within the counting house, the helicity reversal in the
injector can still be communicated directly to the detector system via the accelerator ground.
Occasional reversal of the half-wave plate throughout the experiment has the potential to cancel
the majority of such effects, since it reverses the sign of the physics asymmetry without changes
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to the electrical state of the system. However, this technique alone is unsatisfactory since the
magnitude of the cross talk is never actually measured. For example, if the cross talk changes in
magnitude over time, the cancellation achieved by blindly reversing the half-wave plate could still
lead to unacceptably large errors. We plan to directly measure (or tightly bound) the isolation
of the detector system from the reversal signal.

Figure 33 shows that, while low noise current source measurements can be made using the main
detectors at the ppb level in a few hours, an LED run using the main detectors at the ppb level
would barely be possible during an extended maintenance period. Unfortunately, measurements
made during long maintenance periods may be rendered uninterpretable due to work in the
injector (regrounding, switching off the Pockels cell, etc.) To get around this problem, and
provide continuous coverage with current sources, we will incorporate two well-shielded “isolation
detectors” inside the detector hut which will operate at 100% duty factor. (dashed lines in Figure
33) These two isolation detectors will be electrically similar to the main detectors; one will be
biased with an LED and the other with a current source. The current source will reach ppb-level
sensitivity to ground-loops in approximately one eight hour shift. The LED source will take
much longer to reach ppb-level sensitivity, approximately 23 days, but it will provide several
measurements of this precision during the experiment. The LED data are valuable because they
include the effect of the PMT and its HV supply.

The isolation detectors described here will not be sensitive to coupling of the reversal signal
to the beamline current and position monitors. These critical measurements require different
techniques and are discussed in section 9.
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6 Tracking System

Excellent Q2 determination is critical to the Qp
Weak experiment, since the asymmetry at low Q2

is directly proportional to Q2. Thus, an error in Q2 directly translates to an error in the ex-
traction of Qp

Weak. We need to determine the acceptance-weighted distribution of Q2, averaged
over the acceptance and weighted by the analog response of the Čerenkov detectors with ≈ 1%
accuracy. The primary purpose of the tracking system is this Q2 measurement; an additional
motivation is the measurement of any backgrounds contributing to the asymmetry measurement.

For elastic scattering,

Q2 =
4E2 sin2 θ/2

1 + 2 E
M

sin2 θ/2

where E is the incident electron energy, θ the scattering angle and M the proton mass. In
principle, a measurement of any two of E, θ, or E ′ (the scattered energy) yields Q2. The ab-
solute beam energy will be known to ≤ 0.1% accuracy using the Hall C energy measurement
system, corresponding to a 0.2% error in Q2 . As the entrance collimator is designed to be the
sole limiting aperture for elastically scattered events, good knowledge of the collimator geometry
and location with respect to the target and the beam axis might seem to suffice for determining
Q2. The central scattering angle for each collimator will be determined by redundant survey
techniques to ≤ 1 mrad, corresponding to 1.2% in Q2.

However, this is overly simplistic. One needs to a) account for beam energy loss and radiation
in the target (affecting E), b) ensure that only elastic events contribute to the Q2 measurement,
and c) weight the result with the analog response of the Čerenkov detector. Rather than rely
solely on a simulation to account for these effects, we choose to measure them with a dedicated
tracking system. These measurements will be made in dedicated calibration runs in which the
beam current is reduced to less than 100 nA, allowing the use of the tracking system. In this
Q2 measurement mode, the Čerenkov detectors will be read out in pulse mode and individual
particles tracked through the spectrometer system using a set of chambers (Region 1, Region 2,
and Region 3, described below). This information will allow us to determine, on an event-by-
event basis, the scattering angle, interaction vertex (to correct E for dE/dx and radiation in the
target), E ′ (to confirm elastic scattering) and location and entrance angle of the electron on the
Čerenkov detector.

As we will sum the signals from the two ends of the Čerenkov detector (as described in section 5),
the net analog response will be as independent of Q2 as possible. The long axis of the detector
is along the azimuthal coordinate φ and, although the rate will necessarily change over the two
meter length of the detector, there should be little physics dependence along this axis. To first
order, ignoring finite target length, the optics focuses the elastic peak to a point along the short
axis and thereby maps all Q2 to the similar detector regions, although with differing angles of
incidence. Thus the variation of the amplitude of the Čerenkov signal with incident angle and
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location along the detector should have only a small effect of the acceptance-averaged kinematics
(Q2).

As we will be sampling the Q2 distribution at low beam currents, we will have to model (or other-
wise determine) any changes in the target density profile due to target heating at higher currents.

A conceptually similar Q2 measurement was made for the Hall A Proton Parity Experiment
(HAPPEx) [34]; indeed, in the first HAPPEx experiment, extracting the proper acceptance-
averaged value of Q2 was the most difficult part of the data analysis. Unlike the HAPPEx
case, which used the Hall A High Resolution Spectrometers, the intrinsic resolution and fo-
cusing properties of the Qp

Weak spectrometer will not be sufficient to adequately determine the
acceptance-weighted Q2 solely by the use of rear tracking chambers; hence, the need for a three-
region tracking system as described here.

In addition to the precise determination of Q2, the tracking system will enable us to determine
the ‘dilution factor’: the contribution of non-elastic scattering events to the Čerenkov detector
signal, such as inelastic events from the target, events arising from the detector walls, and any
general background in the experimental hall.

6.1 Q2 Determination Requirements

The parity-violating asymmetry can be separated into a term linear in Q2 involving Qweak, and
additional terms (due to hadronic structure) entering at higher powers of Q2, called the QCD
correction [35] :

A = −a0τQweak + AQCD,

with

AQCD = a0τ
2

{

εGγ
E(Gn

E + Gs
E) + τGγ

M(Gn
M + Gs

M) − ε′[1 − sin2 θW ]Gp
MGZ

A

ε(Gγ
E)2 + τ(Gγ

M)2

}

,

where τ = Q2/4M2, ε and ε′ are kinematic factors which are functions of τ and M/E, a0 =
GFM2/

√
2πα ≈ 316.7 ppm, and the G’s are nucleon form factors which depend only on τ .

At low energies and very forward angles, as τ → 0, we have ε → 1 and ε′ → 2τ M
E

, therefore the
QCD correction can be expanded in a power series in τ [35]:

AQCD = a0τ
2

(

∑

n=0

BV,n(
M

E
)τn + 2

M

E
BA,n(

M

E
)τn

)

.

The moments BV,n and BA,n will be extracted from a combined analysis of the SAMPLE,
HAPPEx, HAPPEx-II, HAPPEx-He, G0, and PVA4 data.
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The leading contributions have been calculated by Ramsey-Musolf[35] using the MS coupling
scheme:

Qweak = (1 + Rp
V )
[

1 − 4 sin2 θW
]

,

BV,0 = (1 + Rn
V ) [µpµn + ρn] + (1 + Rs

V ) [µpµs + ρs] ,

BA,0 = [1 − 4 sin2 θW ]{−2[1 + R3
A]G3

A(0) +
√

3R3
AG8

A(0) + [1 + Rs
A]Gs

A(0)},

G3
A(0) =

gA
2

, G8
A(0) =

gA

2
√

3

(

3f − 1

f + 1

)

,

ρn,s =
dGn,s

E

dτ

∣

∣

∣

∣

τ=0

, gA = 1.261, f = F/D ≈ 0.64.

Here, RV,A denote weak vector and axial-vector radiative corrections, respectively. If we define
the acceptance averaged measurement of the asymmetry as the average over the extended target
and spectrometer acceptance and weighted by the analog response of the detector, i.e., 〈Aexp〉,
then, Qp

Weak can be extracted from the data using

Qweak =
1

a0

〈Aexp〉 − 〈AQCD〉
〈τ〉 ≈ 〈Aexp〉 − BV (0)a0 〈τ 2〉 − 2BA(0)a0 〈τ 2M/E〉

a0 〈τ〉
.

Of course, in a full Monte Carlo analysis, all significant moments are included, but since τ ≈ 0.01,
the higher moments are hardly significant for Qp

Weak kinematics. The incident energy E is a con-
stant in the absence of straggling and Bremsstrahlung in the target.

Reconstruction of the Q2 calibration data will give the important moments, 〈τ〉, 〈τ 2〉, and
〈τ 2M/E〉 with high accuracy. However, in comparing theory to measurement, there are two
completing definitions of Q2 that are in play, the experimentally measured Q2 and the true Q2

of the scattering vertex, corrected for radiative and straggling effects. Moreover, both can be
well defined only in the peaking or ”effective radiator” approximation, since we have no direct
knowledge of nucleon form factors far off the mass shell.

1) The Q2 of the scattering vertex is the Q2 of interest, since it relates directly to the scattering
asymmetry, but is not directly measurable. It needs to be corrected for all energy losses (virtual
and real Bremsstrahlung, as well as ionization energy losses) occurring before the scattering,
i.e., along the incoming electron direction. The definition of the initial electron energy at the
scattering vertex (x) is given by

Evertex = E0 − dEbefore(x) − dωbefore
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Here, E0 is the beam energy, dEbefore(x) is the mean ionization energy loss up to the scattering
vertex, and dωbefore is the radiative energy loss along the incident electron direction.

2) The measured Q2 is generated by using beam position monitors along with trace-back from
the front Region I and II chambers. A coincidence with the Region III chambers is used to
select only elastic scattering events and to allow for analog-weighting of the Čerenkov detector
response. This defines Q2 in terms of a direction and a point in the target. The final electron
energy is ignored. Using this definition, one can correct the Q2 for the most probable energy loss
up to the scattering vertex, but there is no way to account for real and virtual radiative losses.
Therefore the calculations assume the most probable value for this, i.e., zero radiation before the
vertex. The definition of the electron energy at the vertex is given by

Evertex(0) = E0 − dEbefore(x)

With either of these definitions of the vertex energy, and knowledge of the scattering angle, Q2

can be calculated for elastic scattering at the vertex. Monte Carlo estimates of difference between
the two definitions is small ≤ 1%, and the Monte Carlo routines can reliably be used to reduce
the residual error due to the correction to negligible proportions. Note that both definitions are
defective in that they ignore the possibility of large angle Bremsstrahlung. Fortunately, this is
an extremely small effect (except possibly for very large radiative losses that won’t appear in our
cuts). Multiple scattering can be treated as a resolution effect in the simulations.

The estimated total kinematic correction for radiative effects leads to a reduction in Q2 of less
than 1% for the Qp

Weak kinematics, similar to the HAPPEx experience [36].

6.2 Tracking System Overview

The Qp
Weak toroidal spectrometer, QTOR, views most of the 2π azimuthal acceptance at small

forward scattering angles and is segmented into 8 octants. Figure 29 shows the expected dis-
tribution of events in the focal plane. In the absence of radiative processes, the elastic peak is
entirely contained within the detector volume, minimizing edge effects. The inelastic response
begins at pion threshold and is largely outside of the volume of acceptance. The focal plane of
each octant is large, with a perpendicular cross-sectional area just before the ‘V’-shaped quartz
Čerenkov detectors of ∼ 16 × 210 cm2. To cover this area, wire chambers would have to be
somewhat wider: about 50 cm wide, by 2 m long.

Three regions of tracking chambers are being constructed: The Region 1 vertex chamber, based
on GEM (Gas Electron Multiplier) technology, will have excellent position resolution and will
be registered directly to the rear face of the primary collimator. Downstream from that, at
the entrance of the spectrometer, will be the Region 2 magnet entrance chambers, based on a
horizontal drift chamber (HDC) architecture. The spatial separation between the Region 1 and
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Region 2 chambers will define the scattering angle of elastically scattered events to high accuracy.
The Region 3 chambers, which will be a pair of vertical drift chambers (VDCs), will be located
just upstream of the focal surface. Their use is to momentum-analyze the events (to ensure that
the detected events are true elastic electrons), as well as to provide a complete characterization
of the particle trajectories entering the Čerenkov detector and of its response. Finally, trigger
scintillators will be positioned between the Region 3 VDCs and the Čerenkov bars in order to
provide a trigger to the electronics and a timing reference.

Figure 34 shows a cross section of the spectrometers indicating the positions of the three chamber
packages. To contain costs, we are constructing only two complete sets of chambers on opposite
sides of the beam line. We will rotate them to sample all other sectors sequentially as shown
in Figure 34. The calibration runs will not be time intensive nor will it need to be repeated
frequently, therefore the beam time overhead involved with this approach is acceptable.

Figure 34: Qp
Weak spectrometer schematic showing the locations of the Regions 1, 2 and 3 tracking

chambers in relation to the overall apparatus.

A shielding hut will protect the Čerenkov detectors from room backgrounds which are expected
to be significant during the asymmetry measurement and to scale down during the calibration
measurements. There is no need to expose the Region 3 drift chambers and trigger scintillators
to the unshielded room background, so the shielding hut will be large enough to accommodate
them and the Ferris wheel that supports them, the Čerenkov bars and their support frame, and
any electronics that need to be in the Hall.

The front wall of the shielding hut will have an aperture for each octant and the apertures will be
sufficiently large so as to not define the acceptance of the detectors. Detailed GEANT simulation
of the shielding and the apertures is underway. A wall thickness of 1 meter of concrete appears
adequate. During the asymmetry measurement, the rate of elastically scattered electrons will be
∼ 800 MHz on each octant; incident photon rates due to Bremsstrahlung processes will be ∼
200 MHz in air or 100 MHz if the electron path between the target and the detector hut is filled
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with helium; the latter is assumed in the Qp
Weak reference design.

6.3 Rate Considerations for Tracking Chambers

The instantaneous counting rate per octant at the focal plane in the asymmetry measurement
is high, about 800 MHz. Fortunately, the beam current can be reduced from 180 µA to 10 nA
for the Q2 calibration and background and dilution factor measurements. This results in instan-
taneous counting mode rate of about 45 kHz/octant at the focal plane. These rates correspond
to to rates per mm of wire per second that are orders of smaller magnitude than rates at which
similar chambers routinely operate, so the Region 3 drift chambers should have no difficulties.
The trigger rate will be pre-scaled down to provide a manageable data acquisition rate. At the
entrance to the spectrometer, however, rates will be three orders of magnitude higher, dominated
by low-energy Møller electrons that fall within the collimator acceptance. To compensate, the
Region 1 chambers will be GEM detectors, which are radiation hard and can work at the antici-
pated rates (see below), and a Mini-Toroid sweeping magnet will be installed to reduce the rate
for the Region 2 chambers, as described below.

6.4 Mini-Torus Møller Electron Sweeping Magnet

A low-field mini-torus sweeping magnet will be installed between the locations of the Region
1 GEMs and the Region 2 drift chambers to prevent Møller electrons from reaching the Re-
gion 2 chambers during the low-current calibration studies. The Region 2 drift chambers are
conventional horizontal drift chambers, so they need to operate at a total rate of < 1 MHz
for high tracking and reconstruction efficiency. With no sweeping magnet, the region 2 drift
chambers would be exposed to a total Møller electron rate of ∼2600 kHz/nA of beam current,
with the Møller energies ranging from 20 - 80 MeV. This would correspond to an unacceptable
rate of 26 MHz at our desired calibration run beam current of 10 nA. The mini-torus magnet
will sweep the low energy Møller electrons into the inner radius of the primary collimator (see
Fig. 35), limiting the incident rate of Møller electrons on the region 2 chambers to ∼ 73 kHz/nA,
which leads to an acceptable chamber rate of about 730 kHz at the 10 nA beam current. This
rate was determined from GEANT simulations using a field map for the mini-torus structure de-
scribed below, assuming the mini-torus magnet operates at its maximum allowed current density.

The mini-torus magnet consists of eight circular coils arranged symmetrically around the beam
pipe in the same manner as the main QTOR magnet. The device has a total field integral of
about 0.020 T-m (about 3% of the main QTOR magnet field integral). It bends the Møller
electrons in the direction of the beam pipe by about 6 - 10◦, causing them to be incident on
the inner part of the primary collimator where they are absorbed. Since we will perform the Q2

calibration studies with the mini-torus on, we will leave it on during the production running as
well. The mini-torus only bends the primary e-p elastic electrons by about 0.30◦, which is only
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Figure 35: A GEANT schematic of the mini-torus coils sweeping Møller electrons into the inner
radius of the upstream face of the primary collimator.

3% of the 10◦ bend they experience in the main QTOR magnet11.

The mini-torus magnet will be made from copper conductor of square cross section (7 mm x 7
mm) with a 3.9 mm diameter hole in the middle to allow for the circulation of cooling water.
Each coil will consist of two “double-pancake” structures. Each double-pancake has a coil built
of 2 x 25 turns; thus, the total conductor cross section of a given coil will be 2.8 cm x 17.5
cm. The coils will be 2.8 cm thick. The inner radius of the coils will be 8.75 cm and the outer
radius 26.25 cm. At the maximum recommended current density for water-cooled copper coils
(560 A/cm2), the current will be 208 amps at 94 volts, assuming that the coils are run in series.
This leads to the requirement for a 19.5 kW power supply. Assuming 16 parallel water lines, the
cooling water needs of the device are modest - 2.4 gallons per minute for a 30◦C temperature
rise. The weight of each coil will be about 106 pounds.

6.5 Region 1: Vertex Detectors (GEM)

A front tracking system for Qp
Weak needs to be more resistive to radiation than the remaining

downstream elements because of its close proximity to the target. Even though the elastic rates

11It should be noted that all rate calculations and acceptance studies reported in this proposal have been
performed with the mini-torus ‘on’ and operating at its nominal current setting.
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Figure 36: The left image is the side view of an ionization based tracking chamber with three
GEM preamps and a 2-D readout board. The right image is a schematic of the GEM readout
board.

at a beam current of 10 nA would approach 45 kHz, a large, low electron momentum (50 MeV)
background due to Møller scattering will be present which is at least a factor of 100 larger than
the elastic rate. This large signal from Møller scattering will prevent the use of traditional drift
chambers in the forward region. A tracking system in the forward region would need to survive
for an extended period of time in a high radiation environment with doses of 1 Mrad/year and
sustain a particle flux on the order of 1,000 particles per square millimeter of detector area every
second.

The Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) is a high flux structure used to amplify the ionized charge
within a gas chamber and thereby facilitate charged particle detection. Micropattern gaseous
detectors have matured substantially since the first introduction [39]. Expensive and fragile mi-
crostrip gas chambers have been replaced by robust and inexpensive structures. A GEM is a thin
polymer foil, metal-clad on both sides and perforated by holes having a radius on the order of
50 µm in a staggered grid pattern in which the distance between adjacent holes is on the order
of 100 µm. The foil acts as a pre-amplifier when immersed in the gas volume of an ionization
chamber. Charge multiplication occurs when the electrons pass through the foil holes whose
sides have had a electric potential difference applied to produce electric fields on the order of 40
kV/cm. The large amplification, beyond 104 for a multi-stage device, facilitates single particle
detection by charge collectors which may be as simple as a printed circuit board.

The design of the Region 1 system is based on that used by COMPASS [37] and has a well es-
tablished performance record. In addition to adopting the triple GEM pre-amplification method
employed by COMPASS, a similar multiplexing system will be used to reduce the amount of
readout electronics, taking advantage of the small electron angle variation normal to the detec-
tor which limits the trajectory to a transverse distance of ≈ 5 mm across the face of the detector.
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The detector will have an area of (10 cm)2, a thickness of ∼ 6 mm and will be located just behind
the first collimator. The detector will be mounted on a rail system to move out of the acceptance
for the high current physics measurement. A rotation system will be used to move the detector
between 4 octants. An identical detector mounted on the opposite side of the beam will be used
for the remaining octants.

The ionization chamber is a lightweight structure built from Rohacell and copper clad kapton
foils with a fiberglass support structure. The front entrance window to the detector is a sheet
of 1mm thick Rohacell which supports a copper-clad kapton sheet 50 µm thick. The walls of
the ionization region are created using a 8mm thick fiberglass frames. The charge collector is
mounted on the bottom of the ionization chamber and then three GEM foils are stacked on top
as shown in Figure 36. The ionization chamber will be built using the students, faculty and
staff at Louisiana Tech. The GEM foils and charge collector will be purchased from CERN. The
charge collector will have a pitch of 400 µm and will provide sufficient resolution to facilitate a
measurement of Q2 with the desired relative error.

Once charge is accumulated at the collector, pulse shaping and amplification electronics are
needed which will convert a charge equivalent to 500 electrons to a mV signal. A multiplexing
circuit [42] was developed by ASIC laboratories and used by COMPASS to reduce the number
of modules used to read out the charge collector signals. The pulse shaping and amplification
electronics are incorporated into the multiplexing chip and wire-bonded to kapton leads that are
connected to individual charge collector output channels. Four readout boards containing the
Helix chip [42] have been acquired which have sufficient channels to read out two detectors.

Much of the performance information for the proposed GEM-based ionization chamber is avail-
able from the studies done for COMPASS [38]. An average tracking efficiency of (99.0 ± 0.1)%
was achieved with a total rate of 60 MHz and a peak flux of 104 Hz/mm2. For Qweak the design
goal will be a substantially lower operating point of 12 MHz with particle fluxes of < 500 Hz/mm2.

The Region 1 GEM detector will have an active area 10 cm x 10 cm, a thickness of about 6
mm, and be located just behind the first collimator. The entire detector will be mounted on
a rail system to move radially so it may be used during low (nA) current measurements of Q2

and then move out of the acceptance for the physics measurement at high currents of 180 µA.
A rotation system will be used to move the detector between octants. To date, two prototype
detectors have been built and readout electronics are being installed. Gain and quantum effi-
ciency tests have been completed using an Iron source and a pulsed X-ray system is being installed
for timing studies. The final GEM design has been completed, and detailed CAD drawings made.
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6.6 Region 2: Magnet Entrance Chambers (HDC)

This second set of chambers will be located just upstream of the QTOR magnet. Their purpose
is to determine the position and direction cosines of the scattered electrons as they enter the
magnet. The combination of these detectors and the Region 1 vertex detectors will provide an
accurate measurement of the target vertex and scattering angle. They can also be used to reject
events where the scattered particle originates from secondary scattering at the collimator between
the Region 1 and 2 chambers. Finally, the region 2 chambers provide an accurate measurement
of the entrance angle into the QTOR magnet. When combined with the exit angle determination
from the Region 3 detectors and a QTOR field map, the scattered particle’s momentum can be
determined. With measurements of the scattered particle’s momentum and scattering angle, we
can properly tag elastically scattered electrons in the < Q2 > calibration process.

We would like to be able to determine the angle through these chambers with a precision of about
0.6 mrad. In the space we have we can make a self-contained unit with two chambers separated
by 0.4 m. This implies that a 170 µm spatial resolution is necessary. We also desire a small
amount of material to reduce multiple scattering. The rough area needed for these chambers is
about 50 cm x 70 cm. These requirements and dimensions are very similar to those of horizon-
tal drift chambers from other experiments that have operated reliably for years of running. In
particular, the HERMES front chambers [43] and the Hall C SOS drift chambers are examples
that we pattern our design after. Both of these sets of chambers have been operating for several
years with typical resolutions of ∼ 170 − 200 µm.

For the Region 2 chambers, we propose to build two sets of 2 chambers each separated by 0.4
meters. The chambers will be located about 3.8 meters downstream of the Qp

Weak target at a
radial distance of about 70 cm from the beam centerline in a region where the residual field from
the QTOR magnet is small (<3 G). Due to the need to keep the chambers out of the flux of
scattered particles from neighboring octants, the chamber frames will have a trapezoidal shape,
being larger at the top.

A summary of the details of the chamber properties is shown in Table 10. The drift cell size will
be 0.72 cm. Each chamber will have x, x′, u, u′, v, v′ planes. The second plane of cells in each
case will be offset by 1/2 cell to help resolve left-right ambiguities. The stereo u and v planes
will be at an angle of ±45◦. Each chamber will have an active area of approximately 50 cm x
70 cm. There will be 2x48 x wires, 2x80 u wires, and 2x80 v wires. Thus, we will need 416
electronic channels/chamber for a total of 1664 electronic channels for the four chambers. The
cathode foils and anode and field shaping wires will be supported by frames made of ertalyte
or G10. The anode wires will be attached to amplifier and discriminator cards mounted on the
chamber frames. The frontend electronics cards will be the Nanometrics Systems N-277, which
have been used reliably in many drift chambers in the past. The signals will be digitized with
JLAB F1 TDCs.
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Table 10: Properties of the Region 2 drift chambers.

Distance from target 3.6, 4.0 m
Active area: horizontal 50 cm
Active area: vertical 70 cm
Cell design horizontal drift
Cell size 0.72 cm
Anode wire material Gold-plated tungsten
Anode wire diameter 20 µm
Field shaping wires Gold-plated copper/beryllium
Field shaping wire diameter 75 µm
Cathode material Aluminized mylar
Cathode material thickness 6.4 µm
u, v stereo angle ± 45.0◦

Wires in each x plane 48
Wires in each u, v plane 80
configuration x, x′, u, u′, v, v′

Radiation length per chamber 0.075 %
Total electronic channels 1664
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These chambers will be mounted in a similar (but appropriately scaled down) ferris wheel rotat-
ing hub structure like that used to mount the region 3 drift chambers. The chambers will have
two pinned positions - “in beam” for the calibration runs and “parked” where they will sit with
the protection of the shielding during the production running. This simple pinned scheme will
make alignment more reliable and reproducible.

To date, a prototype chamber with a single plane of wires using ertalyte frames has been con-
structed. Testing with cosmic rays is in progress.

6.7 Region 3: Focal Plane Chambers (VDC)

The Region 3 focal plane chambers will be vertical drift chambers (VDCs). Two sets of UV
chambers will be used to provide excellent position and angle reconstruction. The chambers will
be similar in design and and geometry to VDCs used in the Hall A HRS; a detailed report on
those chambers can can be found elsewhere [44]. Figure 37 shows a schematic of the Jlab Hall
A VDCs. The particle trajectory is defined by a set of 4 zero-crossing points, one per plane, for
a two chamber system separated by 30 cm. The chambers will be oriented at 45◦ with respect
to the nominal elastic scattering trajectory. We plan to have similar cell dimensions to the Hall
A VDCs, so that we can assume similar drift times and resolution properties, but we will reduce
the electronics cost substantially by multiplexing the readout using delay lines. In contrast with
an HDC design, where redundancy and thereby high efficiency is obtained by having multiple
wire planes, the high number of wires hit per plane gives the same result in the VDC design.
This further reduces the cost and complexity of the chambers.

45o

45o

45o

nominal 45o particle trajectory

Figure 37: Schematic of the Hall A VDC layout. The orthogonal wire directions (UV) are rotated
by 45◦ relative to the (XY) coordinates of the chamber frame.
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The VDC detector length is almost identical to that of the Hall A chambers, although our cham-
bers will be significantly wider (50 cm vs. 25 cm). The chambers will be mounted on a Ferris
Wheel, of 3 meters radius, which can be rotated about the beam line axis to provide coverage
for all octants. Two sets of counter-balancing chambers will be attached to the Wheel. As noted
previously, sequential sampling of opposing pairs of octants is planned. The entire assembly
would be placed immediately before the Qp

Weak Čerenkov detectors, inside the shielding hut,
along with the scintillator trigger counters. The angular resolution of a set of two UV chambers
would be about 1-2 mrad, sufficient to map out the analog response of the Čerenkov detectors.
The chambers can be moved to avoid direct view of the beam by sliding radially them along a
Ferris wheel spoke to avoid damage in the high-luminosity production mode. Like the Region
2 design, there would be two positions “in” and “out” of direct view of the elastically scattered
electrons.

A full GEANT 4 simulation of the experiment is being developed, and is being used to finalize the
Region 3 design. Figure 38 shows the results of simulation of the number of wires hit per plane,
using a full GEANT simulation of the accepted elastic scattering events. Our design criterion is
that the number of wire cells hit per plane should be between 4 and 8 to ensure efficient track
reconstruction. The present design has a cell spacing of ∼ 5.5 mm which should yield an intrinsic
position resolution of about 100 µm. The pitch angle of the wires is still being optimized; at
present a value of 30◦ (vs. 45◦ of the Hall A design) appears optimal. Figure 39 shows GEANT
4 simulated events as detected by the VDCs and the Čerenkov bars.
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Figure 38: Simulated number of DC cells hit for the front (upstream) Region 3 VDC, for elastically
scattered electrons. The left and right halves of this figure represent the U and V planes of this
VDC. Results are similar for the back VDC. These results are for a 30◦ wire pitch angle.

The chambers are 10 cm deep and have 3 high voltage planes and two wire planes. The sense
wires are 25 µm diameter gold-plated tungsten. In the Hall A design, the wires pass through
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Figure 39: GEANT 4 simulation of several elastic scattering events as detected by the two VDC
chambers (yellow frames); the struck wire cells are visible in light gray; the Čerenkov bars are in
orange. The apertures for the shielding hut are seen behind the VDCS.)

precision-drilled holes and are spring mounted. We plan to modify the design, using the simpler,
and more traditional, method of soldering wires onto photo-etched kapton foils. This is a trade-
off in expensive machinist time for student labor. As in the Hall A design, there will be no guard
wires. This requires a more sophisticated read out algorithm, but eliminates dead zones. The
chamber efficiency should be high; the Hall A VDCs have run for years with a hit efficiency of
nearly 100%. Dead time will be nearly independent of position for these chambers, and should
be small in any event.

Figure 40 shows a Garfield [45] simulation of the electric field lines and isochrones for the VDC
design. The measurement of drift times is used to determine the zero-crossing point of the
geodesics. A simulated first electron arrival-time distribution for one particular gas mixture is
shown in Fig. 41. The correlation between the arrival time and the perpendicular distance from
the wire to the track is a function of the track inclination, as depicted in Fig. 42, and algorithms
for extracting the position from the drift time accurately and efficiently are under development.
The exact cell geometry (and thus the wire spacing and the total number of wires per plane) are
still being optimized using the Garfield GEANT 4 simulations. Assuming a 5.5 mm wire spacing
and a 30◦ pitch angle, there will be 190 wires per plane, or 380 wires per chamber.

The front-end electronics for the Region 3 VDCs will be based on a fast preamp/discriminator
chip, the MAD chip [46], which was developed at CERN specifically for wire chamber readout.
There will be a preamp and discriminator for each sense wire, mounted directly to the chambers
on PC Boards. Every 8th wire will be multiplexed, with 40 wires per delay line, 2 ns delay per
wire, adding 80 ns to the readout time. Both ends of the delay line will be read out, requiring
19 channels of TDC per chamber. The time difference between the two ends will yield the wire
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Y = V *t + Yperp drift meas corr
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Figure 40: The electric field lines and drift isochrones for a single cell of the VDC.

Arrival time of first electron

Gas: , T=300 K, p=1 atmAr 63%, C2H6 37%

Arrival time [ns]

Figure 41: Garfield-simulated arrival time distribution.
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Figure 42: Garfield-simulated relationship between perpendicular drift distance and arrival time
for tracks crossing the chamber at various angles.

number, and the time sum provides the drift time spectra. The increased dead time due to delay
line readout is not an issue at these rates. The new JLAB F1 multihit VME TDC will be used
for the digitization; with 64 channels per module, we would require only two such modules.

The conceptual design for the Region 3 Ferris wheel is an Aluminum wheel-like structure that
rotates around a pair of 12” brass Garlock bushings. The axle is a 12 inch OD tube that is 3 ft
long with an inverted Vee stand 13 ft high. The wheel is made from 4 x 4” Al square tube. The
wire chamber pair is mounted to the face of the wheel. An indexing collar is used to position the
chambers in any of eight positions so each chamber may be indexed to each octant of the QTOR
magnet. The wheel would be moved by a circular worm gear.

6.8 Scintillation Detectors

Scintillation counters will provide the trigger and time reference for the calibration system. These
detectors must shadow the quartz Čerenkov bars and have sufficient energy resolution and timing
capabilities so as to identify multiparticle events and veto neutrals. The scintillators will be long
bars, each with an area just slightly larger than the Čerenkov bars and mounted immediately
downstream of the Region 3 chambers. Each scintillator will have a photomultiplier tube at each
end and have a mean time resolution of 250 ps or better.

Because neutron detection efficiencies are ∼ 1%/cm of plastic and we need to minimize false trig-
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gers from neutrals, the thickness of the trigger scintillators must be minimized without loss of
the signal from the elastically scattered electrons. The scintillators will be made from Eljen-200,
which is equivalent to BC408, and is a fast (∼ 3 ns) scintillator yielding 10 photons for every
keV of energy deposited in it. The elastically scattered electrons will deposit about 2 MeV of
energy in a 1 cm thick scintillator, which will then produce about 20,000 photons. Simulations
with GUIDIT indicate that 1.8% (5.3%) of the photons generated at the far (near) end of the
PMT will make it through the 2 m long scintillator, through a rectangular lightguide, and to the
photocathode of the PMT. Photocathode efficiencies are typically 20% so we can expect 70 to 210
electrons to be produced by the photocathode for every electron going through the scintillator.
Combining this with a high gain PMT (∼ 107) yields 100 to 300 pC of charge in the 3 ns of the
signal. When this is coupled to 50 Ω electronics we expect a signal between 1 and 3 V for each
elastically scattered electron that passes through the 1 cm thick plastic trigger scintillator.
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Figure 43: Schematic of trigger electronics using a meantimer.

Each scintillator will be 214 cm long and 30 cm high, to shadow the Čerenkov bars, and 1 cm
thick. Light guides coupling the scintillator to the PMTs need not be transparent to UV light
as those wavelengths will have been attenuated away as the light passes through up to 2 m of
scintillator. To minimize loss of light from the scintillator corners, each light guide will be made
of a row of “fingers” that couple to the 30 cm × 1 cm ends of the scintillator and overlap each
other to form a square that is circumscribed within the PMT. Three inch PMTs have photocath-
odes that are 6.8 cm in diameter; this corresponds to a photocathode area of 36.3 cm2, which
will couple nicely to the 30 cm2 scintillator ends. We will use Photonis XP4312B 3 inch PMTs
which have a high gain (∼ 3 × 107) and a uniform response over their photocathode areas [47].
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The long edges of the scintillators will be diamond milled and the ends finished to a 600 grit
sanded finish. Given the extreme ratio of thickness to length, the scintillator counters must be
supported by a frame which is then mountable to the rear chamber package. To reduce radiation
damage, this package will be removed from direct view of the beam for the high current running
mode.

The trigger electronics must be fast, so that the GEMs are triggered as quickly as possible, and
the trigger timing must be independent of the where the electron passes through the trigger
scintillator. We will use a meantimer and the simple circuit shown in Fig. 43 to trigger the
electronics.
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7 Liquid Hydrogen Target System

The Qp
Weak liquid hydrogen target must operate safely and reliably for sustained periods of time at

the design current of 180 µA. The current mode operation of the main Čerenkov detectors makes
the experiment particularly sensitive to target density fluctuations, which must be minimized
by careful target design. The target must be azimuthally symmetric in order to minimize the
sensitivity to helicity correlated beam motion. It is also important to minimize the target window
and wall thicknesses to minimize background contributions to the detector signal, and to minimize
multiple scattering of the scattered electrons of interest, which are selected in the range θ ≃
8◦ ± 2◦ by the Qp

Weak collimation system. The operating requirements for the Qp
Weak liquid

hydrogen target are summarized in table 11.

Table 11: Operating Requirements for the Qp
Weak Liquid Hydrogen Target.

Parameter Requirements
Beam Energy 1.165 GeV
Target Length 35 cm (3.9% X0)
Beam Current 180 µA
Beam Power 2120 W
Raster size 4 × 4 mm2

Total cooling power 2500 W
30 Hz density fluctuations < 10 ppm

The power deposited by the 180 µA, 1.165 GeV electron beam in the 35 cm long Qp
Weak LH2 target

(3.9% X0) is that associated with ionization energy loss; at 4.65 MeV/g/cm2, this corresponds to
2120 W of beam power (neglecting energy loss in the target windows). In addition to the beam
power requirement, the Qp

Weak target needs several hundred Watts of cooling power to account
for conductive heat losses, circulation fan heat load, reserve heat load for feedback control, etc.
As a result, the cooling power goal for Qp

Weak is 2500 W. To put our target coolant requirements
in perspective, we show in Figure 44 a plot of beam current vs beam power for several relevant
targets. We note that the beam current required for Qp

Weak is only 30% higher than has already
been employed in Hall A for physics production, and that the SAMPLE target at MIT Bates is
5 cm longer than the Qp

Weak target. However, the combination of high beam current and a long
target flask will make the Qp

Weak target the highest power cryotarget in the world by a factor
of several. Clearly, the first question to be addressed for the Qp

Weak target is how to supply the
required cooling power. We demonstrate in the next section that several viable options exist, and
we report recent progress at obtaining a solution that has been endorsed by the JLab Cryogenics
group, the Target group and the Qp

Weak collaboration.
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Figure 44: Values of the beam power deposited in LH2 targets as a function of beam current, for
target cells varying between 4 cm and 40 cm in length. The solid point indicates the expected
Qp
Weak configuration (35 cm target, 180 µA, 2.1 kW).

7.1 Refrigeration

The cooling power available to the target is given by the change in enthalpy ∆H of the coolant.
For LH2 targets, nominally 15 atm 15 K coolant is supplied by the JLab End Station Refrigerator
(ESR), and is returned at 19 K and 3 atm with an enthalpy change ∆H = 31 J/g. At maximum
capacity, the ESR can supply about 25 g/s of this 15 K coolant, corresponding to a maximum
cooling power of 775 W, which is only about 30% of what is required for Qp

Weak.

Alternatively, the 3 atm 4 K supply (H=9.5 J/g) from the ESR can be used. For sustained
operation, the coolant must be returned cold at 1.2 atm and 5 K (H=35 J/g). A flow of 25 g/s
would only result in 625 W of cooling power in this case, which corresponds to 25% of what is
required for Qp

Weak.

However, there is a third possibility which has been employed as recently as summer 2004 for
the HAPPEx experiment. The Central Helium Liquefier (CHL) has some excess 4 K liquefaction
capacity. This source of coolant has the advantage that the 4 K 3atm supply can be returned
warm. The enthalpy change corresponding to a 19 K LH2 target is about 103 J/g; thus, 25 g/s
of 4 K 3 atm supply returned warm to the CHL at 19 K and 1.2 atm would provide 2575 W of
cooling, meeting the requirements of the Qp

Weak target. Although a sustained flow capacity of 25
g/s is barely available on a typical day at present, the Cryogenics group is willing to guarantee
that 24 g/s will be available for Qp

Weak in the future, assuming the present system loads do not
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change appreciably. This means that 24 g/s of 4 K coolant would be available for the Qp
Weak

target in parallel with the Hall C Møller polarimeter and a program in Hall A (and B) that does
not also require a high power target.

The CHL solution described above is just shy of what we require for Qp
Weak. Furthermore, we

do not wish to run so close to the maximum cooling capacity, even though the above 24 g/s
figure includes a 5 g/s reserve for the CHL. Therefore, we have worked out a solution which has
been accepted by the JLab Cryogenics group, the JLab Target group, and Qp

Weak experimenters,
which shares the cooling load between the CHL and the ESR. This agreement, which has been
signed by all relevant parties in November, 2004, specifies the cooling requirements of the Qp

Weak

experiment, and the cooling capacity that is available from JLab under various scenarios.

Figure 45: A schematic of the cooling scheme that will be employed for the Qp
Weak target. Two

independent heat exchangers will be used in order to make use of the cooling power of the ESR
and the CHL at JLab.

The Qp
Weak target is being designed to run with two independent heat exchangers, as shown

schematically in Fig. 45. One will be fed from the standard ESR 15 K supply and returned
to the ESR at 19 or 20K. Up to 800 W of cooling power can be supplied in this manner.
The remainder of the cooling power required will be obtained with a separate, independent
4 K heat exchanger fed with the CHL excess 4 K capacity and returned warm to the CHL.
This combination of resources will provide the greatest possible cooling power and provides the
flexibility to dynamically balance the relative loads on the two refrigerators. With this approach,
the Qp

Weak target cooling requirements can be met in parallel with Hall A programs and with the
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cooling requirements of the Hall C Møller polarimeter. We wish to emphasize that this solution
has been endorsed by the JLab cryogenics group and can be met with existing resources. An
inexpensive vaporizer will be added to the Hall C warm return line to prevent ice buildup on
that line, exactly as was done for HAPPEx last summer in Hall A.

The above solution will work assuming no additional loads are placed on the CHL or the ESR
above beyond what currently exists. However, new loads can appear anytime, which is a potential
source of concern. We are pleased to note that Swapan Chattopadhyay (Associate Director of the
JLab Accelerator Division) made the clear and unequivocal statement at the November 18, 2004
JROC meeting that the laboratory will provide the cooling needs of the Qp

Weak experiment in
any scenario, via the most appropriate of several options that were presented to the committee.
The approach chosen for the target design, namely use of both 4K and 15K heat exchangers,
gives laboratory management the greatest flexibility in choosing a solution when the experiment
is on the floor.

It should be noted that a small shortfall in cooling power can be compensated, if necessary, by
running the target at a slightly higher temperature, since the cooling power available to the target
is proportional to ∆T, the difference between the coolant supply and return temperatures. The
only drawback to running at a higher temperature is that ideally the target should be operated at
least three degrees below the boiling point to minimize the probability of boiling. This drawback
can be compensated for by running the target at a slightly higher pressure as well, since the
boiling temperature is higher at higher pressures, as illustrated in Fig. 46. Since the mechanical
strength (window thickness) is driven by the boil-off pressure and not the operating pressure,
there are no negative consequences to running at a slightly elevated operating pressure. The boil-
off pressure will be kept low by increasing the size of the ballast volume and using appropriately
sized relief lines.

7.2 Boiling and Density Fluctuations

In previous parity violation experiments, two different approaches have been taken to the problem
of target boiling and density fluctuations near the standard 30 Hz helicity reversal frequency. One
approach is to pay careful attention to minimizing these effects in the target design, to normalize
the main detectors to an upstream beam current monitor, and to use luminosity monitors12 to
measure and if necessary, correct for effects of target density changes. This was the approach
taken by the SAMPLE experiment at MIT/Bates. The other approach is to use luminosity
monitors, rather than incident beam current monitors, as the primary normalization in the
experiment. The latter approach has been taken in the Mainz A4 experiment. For Qp

Weak, we
plan to follow the SAMPLE approach with a target that is carefully designed to minimize boiling
and density fluctuations, and use our luminosity monitors as a check that this is indeed the case.

12A luminosity monitor is typically an auxiliary current mode detector placed at very forward angle where
the scattered electron rate is much higher and the parity violating asymmetry is much smaller than in the main
detector; such a device is primarily sensitive to target density fluctuations and may be used to correct for such
effects in the main detector data. The Qp

Weak luminosity monitor is described in section 9.7.
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Figure 46: The vapor pressure curve for parahydrogen.The usual operating condition at 19K and
24 psia is compared to the proposed one at 22K and 48 psia. Both are three degrees below the
boiling point.

To understand the requirements that target boiling and 30 Hz density fluctuations place on the
Qp
Weak target, we consider each effect in turn. Boiling is a bulk effect, and may be estimated by

recasting the basic definition of specific heat (cp = ∆Q

m∆T
) as

∆T =
∆E/∆xIb

cpdrvs
,

where ∆T is the temperature rise of the LH2 in K, ∆E/∆x is the energy loss in MeV/g/cm2, Ib
the beam current in µA, cp the specific heat of H2 in J/gK, dr the raster size in cm, and vs the
stream velocity of the LH2 in the target cell in cm/s. With ∆E/∆x = 4.7 MeV/g/cm2, Ib = 180
µA, cp = 10 J/gK, dr = 0.4 cm, and vs = 700 cm/s, then ∆T = 0.3 K. Since the target operating
temperature is (at least) 3 K below the boiling point, there is no bulk boiling. We point out
that the 700 cm/s stream velocity is that appropriate for the G0 target at 30 Hz, and is a much
slower stream velocity than what we expect to employ for the Qp

Weak target.

The counting rate expected in the Qp
Weak detectors is about 800 MHz per octant, which translates

to a statistical error of ∼ 50 ppm per pulse pair. If target density fluctuations on the time scale
of the helicity reversal frequency contribute significantly to this width, then the experiment must
run longer to achieve the same goals. To limit the extra running time to 10% of the original goal,
then the target would have to contribute less than about 15 ppm to the asymmetry width.
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For comparison, the G0 target contributed about 150 ppm to the measured asymmetry width
for pulse pairs at 30 Hz. We expect the target fluctuations to scale inversely with the raster area
and beam power, and as the third power of the pump speed. Thus,we can predict the asymmetry
width for Qp

Weak based on experience with the G0 target to be:

∆Atgt ∼ 150 ppm

(

2x2 mm2

4x4 mm2

) (

35cm

20cm

) (

180 µA

40 µA

) (

30 Hz

120 Hz

)3

∼ 5 ppm

However, it must be admitted that the dependence on pump speed is somewhat uncertain. When
this dependence was studied in Hall A for a target of a very different design, the dependence
was faster than linear but slower than quadratic. If we assume a quadratic dependence instead
of a cubic dependence and rescale the G0 asymmetry width as indicated above, we find that the
expected Qp

Weak ∆Atgt ∼ 18 ppm, which is uncomfortably large.

There are several possibilities that can be explored which could further reduce ∆Atgt. There is
anecdotal evidence that a larger intrinsic beam diameter improves the situation. Since there is
no vertex reconstruction in the Qp

Weak experiment, there is no penalty to increasing the intrinsic
beam size beyond the canonical 100µm. Another potential area for improvement is the raster
frequency, which is currently around 25 kHz. The raster frequency could be doubled without too
much effort, although higher frequencies than that would require a major development effort.
Depending on the physical mechanism responsible for the 30 Hz density fluctuations, a doubled
raster frequency could reduce ∆Atgt by a factor of 2. Another possibility is to sub-cool the target
even further; tests performed with the G0 target indicate that small improvements in ∆Atgt can
be achieved by sub-cooling by more than the usual 3 K.

By far the most promising method to mitigate the effects of target density fluctuations is to
increase the helicity reversal frequency, since the target noise requirement becomes less severe
for shorter sampling times as the counting statistics error increases. For example, if the helicity
reversal rate is increased by a factor of 10 to 300 Hz, then ∆Astat ∼ 150 ppm, and the requirement
on ∆Atgt becomes three times less severe. In addition, the target noise spectrum is expected to
be significantly quieter at higher frequencies. Figure 47 shows the frequency dependence of the
asymmetry width measured with solid and liquid targets in Hall A [48]. The data were taken
with a UVT lucite Čerenkov detector that was normalized to a beam current monitor, sampled
every 2.5 ms. The solid target was carbon, and the liquid target was 15 cm LD2 with a 60
cm/s stream velocity. The beam current was 100 µA and the raster size was 2 × 2 mm2. The
noise in the liquid target measurements clearly falls off at higher frequencies and approaches the
noise floor corresponding to a solid target. Given that these test measurements were bandwidth
limited, with errors in excess of electron counting statistics even for the solid target, these data
indicate that there is at least a factor of 10 in target noise reduction alone to be gained to be
gained in running Qp

Weak at a higher helicity reversal frequency.

Since Qp
Weak is an integrating experiment with relatively few words per event to read out, there

is no difficulty reading data at event rates up to a few kHz. The JLab source group has indicated
there is no fundamental obstacle to running at higher helicity reversal frequencies, although
it would be essential to significantly reduce the current 500 µs switching/settling time of the
Pockels cell, as discussed in section 11. In order to take advantage of the dramatic reduction
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Figure 47: Noise frequency spectrum measured for solid (C, black) and cryogenic liquid (LD2, red)
targets in Hall A. The additional noise due to random target fluctuations decreases dramatically
as the measurement frequency increases.

in target density fluctuations at higher frequency, the Qp
Weak collaboration has adopted 250 Hz

as the nominal helicity reversal frequency for the experiment. Source developments required to
implement this strategy are described in section 11.

7.3 Basic Conceptual Target Design

The target concept of choice for the Qp
Weak experiment is the SAMPLE/G0 design. The density

fluctuations experienced with these targets were studied extensively, and the results were ex-
traordinarily good. A sketch of the G0 target loop is shown in Figure 48. A high flow velocity is
achieved in both of these targets by means of a perforated tapered cylindrical windsock concen-
tric to an outer cylindrical cell. The flow area depends on the gap between the windsock and the
target cell, as well as their respective radii, and the perforations. As a result, the flow area can
be made arbitrarily small and is almost independent of the length of the target cell. The small
flow area inherent in this design contributes to the high flow velocity required by Qp

Weak. A flow
velocity of 500 cm/s (at 30 Hz) was achieved by the SAMPLE target, and as noted previously
the G0 target flow velocity is designed to be 700 cm/s (also at 30 Hz). Although it would seem
that these large flow velocities are moot since most of the flow appears to be longitudinal to
the beam axis, in fact the high degree of turbulence (Reynold’s number ∼ 107) in these systems
results in a significant transverse flow component.
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Figure 48: A sketch of the G0 target configuration, which we are using as a model for the Qp
Weak

target design.

Much of the experience gained with the G0 target will carry over to Qp
Weak. However, important

changes need to be made for Qp
Weak. The target length will need to be increased from 20 to 35 cm

13. In addition, the heat exchanger and high power heater capacity will need to be increased by
a factor of 3 to 4. Whereas the SAMPLE and G0 targets share many common characteristics,
they do have important differences. The SAMPLE impellers are powered by an external motor,
whereas the G0 impellers are powered by a submersible pump. The SAMPLE heat exchanger
is an open design, in which the cryogen flows unobstructed through a large pipe. The helium
refrigerant flows through copper piping wound around the outside of this large pipe. The G0
heat exchanger is modelled more closely on standard practice at JLab, with the cryogen flowing
in direct contact with finned copper tubing that carries the refrigerant. The 25 liter SAMPLE
cryogenic loop is vertical, whereas the 6 liter G0 loop is horizontal. Finally, the diameters of the
SAMPLE cell and associated windows are about twice as large as the corresponding diameters
in the G0 target, which helps mitigate beam halo issues. From preliminary discussions with
the JLab Target group leader (M. Seely), we think that the Qp

Weak target should be based more
upon the SAMPLE design choices, with the exception of the heat exchanger. In addition, we
are currently studying the possibility of fabricating the target cell or at least the windows from
beryllium in order to reduce background in the Qp

Weak measurements.

In the following sections, we provide some brief remarks about each of the Qp
Weak target compo-

nents.

13By comparison, the SAMPLE target cell is 40 cm long.
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7.3.1 Heat Exchanger

The proposed design for the 15 K Qp
Weak heat exchanger is basically a copy of the existing

∼1000 W design for G0. The 30 cm long G0 heat exchanger has been tested to 550 W. It
consists of a tube with a plug (flow diverter) along the central axis. Finned copper tubing is
wound in 2 helical layers between the plug and the tube. The copper tubing is 1/4” diameter,
with 1/8” long fins (14 fins/inch). The liquid hydrogen is forced to flow past the finned tubing
by the plug, where heat is exchanged with the refrigerant counter-flowing through the finned
tubing.

The 4 K Qp
Weak heat exchanger will be of similar design, except that the finned copper tubing

will be larger in diameter and will consist of at least three layers plumbed in parallel. These
changes are necessary because of the lower pressure drop that can be tolerated with the 4 K
coolant, which is supplied at 3 atm and returned at 1.2 atm.

7.3.2 Cryogenic Pump

The Qp
Weak pump must be able to provide a volume flow rate of at least 25 l/s and about 5 psi of

head. This represents about a factor of 5 improvement over G0. The motor must have enough
torque to push liquid neon through the loop (at 10 Hz) during commissioning. The motor should
be capable of running 30–120 Hz with LH2 in the loop, without depositing more than 50 W into
the system. Materials prone to radiation damage, like Teflon, must be avoided.

Two solutions are being studied for the re-circulation pump. The first would follow the same
general design as the G0 pump, i.e. a submersible pump fabricated commercially. The G0 pump
is powered by a 50 oz-in brushless DC motor, and performed very well for the G0 forward angle
measurements. A similar design could be engineered for Qp

Weak. However, the company (Barber-
Nichols) which was contracted for the G0 pump recommended that a radial pump would be
better suited for our application. Such a pump could provide superior head and volume flow
relative to the vane-axial design. This solution would be configured such that the pump motor
would be exterior to the loop. One advantage to this design is that the heat dissipated by the
motor would not contribute to the heat load of the target. However, the cost associated with
a commercial solution, coupled with budget restrictions has led us to consider building a pump
in-house, and R&D for the pump is currently underway.

7.3.3 Target Heater

The heater is of standard design. Its function is to replace the power deposited in the target by
the beam when the beam current drops, in order to maintain a stable temperature in the loop
independent of beam current. It must be capable of providing at least 2500 W. Typically, resistive
nichrome wire (0.19 Ω/ft) is wound around a conical G10 standoff which is situated directly in
the flow path. For Qp

Weak, we envision using several independent ∼1 kW heaters in the loop. The
power supplied to the heater will be controlled in a feedback loop in a manner similar to that
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being used by G0. For G0, the heater power is adjusted automatically to keep the temperature
in the loop constant with reference to a thermometer just upstream of the target cell. However, a
signal from a beam current monitor is also used in the feedback logic to provide large and sudden
changes in the heater power in response to sudden and dramatic changes in the beam current.
This dual input PID (Proportional Integral Differential) logic keeps the temperature well within
100 mK of the goal temperature even during repeated beam on and off cycles.

7.3.4 Target Cell

The target cell will be modelled after the SAMPLE and G0 designs. In the SAMPLE target,
illustrated in figure 49, LH2 flowed along the axis of a 0.13 mm thick (5 mil) perforated windsock.
The windsock was tapered to a diameter of 3 cm at its narrow end. The windsock was surrounded
by a 7 cm diameter cylindrical tube 0.38 mm (15 mils) thick, and 40 cm long. The LH2 was
returned in the space between the windsock and the outer cylinder. The windsock was perforated
to promote flow transverse to the (central) beam axis, and to counteract the Bernoulli effect
which would otherwise crush the windsock. Both the windsock and the outer cell were fabricated
of 6061-T6 aluminum. They were connected to a baffled manifold which directed the flow of
hydrogen through the inside of the windsock and back along the outside of the windsock.

Figure 49: Schematic of the SAMPLE target cell [49]

For Qp
Weak, the target liquid and the windsock will be enclosed in a cylindrical cell. Initially this

cell will be aluminum, 7 mils thick as we currently use, except for thinner nipples where the cell
is intercepted by the beam. We are investigating the possibility of an alternate design based on
beryllium to reduce background in the Qp

Weak measurements, at least at the entrance and exit
of the cell, but perhaps for the entire cell. Initial running of Qp

Weak will likely be done with an
aluminum cell but we aim to produce a cell with at least Be end windows for Run II.
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8 Backgrounds

Detailed background simulations are critical for the success of new experiments, since it is not
always possible to solve problems uncovered during commissioning by shifting around piles of
lead bricks! The basic layout of the experiment must be largely optimized before commissioning
even begins. However, while signal rates are easy to calculate, proper background estimates
are notoriously difficult. Our collaboration benefits from having a strong multi-institutional
background simulation effort, founded on LaTech GEANT models. As the detector and collimator
designs evolve in attempt to improve the Qp

Weak figure of merit, the background simulations must
evolve in parallel. In this section, we report on the present status of background simulations
using the latest collimator design (Oct., 2004) as described in section 4.10. Re-optimization of
the beamline shielding for this configuration has not yet been completed.

Neglecting radiative corrections, the raw experimental asymmetry is given by:

Araw
exp = P

Aep→epYep→ep + AbkgYbkg
Yep→ep + Ybkg

where P is the beam polarization during production running, the Y ’s are the detector current-
weighted yields, and any A without the subscript “exp” is a physics asymmetry. Reorganizing
this expression, and generalizing to an arbitrary number of background reactions, one finds

Aep→ep =
Araw
exp

P
+

n
∑

i=1

(
Araw
exp

P
− Abkg,i)

Ybkg,i
Yep→ep

Hence, to determine the physics asymmetry Aep→ep we must measure the raw experimental
asymmetry at a known beam polarization, then make small corrections for each background
channel, i. Both the current-weighted fractional yield, Ybkg,i/Yep→ep, and the difference of the
asymmetries Aexp/P − Abkg,i, must be measured or well bounded.

In the sections below we will distinguish between prompt and non-prompt or, equivalently, hard
and soft backgrounds since the techniques for estimation and measurement are very different.14

Background estimates are summarized in Table 12.

8.1 Prompt backgrounds

Prompt backgrounds such as elastic scattering from the aluminum target windows, or inelastic
electrons from pion production near threshold, can be directly measured using standard tech-
niques while operating in current mode. Our tracking detectors will provide valuable supplemen-
tary information about hard backgrounds (in pulsed mode only), such as the fraction of events
from the collimator edges, and the relative yields of the elastic peak and pion threshold regions.

14We do not address potential backgrounds from magnetic impurities (e.g. in the collimators), although material
specifications are being developed.
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Table 12: Summary of background estimates for the Qp
Weak experiment.

Source Asymmetry-Weighted
Fractional Yield How to measure

Hard:
Al windows: elastic + QE +11.1% -3.3% Al dummy target, vary QTOR field
pion electroproduction -0.5% lower QTOR field

Soft:
photons from beamline 0.4% plug the collimator holes
e+e− from beamline 0.1% plug the collimator holes
neutrons ≃ 0% background detectors in hut
quartz luminescence ≃ 0% beam off intervals

8.1.1 Target window backgrounds

Our largest single background will be elastic scattering from the 3.5 mil thick aluminum target
windows15. Despite the fact that the contribution of elastic scattering on aluminum to the overall
rate is small (1.1%), the effective contribution is significant because AAl ≃ 10Aep→ep. This is
primarily due to the difference in the weak couplings: (1 − 4 sin2 θW ) for elastic scattering on
the proton versus 4 sin2 θW for elastic scattering on the aluminum nucleus. Thus, we expect a
positive elastic aluminum background of about 11% of the free e + p elastic asymmetry, which
must be measured and corrected for. This conservative estimate, which may be high by as much
as a factor of 2, assumes all the elastic electrons strike the quartz detector bars. An aluminum
elastic event generator for GEANT is being written to better quantify the acceptance for elastic
scattered events from aluminum.

Quasi-free backgrounds from aluminum have also been estimated. Although the neutron asym-
metry is very large, the dominant quasi-free background is from bound protons, since σep is much
larger than σen in our kinematics. In the plane wave impulse approximation, quasi-free proton
backgrounds would look much like our e+p elastic signal. However, at the low momentum trans-
fer of the Qp

Weak experiment, it has been shown that nuclear final state interaction corrections to
the free proton and neutron asymmetries can be relatively large. From the work of Hadjimichael
et al. [57], these effects are estimated to increase the quasi-free background from 1.1% to 3.3%
of the free e + p elastic asymmetry; the quasi-free asymmetry is negative, i.e., it has the same
sign as the free e + p elastic asymmetry.

The window background will be directly measured using special empty target cells with windows
about 10 and 20 times thicker than the full target cell windows (i.e., 50% and 100% of the
normal radiation length of the full target). In addition to the nominal QTOR setting, the field
will be set to slightly higher and lower values to check the momentum dependence. While it

15This section is based on calculations from the Qp

Weak technical note by Mark Pitt [56].
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may only be possible to operate the aluminum targets at 40-60 µA without danger of melting,
the relatively large aluminum asymmetry (and therefore figure of merit) means this program of
window background measurements can be completed in 2 days.

8.1.2 Pion electroproduction

Figure 50 shows the distribution of the elastic and inelastic electrons directly hitting the Čerenkov
detector. (The contribution of pions and protons is negligible.) Just as for the elastics, the in-
elastic electrons droop toward smaller radii near the coils due to the strong φ-dependent field
aberrations. Any attempt to increase the figure of merit by increasing the φ acceptance, while
retaining a simple rectangular quartz radiator, therefore runs into increasing inelastic contami-
nation. To control this inelastic background, the radiator sensitive area must be better matched
to the elastic locus. With the present V-shaped design, GEANT simulations show the inelastic
fraction by yield is only 0.026%.
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Figure 50: Left: the distribution of elastic electrons over the Cerenkov detector. Right: the
distribution of inelastic electrons over the Cerenkov detector. The distributions are weighted by
appropriate cross sections.

Reference [58] estimates the asymmetry in the pion threshold and ∆ resonance regions to be
surprisingly constant, ∼ −10−4Q2. Even allowing for the 10 times larger PV asymmetry of
these electrons, the asymmetry-weighted contribution to the experimental asymmetry in Qp

Weak

is still a nearly negligible ∼0.26% of the elastic e + p asymmetry. The inclusion of quartz light
guides which can intercept more of the inelastic electrons has the potential to roughly double this
background fraction (to 0.5%), but on the other hand, the addition of thick, acceptance-defining
tungsten masks might succeed in suppressing the inelastics altogether. The final optimization
cannot be done until the collimator design is frozen, but it is clear that in any case, the net effect
of the inelastic background will be small.

To measure the asymmetry from pion electroproduction it will only be necessary to reduce the
QTOR field by about 10%. In principle, the time needed to measure such a small background
(with a relatively large figure of merit) is extremely short. However, a full day will be allocated
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to taking data with multiple field settings to verify that both our large-φ optics and our physics
models are well understood.

8.2 Soft backgrounds

The integrating nature of our experiment, and the continuous beam also makes us potentially
sensitive to non-prompt backgrounds. Because of extensive shielding (both material and mag-
netic), the soft backgrounds in our experiment are dominated by neutral radiation. Measuring
such soft backgrounds requires special techniques since any attempt to change the experimen-
tal configuration (for example, removing the target) may alter an important source term and
invalidate the measurement. Thus, non-prompt backgrounds must be measured with as little
modification to the production configuration as feasible.

Soft backgrounds fall into two broad categories: those that are independent of luminosity, and
those that are dependent on luminosity. An example of a luminosity-independent source is
thermionic emission from the PMT photocathodes which is only non-negligible during our pulsed-
mode measurements. An example of a luminosity-dependent, non-prompt background is the
GEANT-estimated 0.4% contribution to the PMT anode current resulting from gamma rays.
These simulations lack thermal neutron transport and capture, so it is important to confirm
them with measurements.

Since the original proposal, there has been a great improvement in the understanding of the
Čerenkov detector properties [52,53,54,55]. Our background simulations include not only the
number of particles which traverse the sensitive area of the detector, but the probability of
interaction and the resulting light output. Figure 51 shows the number of photoelectrons as a
function of energy for possible detected particle types.
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Figure 51: Number of photoelectrons as a function of particle energy for interacting particles.
Red curve is e’s, dashed blue is γ’s, yellow-green is µ’s, and green is π’s.
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Figure 52: A 3-D perspective of the collimating system in relation to the QTOR coils.

8.2.1 GEANT simulations

The experiment is designed such that, in principle, only elastically scattered electrons can make
it through the collimation system and be detected in the Čerenkov counters. However, multiple
scattering provides a mechanism for circumventing this condition at some level, which must be
studied in the GEANT simulations.

As described in section 4.10, the collimator reference design consists of a forward collimator
to shield the forward GEM detectors of the Qp

Weak tracking system, followed by a two-stage
collimator at the entrance of the QTOR magnet. The first stage of the magnet entrance collimator
defines the angular acceptance of the experiment, while the second stage performs a ‘cleanup’
function. To maximize the counting rate, the collimation system has the widest acceptance that
is practical, while to reduce the inelastic contribution to acceptable levels, the quartz detectors
are formed into a ‘V’ shape in order to better match the elastic electron distribution. Figure 52
shows the two-stage collimation system in relation to the QTOR. Although the detector will be
located inside a shield house, the shallow bend angle of QTOR means the detector can directly
view the beamline which passes through the magnet. Therefore, this region of beamline must be
surrounded by lead. In the simulations presented here, the lead thickness was only 2.5 inches.
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Figure 53 shows how low energy charged particles generated in the target or collimation are
swept away by the magnetic field. Neutral particles which survive the collimation stages pass
straight through the magnetic field and impact the detector shield house wall below the detector
window (i.e., at smaller radius).

Figure 53: Shielding from the inelastic channels by the QTOR magnetic field. The magnetic field
bends inelastic electrons upward (left drawing) and positive pions inward (right drawing), away
from the detector acceptance. The collimator was designed such that neutral particles generated
in the target or at the collimator walls, unaffected by the field, impact the shield house below the
detector window.

The Čerenkov detector acceptance for secondary particles is very low, so it was necessary to
simulate a large number of scattering events (≃ 108) to yield even marginal statistics on the
background. In the present beamline design, soft backgrounds are dominated by photons of
1-10 MeV from the section of beamline passing through QTOR which is directly viewed by the
Čerenkov detectors (Figures 54 and 55). Although the soft photon flux through the bars is
comparable to the elastic electron rate, the low interaction probability and the low Čerenkov
response for low energy charged particles yields a detector current-weighted background of only
0.5%. Most of this background (80%) is due to photons, while only 20% of it is due to secondary
electrons and positrons. The contribution of other particle types is negligible. For the time being
we assume that these events have negligible PV asymmetry. We will either directly measure this
asymmetry, or add more shielding to lower the background another order of magnitude.

The contribution from re-scattering is a special case. Elastic electrons which rescatter in the air
and emit photons which contribute to the Čerenkov signal are not strictly a background, but
rather a source of excess noise in the detector system. Similarly, the contribution from cross
talk, i.e. the background in one detector produced mostly by elastic electrons that rescatter from
other (usually adjacent) octants, is estimated to be only 10% of the other backgrounds. Since
this background carries the e − p elastic asymmetry that we are aiming to measure, it is best
treated as a small source of excess noise.
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While the backgrounds were estimated using the latest collimator design, the shielding sur-
rounding the downstream beam pipe is not yet optimized. Because this section of beamline is
illuminated by scattering from upstream collimators, it is not practical to finalize the beamline
shielding until we freeze the collimator design. However, obvious improvements can be made.
One is to modify the geometry so the detector cannot directly view the cleanup collimator. This
will also reduce the number of meters of visible beamline. Secondly, additional lead shielding
can be placed around the beamline. Although photons of 1-10 MeV have fairly long attenua-
tion length (10-20 g/cm2 in lead), another 1.5” of lead would provide more than two additional
attenuation lengths. There is plenty of room for this amount of lead to be added.
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Figure 54: Source vertices of detector backgrounds. The center of QTOR is at z = 0. The region
at the lower left is dominated by photons from the beamline. The regions at upper right represent
vertices produced in air and the shield house window. Most of the latter secondaries constitute
excess noise rather than a true background because they carry the elastic e + p parity signal.

8.2.2 Measurement of soft backgrounds

We have plans for measuring non-prompt backgrounds in both pulsed and current mode. Each
has its advantages and disadvantages, and one will provide a valuable cross-check on the other.
The combination of pulsed-mode and current-mode measurements outlined below will allow us
to measure soft backgrounds at the 0.1% level in terms of light-weighted yield and, furthermore,
measure any significant PV asymmetries of the background.
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Figure 55: Energy distribution of background sources. Low energy photons from 1-10 MeV which
leak out of the beamline are the dominant source of background in the Čerenkov detectors.

Pulsed mode measurements

Pulsed mode running will only occur at dramatically reduced beam current so that the tracking
detectors can operate efficiently. These detectors will allow us to correlate each normal, signal-
size pulse in the quartz PMT’s with a good track in the Region III chambers, a clean signal in
an adjacent trigger scintillator, and an essentially straight track back to the target in the Region
I and II trackers. To account for all the signal current, we have to make unbiased measurements
which constrain the energy spectrum at (and even below) the single photoelectron level. This will
require a likelihood analysis since, for example, there is no way to attribute a particular single
photoelectron to thermionic emission in the PMT, a background gamma ray, or the low energy
tail of the signal pulses with an inefficient Region III chamber. Similarly, large pulses could be
due to the high energy tail of the signal pulses, or to showering in the Helium-filled channel.
Our approach will be to use both our tracking detectors and the rich time-domain information
afforded by Flash ADC’s to study these effects.

First, beam-off data will determine the rate and pulse height distributions for cosmic rays and
PMT dark current. Then, data will be taken at several beam currents which are as high as
possible consistent with high tracking efficiencies. A random trigger would cause the Flash ADC
to sample the quartz and scintillator signals until at least 10,000 good elastic electrons are ac-
cumulated per run. (The drift chambers will simultaneously be read out with pipeline TDC’s.)
Data would also be taken during intervening beam off intervals to constrain long lived lumines-
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cence.16 Offline, the complete dataset will be fitted to the hypothesis that these “snapshots”
are due to a combination of 1) elastic electrons (with and without accompanying tracks due to
tracking inefficiencies), 2) luminosity-independent sources, and 3) possible luminosity-dependent
backgrounds including luminescence. Using this technique, it should be possible to measure the
detector current-weighted yield of soft backgrounds with a sensitivity approaching 0.1%. Hall C
is now working with the JLab electronics group to manufacture 64 channels of 10 bit, 250 MHz
Flash ADC for our purposes.

For pulsed-mode soft background measurements to be applicable to our high current, PV mea-
surements, the beam halo must not change significantly. This can be easily checked with a
combination of solid and “hole” targets, using the current signal from a downstream PMT as an
approximately linear measure of the amount of intercepted beam.

The major limitation of the pulsed-mode soft background measurements is that, due to limited
statistics, the PV asymmetry of the soft backgrounds cannot be measured. One does not expect
that low energy photons, whose dominant source term is the Q2 ≃ 0 tail of multiple-scattered
primary beam interacting with a scrape-off collimator, will have a significant asymmetry. How-
ever, this assumption should be verified experimentally – we will see in the next section that this
can be done in current mode.

Current mode measurements

Dedicated current mode measurements with the main detectors, while the collimator holes are
plugged, may give the best estimate for beamline backgrounds of photons, electrons and positrons.
However, extensive GEANT studies are still needed for the final beamline configuration to verify
that the collimators themselves are not the dominant source term, and that blocking them will
not create a significant new source term.

Some soft backgrounds such as neutrons may not be strongly position dependent inside the
detector hut (i.e., the source terms are the beamline section which passes through the detector
hut, or the front walls where many hard photons and inelastic electrons are dumped). In this
case, we can obtain valuable information about such backgrounds by locating complete detector
assemblies inside the shield house which are outside the beam envelope. To avoid having to move
them too frequently, we require two such complete background detectors. (Figure 56) Other
background detectors, some lacking the quartz bar, and others lacking both the quartz and the
PMT’s (leaving only the amplifier connected to an unenergized PMT base), will help us isolate
the source of light or current generation.

It is of course not possible to place the background detectors at exactly the same position as the
main detectors. However, by moving the background detectors to different locations outside the
beam envelope during the experiment, and combining this information with GEANT simulations,
we should be able to understand the position dependence of any significant backgrounds. Back-
ground sources can be further isolated by plugging the collimator holes, plugging the detector

16Our quartz is specially selected to have negligible luminescence, but the decay of short-lived radioisotopes in
the air can produce β rays or gamma rays which strike the quartz, produce Cerenkov light, and mimic lumines-
cence.
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Figure 56: Schematic of the detector hut. The main detectors are outlined in solid red, with a
yellow ellipse denoting the elastic envelope. The various background detectors are outlined in
green dashes. A circle represents the location of a PMT, while a triangle represents an amplifier.
Hard photons are dumped on the front of the shield house wall at smaller radius than the main
detectors, while inelastic electrons are dumped at a larger radius.

windows, and changing the QTOR field.

The main advantage of these current mode measurements is that they would have the statistical
power, and the proper electronics, for measuring the PV asymmetry of any soft backgrounds.
While the background detectors might not show the same luminescence characteristics as the
main detectors (depending on whether the source is the quartz itself or radioactive gas), beam
trips will give us plenty of opportunities to study any apparent luminescence which may build
up in the main detector bars.
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9 Systematic Errors

9.1 Overview

Changes of beam properties with helicity can lead to false parity asymmetries. Parity violating
scattering experiments generally have dealt with this by keeping helicity correlations as low
as possible, by measuring residual correlations and by making corrections for them based on
measured sensitivities. The measured parity asymmetry, Ameas, is written in terms of the physics
asymmetry, Aphys, in the following way for sufficiently small helicity correlations:

Ameas = Aphys +
n
∑

i=1

( ∂A

∂Pi

)

δPi, (12)

where beam parameter Pi changes on helicity reversal to P±
i = Pi±δPi. The detector sensitivities

∂A/∂Pi can be determined preferably by deliberate modulation of the relevant beam parameter
or from natural variation of beam parameters. The helicity-correlated beam parameter differ-
ences, δPi, are measured continuously during data-taking. From estimates of the sensitivity of
our apparatus to beam parameter variations, we can set requirements on how accurately beam
parameters have to be measured and how small helicity correlations in these parameters must
be. The goal is to constrain systematic uncertainties from each source to be no more than the
statistical uncertainty on the measurement of the parity asymmetry, i.e., no more than 6× 10−9,
and that corrections are accurate to 10%.

9.2 Sensitivity to Helicity-Correlated Beam Motion

A perfectly symmetric detector system, magnet and collimator aligned precisely with the beam
should be insensitive to small modulations of beam position on helicity flip. If the beam is moved
away from this “position neutral axis”, however, symmetry is broken and false parity-violating
effects are seen. These effects have been investigated with the help of the LaTech Monte Carlo
simulation package for Qp

Weak. The Q2-weighted event rate, N(x, y), seen by a Čerenkov bar is
mapped out as a function of the position of the beam on target. By assuming smooth variation
of event rate with position, it is then possible to estimate the false parity asymmetry due to
changes of beam properties on helicity flip and to set tolerances.

Figure 57 shows the calculated event rate on a Čerenkov bar whose center lies in the x− z plane
as a function of the position (x, y) on target at which an electron scatters. The plot covers a 2
cm by 2 cm area; the rastered beam lies in the central 4 mm by 4 mm. The scale at the side of
the plot shows the rate in MHz per bin when a 180 µA beam is rastered to the full area of the
plot. The total rate is approximately 800 MHz. The slope in x and the symmetry about y = 0
are seen. The variation of event rate per bin with position on target is well-represented over the
area of the plot by,

n(x, y) = 1 + ax + by2,
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Figure 57: Calculated variation of event rate on a Čerenkov bar as a function of the position at
which a beam element strikes the target. The area shown is 2 cm vertical and horizontal. The
rastered Qweak beam covers the central 4 mm by 4 mm.

with a = 0.0181 mm−1, b = −0.00118 mm−2. Summing event rate per bin over a 4 mm by 4
mm area yields the event rate N(x, y) for the rastered beam.

From the map of event rates, the false parity asymmetry measured by a single detector is:

ǫ =
N(x+, y+) − N(x−, y−)

N(x+, y+) + N(x−, y−)
,

where the beam position is x± = x0 ± δx, y± = y0 ± δy for the two helicity states. The position
neutral axis is nominally at x = y = 0. Matching acceptance and response of Čerenkov bars
is not necessary when single detector asymmetries are calculated. For motion of the beam in
the x direction alone, false asymmetries for the left-right detector pair are reduced through
cancellations, as the coefficient a, above, has opposite sign for left and right detectors. There
is no such cancellation for the top and bottom detectors and partial cancellation for the four
diagonal detectors.
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Figure 58: Contributions to the false asymmetry due to beam motion for a 4 mm raster size and a
40 nm shift of beam position on helicity flip. The asymmetry is proportional to this shift. Curves
are labelled ‘L/R’ for the left-right detector pair, ‘U/D’ for up-down, ‘Diagonal’ for the diagonal
pairs and ‘Total’ for the sum.

Figure 58 shows contributions to the false parity asymmetry for the left-right, up-down and the
two diagonal pairs of detectors for δx = 20 nm (i.e. for a 40 nm shift of beam position on helicity
flip) as a function of displacement from the neutral axis for a 4 mm raster size. The dc position
of the beam should be set to within 180 µm of the neutral axis to limit the false asymmetry to
6 × 10−9. The 1999 HAPPEX experiment was able to keep the run-averaged position difference
below the 50 nm level. The false parity asymmetry is proportional to the product of displacement
from the neutral axis and beam motion on helicity flip.

It is assumed that effects of varying target thickness, due for example to the windows of the hy-
drogen target being curved, are removed by normalizing the Čerenkov detectors to the luminosity
monitors. Effects of target bubbling are removed in the same way.

9.3 Sensitivity to Beam Size Modulation

The diameter of the beam from the source may change on spin flip. This will induce a modulation
of beam size on target that is, however, much diluted by the ≃ 100 µm size of the unrastered
beam compared to the 4 mm raster pattern. Size modulation due to rastering should not be
correlated with spin state from the source and will average to zero over time. The effect of size
modulation of the unrastered beam is estimated by folding an unrastered beam distribution into
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a square raster pattern and summing n(x, y) over the resulting profile to find the event rate on a
Čerenkov bar as a function of unrastered beam size. For an unrastered beam of 100 µm diameter,
a false asymmetry of 6 × 10−9 results from a change in diameter of 1.2 µm in the unrastered
beam. The false asymmetry is proportional to the product of unrastered beam size and diameter
change.

9.4 Sensitivity to Angle of Beam on Target

As the angle of incidence of the beam on target is changed, so the range of Q2 accepted by
the collimators changes and with it the event rate. There is in addition a variation of effective
thickness of the target, but the effect is small compared with the variation of cross-section and
is, in any case, removed by normalization to the luminosity monitors. The results correspond to
the beam being pivoted by ±δθ about a vertical axis through the center of the target. There is
then some cancellation for the left-right detector pair and none for the up-down detectors. θ0 is
the spin-averaged angle of the beam relative to the symmetry axis of detectors and collimators.
The systematic error requirement becomes |θ0δθ| ≤ 6.3 × 10−6 mrad2.

9.5 Summary of Beam Requirements

The table summarizes the requirements for the beam based on the correction for the associated
systematic error being no greater than the expected Qweak statistical error, i.e. no greater than
6 × 10−9. The maximum DC value for each quantity is given in column 2. Column 3 shows
the requirements on helicity-correlated quantities averaged over a 2200 hour period. The false
asymmetries due to beam position and direction modulations are proportional to the product of
the numbers in columns 2 and 3, so one requirement can be relaxed if the other is tightened.
Column 4 shows what has been achieved to date. Beam requirements have been met, that
for position modulation by a wide margin. Helicity-correlated size modulation should be on a
scale no larger than position modulation. Column 5 shows how well beam properties should be
measured during a four spin state cycle so that the uncertainty of the systematic error correction
is no more than 10% of the correction itself. For the beam energy entries, columns 3 and 5 of
the table show the displacement of the beam that results at the hall C pivot when dispersion is
set to 35 mm/%.
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Summary of systematic error requirements

Parameter Max. DC value Max. run-averaged Achieved Max. noise during
helicity-correlated value to date quartet spin cycle

(2200 hours) (66 ms)

Beam energy 10−4 10−8 10−8 10−5

35 nm @ 35 mm/% (G0) 35 µm @ 35 mm/%

Average current 180 µA < 0.1 ppm 0.14 ± 0.32 ppm < 70 ppm
(G0)

Beam position 180 µm 40 nm < 3 nm 20 µm
(HAPPEx-II)

Beam angle 60 µrad 100 nrad < 2 nrad 0.1 mrad
(G0)

Beam diameter < 150 µm < 1.2 µm (see text) < 10 µm
(unrastered)

9.6 Feedback for Control of Helicity-Correlated Beam Parameters

Significant effort has been invested in the past several years by the JLAB polarized source
group, the HAPPEx, and the G0 collaborations to minimize helicity-correlations in the JLAB
beam properties (intensity, energy, angle, and beam position). The result has been that the
specifications for helicity-correlated beam properties for the HAPPExI/II and G0 experiments
have been met, as shown in Table 16. With the exception of helicity-correlations in the beam
intensity, the already achieved performance is acceptable for the Qp

Weak experiment. (Note: even
in the case of intensity the specification was very nearly satisfied: 0.14±0.32 ppm for G0 and 0.2
ppm for HAPPExII compared to the Qp

Weak specfication of 0.1 ppm.) These results came from a
combination of careful laser table and injector setup and the implementation of various feedback
systems. Clearly, all the existing systems will be available for the use of Qp

Weak. In this section,
we briefly discuss which of the systems we will most likely use, and where we anticipate making
improvements for more robust and reliable performance.

The feedback system used by G0 and HAPPExII to reduce helicity-correlated intensity asymme-
tries is referred to as the “IA system”. Without this system, the smallest intensity asymmetries
that can be achieved with careful setup are ∼20-30 ppm. With the system on, the ∼0.2 ppm
results quoted above are achieved. The system consists of a Pockels cell sandwiched between
linear polarizers and a waveplate. Application of relatively small voltages (<10 V) can be used
to control the intensity of the laser beam. The intensity asymmetry is measured continuously
using beam charge monitors in the experimental halls. The resulting values are used to determine
the needed control voltage to be applied to the IA to null the intensity asymmetry. For Qp

Weak,
we anticipate using this system with little change.

To control helicity-correlations in beam position, different strategies were employed by G0 and
HAPPExII. G0 used the “PZT system”, which consists of a mirror in the laser beam path mounted
on a piezo-electric transducer. The laser beam position could be adjusted in a helicity-correlated
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way to compensate for any helicity-correlated beam position measured in the experimental halls.
While this system did achieve the desired specifications, it was difficult to maintain for two
reasons. The response of the system would change with the tune of the accelerator, so the
system had to be recalibrated every 2-3 days. Secondly, there was a significant coupling between
helicity-correlated position differences and intensity asymmetries due to scraping at apertures in
the injector. HAPPExII ran without any position feedback and they were able to achieve their
objectives overall, but there were periods during their running when their position difference
were outside their specifications.

For Qp
Weak, we plan to develop the capability to control the position and angle of the beam

using corrector coils either in the Hall C beamline or in the 5 MeV region of the injector, which
is downstream of where most of the significant interception of the beam on apertures occurs.
This will eliminate the problem of the coupling between helicity-correlated position differences
and intensity asymmetries. If the corrector coils are implemented in the Hall C line, then the
calibration of the system should be much more constant and independent of the acceleator tune.
Finally, the current PZT system only really allows adjustment of helicity-correlated position
differences at the experimental target. A system based on correction coils could be used to
independently null both helicity-correlated position and angle differences at the Qp

Weak target.

9.7 Luminosity monitor

The luminosity monitor will consist of an array of Čerenkov detectors located downstream of the
Qp
Weak experiment at a small scattering angle (< 1◦ compared to the central Qp

Weak scattering
angle of ∼ 8◦). Because of its location, the luminosity monitor will have a small statistical error
(due to the high count rates) and a small expected physics asymmetry (due to the low average
Q2). These properties make it useful for two purposes. It can be used to do detailed studies of
the possibility of target density fluctuations. Since it has a much smaller statistical error per
measurement period than the main detector, it is much more sensitive to the onset of target
density fluctuations. Secondly, the luminosity monitor can be used as a very valuable “null
asymmetry monitor”. It is expected to have a much smaller asymmetry than the main detector;
thus, if its asymmetry is non-zero it could indicate the presence of a false helicity-correlated
effect in the experiment. Specifically, we will apply our standard corrections procedure (using
Equation 12 for helicity-correlated beam properties) to the luminosity monitor, as well. If we are
properly accounting for all helicity-correlated beam properties, we should be able to correct the
luminosity monitor to zero asymmetry within errors. Finally, it is not currently planned that this
detector will be used explicitly for luminosity normalization in the experiment, but it is being
designed with that capability in mind should it be necessary.

The current reference design for the luminosity monitor calls for it to be located 17 meters
downstream of the Qp

Weak target as shown in Figure 59 at a mean scattering angle of about
0.75◦. It will be an array of 8 Čerenkov detectors placed symmetrically about the beampipe
as shown. Each detector will consist of a small 5 cm x 3 cm x 2 cm block of quartz as the
Čerenkov radiator. Since the detectors will exist in a harsh environment, the Čerenkov light
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will be transported about 50 cm further away from beam centerline using air light guides made
out of a reflective aluminum material (Anolux Miro IV PVD [51]) that was successfully used
for this purpose for the luminosity monitors in the HAPPExII experiment. The quartz blocks
will be cut at an appropriate angle at one end so that the light can be transmitted into the
air light guides. The photodetector will consist of 2 inch diameter radiation hardened vacuum
photodiodes. Further details about the photodetector and electronic readout scheme are given
below. The active medium of the detectors will be located in ”cups” mounted in the beampipe
as shown in the figure. This arrangement was successfully used to mount luminosity monitors
during the recent G0 forward angle running.

Figure 59: Schematic of the location of the luminosity monitor array relative to the rest of the
experiment. The inset shows how the luminosity monitor array will be mounted into the beamline
using ”cups” inserted into the beampipe. The location of the main Qp

Weak detector is indicated by
the vertical line at the top of the figure.

A complete GEANT simulation of the signals expected in the luminosity monitor in the physical
arrangement shown in Figure 59 was performed. The simulation had all the geometry shown
in the figure, including the aluminum beampipe and its lead shielding to properly simulate any
backgrounds generated there. The physical processes considered included e-p elastic scattering
in the target, Møller scattering in the target, generation of electromagnetic shower products in
the target and from interaction of scattered particles in the beampipe and shielding, and elastic
electron scattering on the aluminum nuclei in the target container windows. The latter process
was considered explicitly because its asymmetry is about ten times greater at a given scattering
angle than that of e-p elastic scattering. The resulting expected count rates along with some
other important results are shown in Table 13.
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Table 13: Results of GEANT simulations of the contributions to the luminosity monitor signal
for the detector arrangement shown in Figure 59. The rates are calculated for 180 µA of beam
on a 35 cm LH2 target.

e-p elastic (rate/detector) 11 GHz
e-e Møller (rate/detector) 12 GHz
EM showers (rate/detector) 6 GHz
Total rate/detector 29 GHz

Expected photocathode current/detector 1160 nA
Fracton of multi-step processes from target 1%
Radiation dose to quartz detector in 2200 hours 0.5 GRad

The luminosity monitor will live in a harsh environment. The simulations indicate that the
radiation dose over the course of the experiment will be about 0.5 GRad. Thus radiation hard
materials are essential. The quartz chosen for the Čerenkov radiator will be the same grade
(Spectrosil 2000) as that used for the main Qp

Weak detectors. Luminosity monitors with that
type of quartz were used successfully in PEPII at SLAC. They used 2.7 x 6 x 3 cm3 blocks of
quartz, and they reported no observable radiation damage after a 2 GRad dose [50]. The same
grade of quartz is also being used in the ongoing HAPPExII experiment for their very forward
angle (< 1◦) luminosity monitors; these devices are expected to take 1-2 GRad over the course
of the entire run, so by the conclusion of their run in Summer 2005 we will have valuable data
on radiation damage under conditions very similar to those expected for the Qp

Weak luminosity
monitors.

From the relative weighting of the various physical processes determined in the GEANT sim-
ulation, the expected physics asymmetry, statistical error, and sensitivities to beam parameter
variations were determined for the luminosity monitor. The results are tabulated in Table 14.
They are compared to the same parameters for the main Qp

Weak quartz detectors.

The parameters in Table 14 are adequate for the luminosity monitor to perform its two primary
functions. For the target density fluctuation monitor, the most critical parameter is that fact
that the luminosity monitor’s statistical error per helicity pulse pair is about 1/6 that of the main
detector. If the target density is varying on a time scale comparable to the helicity-flip time, it
will add in quadrature to the statistical width. So the luminosity monitor will be a much more
sensitive target density fluctuation measuring device than the main detector. It will be used
during diagnostic measurements to determine the optimum target operating parameters (beam
raster size, target pump speed, target temperature, etc.). During regular production running,
the luminosity monitor will serve as an “early-warning” device of any potential changes in target
operating conditions that make affect the target density fluctuations.
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Table 14: Luminosity monitor parameters at the nominal 0.75◦ scattering angle compared to
the main Qweak detector. The statistical errors on the asymmetry are for all eight lumi or
main detectors combined. The quoted sensitivities to beam parameter variations are for a single
detector, before use is made of symmetry by averaging over detectors.

Parameter Luminosity monitor Main detector
〈A〉 0.003 ppm -0.29 ppm
Count rate 29 GHz/det. 0.8 GHz/det.
δAstat, complete experiment 0.0008 ppm 0.005 ppm
δAstat, per pair 0.8 × 10−5 5 × 10−5

Energy sensitivity -0.0020 MeV−1 -0.0020 MeV−1

Angle sensitivity -260 rad−1 -27 rad−1

Position sensitivity -20 m−1 -18 m−1

For the other primary use of the luminosity monitor as a “null-asymmetry” monitor, it is also
clear from Table 14 that the parameters should be acceptable. The expected luminosity monitor
physics asymmetry is much smaller (about 1%) of the main detector asymmetry; it is comparable
to the main detector’s statistical error. The luminosity monitor has comparable sensitivities to
beam parameter variations as the main detector. Non-zero helicity-correlations in the beam
parameters will lead to false asymmetries in both detectors that will be corrected for using the
standard corrections procedure defined in Equation 12. If the asymmetry of the luminosity
monitor after this corrections procedure is at the level of the small asymmetry in Table 14, then
we will be confident that we have corrected for all possible helicity-correlated beam parameters
that could lead to a false asymmetry.

As noted above, we plan to use 2 inch vacuum photodiodes for readout of the luminosity monitor
Čerenkov detectors. Due to the large expected photocathode current under regular operating
conditions (about 1160 nA ∼ 1 µA) these very linear, unity-gain devices are an appropriate
choice. (We note that the photocathode current of ∼ 1 µA is comparable to the photoanode
current of ∼ 6 µA expected for the main detectors, so the two detector systems will have similar
current outputs). For electronics, we intend to use the same low-noise, high gain I-to-V preamp
design developed for the main Qp

Weak detector. The voltage output will then feed into the same
chain of digitizing electronics described in the main detector section.

During the recent G0 forward angle production run, two of the eight luminosity monitor detectors
were instrumented in a way that we would like to do for Qp

Weak. They consisted of 3.5 x 3.5 x
1.6 cm of Spectrosil 2000 quartz optically coupled to 3 inch diameter Hamamatsu R2046 vacuum
photodiodes. They were read out with a low-noise, high gain I-to-V preamp box from our Triumf
collaborators, and the resulting voltage signal (about 1.5 volts per 10 nA of photocathode current)
was sent into 2 MHz voltage-to-frequency converts that fed scalers that were read out every 33
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msec. The prototype luminosity monitors were located about 10 m downstream of the G0 target
at a mean scattering angle of about 1.2◦. Under conditions of 40 µA of beam current incident
on a 20 cm liquid hydrogen target, the observed photocathode currents were 23.5 and 31 nA
compared to an estimated 24 nA from simulations. The implied count rate from these numbers
was about 0.5 GHz per detector. The smallest statistical width observed during our running with
these detectors was about 180 ppm for a single detector with a 2mm aluminum target where no
target boiling is expected; this was consistent with our expectation for the statistical width. The
measured contribution of random electronic noise to this width was only 13 ppm, so the electronics
were performing acceptably for this application. No visible radiation damage to the quartz was
observed after the run, corresponding to a dose of about 4 MRad. The borosilicate windows of
the unshielding vacuum photodiodes suffered significant darkening as could be expected. Even
though we will have our vacuum photodiodes shielded during the Qp

Weak experiment, we will try
to get vacuum photodiodes with quartz windows for extra protection against radiation damage
problems.

Finally, as noted earlier, it is not currently planned that this detector will be used explicitly
for luminosity normalization in the experiment, but it is being designed with that capability in
mind should it be necessary. If target density fluctuations are significant, the collaboration has a
plan to employ a higher helicity reversal rate as described elsewhere in the proposal to minimize
the effect. Another possible strategy would be to use the luminosity monitor to normalize away
the target density fluctuations, as was done in the PVA4 experiment at Mainz. The currently
proposed luminosity monitor would be adequate for this purpose. For this purpose, it is important
that the processes that generate signal in the luminosity monitor be linear in the target density.
An example of a process that is non-linear in the target density would be a multi-step process
such as emission of an energetic bremsstrahlung photon followed by Compton scattering or pair
production resulting in the detection of the secondary electron or positron. As shown in Table 13,
the GEANT simulation showed that the contribution of such “multi-step” processes to the total
rate is about 1%.

9.8 Effects due to transverse polarization

If the electron beam has a non-zero transverse polarization component, then our experiment
will be sensitive to the parity-conserving vector analyzing power arising from the interaction of
the electron spin with the nuclear current in the electron’s rest frame. For spin-0 nuclei this is
referred to as the Mott asymmetry [83]. This is a parity-conserving left-right analyzing power,
so it vanishes for a perfectly symmetric detector. This vector analyzing power has received
considerable attention recently because it is dominated by a 2 photon exchange graph, which is
related to the Rosenbluth/polarization transfer discrepancy in the determination of Gp

E/Gp
M .

The Mott asymmetry formula [83] is known for spin-0 nuclei, and it has been extensively tested
at low energies. However, for nucleons with non-zero spin at finite Q2, there were no theoretical
formulae or measurements for this asymmetry, until recently. The SAMPLE [84] collaboration
measured a value of A = −15.4 ± 5.4 ppm at E = 200 MeV and θ ∼ 145◦. At forward angles,
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the Mott asymmetry formula predicts a much smaller value, but surprisingly, the MAMI A4
collaboration [85] found comparably large values at θ ∼ 35◦. They measured A = −8.59±1.2 ppm
at E = 569 MeV and A = −8.52 ± 2.5 ppm at E = 855 MeV.

There have been several calculations recently of this single spin asymmetry. The calculation of
Pasquini and Vanderhaeghen [86] agrees with the MAMI A4 data to about ∼ 50%. So we take
their calculation to set the scale of the expected single-spin transverse asymmetry at the Qp

Weak

kinematics at about A ∼ −3 ppm. If we assume that there is a residual 5% relative transverse
polarization component in the JLAB beam, and we assume that the acceptance of the Qp

Weak focal
plane detectors is matched to 1%, then the overall contribution to the asymmetry from this effect
is 0.0015 ppm, which is < 1% of our expected physics asymmetry. We can check for any presence
of this in our data by looking for an azimuthal cos(φ) dependence in our measured asymmetry
for the different octants. We will also directly measure the size of transverse asymmetry at our
kinematics. Running just a few hours with fully transversely polarized beam will be sufficient to
determine the asymmetry adequately, if it is as large as ∼ 3 ppm.

9.9 Hadronic Structure Contributions

As shown in Equation 4, the parity-violating asymmetry expression contains contributions from
nucleon structure form factors. They increase in relative importance as one moves away from
Q2 = 0. To consider the impact of these contributions on our measurement, we write the
asymmetry as follows:

A = AQ
p
W

+ AhadV + AhadA (13)

The first term involves the quantity of interest, Qp
W . The second term involves the vector elec-

tromagnetic and weak hadronic form factors. It reduces to the Q4B(Q2) term in Equation 4
for small Q2. The third term involves the e-N axial form factor Ge

A. We exhibit these terms
separately because there are two different types of experiments that are used to constrain them,
and they have different kinematic dependences.

Our experiment aims to determine AQ
p
W

(and therefore Qp
W ) from the measured physics asym-

metry A. We will determine the values of the hadronic terms (AhadV and AhadA) from the results
of parity-violating electron scattering experiments at higher Q2 that are more sensitive to these
terms. For the acceptance averaged values of the asymmetry in our experiment, we expect the
following contributions to the total asymmetry of -0.293 ppm:

AQ
p
W

= −.180 ppm (61%) AhadV = −.101 ppm (35%) AhadA = −0.012 ppm (4%) (14)

assuming a value of Qp
W = .0716 (with all radiative corrections included). The procedure for

determining the expected errors on the hadronic terms, δAhadV and δAhadA, is explained below.
Their contribution to the error on Qp

W is written as:

δQp
W

Qp
W

=

√

√

√

√

(

δA

AQ
p
W

)2

+

(

δAhadV

AQ
p
W

)2

+

(

δAhadA

AQ
p
W

)2

(15)
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The term AhadV can be constrained from the achieved and anticipated results of the worldwide
program of parity-violating electron scattering experiments on the proton. Completed results are
available from SAMPLE [80], HAPPExI [71], and MAMI A4 [74,75]. Experiments in progress or
in the analysis phase are HAPPExII [72] and G0 forward angle [73]. For these two experiments
in progress, we use the two collaborations’ most recent projections for their final error bars in
our estimates. All of these experiments will be performed at higher Q2 values than Qp

Weak, so we
must extrapolate from their results to determine the value of AhadV at our Q2. To extrapolate,
we must assume a functional form for the Q2 dependence of AhadV . For this extrapolation, we
assume conventional dipole and Galster parameterizations for the electric and magnetic proton
and neutron form factors. For the electric and magnetic strange form factors, Gs

E
and Gs

M
, we use

two different reasonable functional forms that are supported by calculations in the theoretical
literature. The two free parameters in each model are the strange magnetic moment (µs ≡
Gs

M
(Q2 = 0)) and the strangeness radius ρs (ρs ≡ [dGs

E
/dτ ]τ=0), where τ = Q2/(4M2

N) and MN

is the nucleon mass. For Model 1, we use the data available at all Q2 values with Gs
E
(Q2) =

ρsτGD(Q2) and Gs
M

(Q2) = µsGD(Q2) where GD(Q2) = 1/(1 + Q2/(.711 GeV2))2 is the ordinary
dipole form factor. This behavior is similar to that of the “kaon asymptotic” form in the recent
chiral quark-soliton model calculations of Silva, et al. [76]. For Model 2, we restrict ourselves to
data at Q2 < 0.25 GeV2 and take a form more appropriate in this restricted Q2 range: Gs

E
(Q2) =

ρsτ and Gs
M

(Q2) = µs. This behavior is similar to that obtained in the chiral perturbation theory
work of Hemmert, et al. [77]. For each model, a global fit is done to all of the data described
above. The two free parameters, µs and ρs, are varied to determine the 1σ confidence level ellipse.
From that range of µs and ρs values, the range of allowed AhadV values at Q2 = 0.03 GeV2 (at 1σ
confidence level) is determined. In Figure 60, we show the results of the fits to the two models.
At Q2 = 0.030 GeV2, both fits give a fractional error of 2.8% on the AhadV term. This implies a
1.5% contribution to the fractional error on Qp

W from the vector hadronic component.

The axial contribution, AhadA, depends on the e-N axial-vector form factor Ge
A
. At tree level,

this is known from neutron beta decay and neutrino scattering. However, this term also contains
significant contributions from higher order electroweak corrections. The full axial form factor
observed in electron scattering can be written as:

Ge
A(Q2) = −τ3(1 + RT=1

A )GA +
√

3RT=0
A G8

A + ∆s . (16)

The latter two terms are an isoscalar form factor and the strange axial form factor, respectively.
The combined estimated absolute error on Ge

A
associated with these two terms is ∼ ±.04. The

most significant and uncertain electroweak radiative corrections occur in the first term and are
denoted by RT=1

A . They have been theoretically calculated [78,79] to be RT=1
A = −0.23±0.24. Two

measurements by the SAMPLE experiment [80,81] at Q2 = 0.1 GeV2 and Q2 = 0.04 GeV2 are in
agreement with this calculation. The experimental errors on this quantity will be measured more
precisely in parity-violating quasielastic electron scattering on deuterium in the G0 backward
angle measurements [82]. Combining the three expected G0 backward angle measurements of Ge

A

(at Q2 = 0.3, 0.5, 0.8 GeV2) assuming a dipole form for the Q2 variation of the axial form factor
yields an extrapolated absolute error on Ge

A
at Q2 = 0.03 GeV2 of ±0.16. This implies an 18%

fractional error on the AhadA term, which leads to a 1.2% contribution to the fractional error on
Qp
W from the axial hadronic component.
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Figure 60: The data points represent published or anticipated errors on A/Q2 from the exper-
iments discussed in the text. The central values of all the data points have been adjusted to
correspond to the strange form factors being zero. The central solid line assumes the strange
form factors are zero. The dashed lines show the 1σ range from fits under the two models for
the strange form factor Q2 dependence discussed in the text. The free parameters in each case
are the strange magnetic moment, µs, and the strangeness radius, ρs. The SAMPLE and MAMI
PVA4 results are included in the global fit, but they are not shown on the plot because they were
taken at very different scattering angles than the other data. The line near the top of the plot
shows the value of the Qp

Weak contribution, AQ
p
W

/Q2, as a function of Q2.

For our total estimate of the error stemming from hadronic structure contributions, we combine
our two estimates for the errors on the vector (1.5%) and axial (1.2%) hadronic components in
quadrature. The final estimate for the fractional error on Qp

W from hadronic structure is 1.9%.
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10 Beam Diagnostics

In this section we discuss the measurement of beam properties other than beam polarization.

10.1 Current mode

The Qp
Weak experiment requires highly linear, low noise beam property measurements in order

to correct helicity-correlated false asymmetries, set the beam on the neutral axis, provide feed-
back, measure Q2, and determine whether the beam is good enough for data taking. These
measurements must be made at the sampling frequency throughout the entire experiment. A
beam monitor should provide a relatively “pure” measurement of the respective beam property
without the need for additional regression. The beam properties which Qp

Weak needs to measure
are:

• The beam charge difference, ∆Q.

• The beam energy, E, and the energy difference, ∆E.

• The beam position and angle at the target X,X ′, Y, Y ′ as well as ∆X, ∆X ′, ∆Y, ∆Y ′.

• The beam spot size changes, ∆σX and ∆σY . If too small to be directly measurement, the
size changes must still be bounded at the <1 micron level.

• The beam halo.

Most of our measurements will be made with RF beam monitors. JLab’s RF beam monitors
can make continuous, non-invasive beam property measurements without serious concerns about
radiation damage. The output RF signals can be downconverted to lower frequencies, filtered
to improve S/N, and converted to DC signals for digitization. The AC-to-DC stage becomes
nonlinear at the low end of the dynamic range17 which raises two technical issues for parity
violation measurements. The first is that turning off the beam gives the wrong pedestal, and the
use of this incorrect pedestal in the analysis may subsequently increase the overall nonlinearity
of the beam monitor in question. The second problem is that if one attempts to measure the
isolation of the reversal signal from the beamline monitors during beam off periods, any non-zero
result may be extremely difficult to convert to a false asymmetry. In our presentation below we
will discuss different ways of coping with low-end nonlinearity for our various charge and position
monitors.

Finally, integrating experiments like Qp
Weak can be perturbed by the interaction of detector or

beam monitor nonlinearities with helicity-correlated beam properties at frequencies higher than
the sampling frequency. It is straightforward to model or measure the nonlinearity of a given
detector or beam monitor. However, placing bounds on the helicity-correlated difference of the

17The diode networks which chop AC to DC either do not turn on or do so only sluggishly at low signal inputs.
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variance for a given beam property, (σ+
i )2 − (σ−

i )2, where i = Q,E,X,X ′, Y, Y ’at frequencies
higher than the experiment sampling frequency, will require measurements with high-bandwidth
spectrum analyzers as discussed below.

A summary of the primary and alternate beam monitors needed for Qp
Weak are listed in Table 15.

Standard diagnostics for the MCC to tune up the beamline and deliver high power CW beam
are not covered here.

10.1.1 Cavity-Style Beam Charge Monitors

Current monitoring is done using cylindrical (“pillbox”) cavities resonant in the TM010 mode
at the frequency of 1.497 GHz. (Figure 61) Beam electrons entering the cavity encounter an
electric field which slows them down infinitesimally, extracting power from the beam and storing
it temporarily in the cavity. While half the RF power goes into heating the cavity walls, the other
half is extracted magnetically by a loop antenna and sent to the processing electronics by RF
cable. Hall C normally operates its BCM’s at a loaded Q of ∼500 for ease of tuning and long term
stability. At this Q the cavity time constant is only τ = Q/ω = 53 nsec, so processing electronics
will determine the bandwidth. The BCM’s in Hall C are normally calibrated absolutely with
respect to the Unser monitor, which is itself cross-calibrated to an absolute current source which
runs through the Unser monitor by a wire. Absolute charge normalization is only needed in Qp

Weak

to determine the luminosity. A linear, low noise charge monitor is essential for the asymmetry
measurements.

Figure 61: Schematic of the electric and magnetic fields in a cavity charge monitor.[64].
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The position dependence of the cavity charge monitors is generally ignored in cross section
measurements, since the electric field near the center of the cavity is quite flat, being described
(for the ideal case with no apertures in the cavity) by the Bessel function

EZ ∝ J0(χ01

ρ

R
)

with cavity radius R = 7.6 cm. With such a relatively large cavity radius, excursions of 2 mm from
the axis only decrease the calculated beam current by 0.1%.[65] However, the error is increasing
quadratically with the excursion, and at 2 mm displacement already produces a cross-correlation
between the charge asymmetry ∆Q and the position asymmetry ∆X at the level of 1 ppm/µm.
The input and output beam pipes presumably modify the naive Bessel function solution, and
the single signal antenna too will (asymmetrically) perturb the eigenfunction. We will estimate
these effects with finite element analyses, and modify the cavities if needed. Our past attempts to
measure the position dependence were only able to set lower bounds of about 0.25% for several
mm excursions. Fortunately, the comparison of widely separated BCM’s (the Hall C BCM’s
and the Parity Girder BCM’s) with plenty of steering elements in between, will allow us to
unambiguously measure the position dependence of the downstream charge monitoring cavities.

To estimate the noise level of a BCM, we take the difference of two adjacent charge monitors
with beam passing through them. The rms width of the result is

√
2 times larger than the (non

common-mode) noise of either cavity assuming they are identical and see the same beam. The
noise in the charge measurement must be small with respect to the counting statistical error of
50 ppm (assuming 30 Hz reversal). During the G0 experiment, the noise was roughly consistent
with the least count of the 1 MHz V-to-F’s (∼ 50 ppm) which were used to digitize the signal.
To reduce this noise by at least another order of magnitude, we have decided to use 18-bit
sampling ADC’s for digitization.18 A detailed noise analysis will also be made. In addition to
switching to high resolution ADC’s, we can improve the S/N by another magnitude by filtering
the downconverted signal to a bandwidth as small as 10 kHz.

In order to obtain unambiguous pedestals for the charge monitors, we are investigating the possi-
bility of using small amplitude, low-noise oscillators to bias the AC-to-DC conversion electronics
into lower end of their linear regime. This will not affect the accuracy of the charge measure-
ment, and should permit essentially instantaneous measurements of the charge monitor pedestals
during every beam trip. Alternative approaches using the Unser monitor and beam, or RF of
various magnitudes from a signal generator, are time-consuming and less precise.

Intermittent measurements of the isolation of the charge monitors to the reversal signal can be
done during no-beam periods by increasing the strength of the oscillators mentioned above until
they mimic 180 µA beam. The highest sensitivity will require a permanent “isolation BCM”
which would simply consist of an RF cable with the right ground hooked to an oscillator which
mimics 180 µA beam. The other end of the RF cable will be processed in exactly the same
manner as the real beam charge monitors.

18Faster, 10 MHz V-to-F’s are no longer commercially available. Furthermore, V-to-F’s are a dead-end technol-
ogy since they contribute more noise to the final result as the reversal and sampling rate are increased, whereas
ADC’s may contribute less.
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To bound the helicity correlated beam intensity variance, (σ+
I )2 − (σ−

I )2, for frequencies above
the sampling frequency, we will connect the output of a cavity charge monitor to a spectrum
analyzer, acquire separate spectra for + and - helicity, normalize the two spectra at a frequency
below the sampling frequency, and take the difference of the two spectra. Since the nonlinearity
of the detector system (including target density changes) will be less than 1%, the bounds we
have to place on (σ+

I )2−(σ−
I )2 are not very stringent. However, we have to make the measurement

or in principle the experiment will not be interpretable. Since we will have to switch to direct
reporting of the helicity signal in order to trigger the spectrum analyzers, these measurements
can only be made intermittently.

10.1.2 Beam Position Monitors

4-wire BPM’s:

Stripline BPM’s consist of 4 quarter-wave antennae (X+, X−, Y +, Y −) oriented at 90 degrees to
one another. The antennae are normally rotated 45 degrees with respect to a TRANSPORT
coordinate system to minimize interference with the beam or synchrotron radiation. (Figure 62)
The Q is of order 3, so the integration time constant is completely determined by the processing
electronics.[66] Beam power coupled into the antennae at 1497 MHz is downconverted to a lower
frequency, filtered, and converted to a DC voltage. Instrumented with Switched Electrode Elec-
tronics (SEE), these BPM’s are stable, linear over large current ranges, have good S/N, and have
useful bandwidths well into the 10’s of kHz range. The output of SEE sample-and-hold modules
is made available to experimenters for digitization.
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Figure 62: Schematic of a 4-wire BPM. A large, square-rastered beam is shown off the central
axis of the BPM can.
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Neglecting the finite length and radii of the antennae, as well as the finite size of the beam, to
first order the coupling of the beam to each antenna is V ∝ constant+ r, where r is the distance
of the beam from the BPM center.[66] Assuming the beam is at Y = 0, then r is simply X, and
the beam position is therefore

X ∝ V + − V −

V + + V −

which is the expression normally employed. The main advantage of the SEE concept[67] is that
a single electronics chain is rapidly switched between the antenna. One can see from the above
expression that gain drifts must cancel exactly leaving the beam position unaffected. Offset drifts
and nonlinearities in the electronics will approximately cancel only if the beam is centered in the
BPM so that the V + and V − signals are of comparable magnitude. The result is a beam position
monitor with excellent long term stability whose calibration is set simply by geometry.

The noise of the 4-wire SEE BPM’s for beam currents above 10 µA has been measured on the
bench[68] to be approximately

σx,y =
3.2µm√

t

This corresponds to about 25 µm per pulse pair at 30 Hz reversal, or 1 nm for our 2200 hour
experiment. This is consistent with the experience of previous JLab parity experiments and
is adequate for the Qp

Weak experiment. Data in the same JLab technical note[68] also indicate
that once the SEE BPM’s are optimized for operation at 180µA, the beam position should be
profoundly insensitive to beam current (less than 0.04 nm/ppm).

While noise and current insensitivity of the 4-wire BPM measurements at 180 µA are very
good, we are just beginning to look at more complex technical issues such as X-Y coupling and
nonlinearities. For the case of off-axis beams, the above simple expression for the beam position
is not exact. (Typical residuals for beam orbits are ±1 mm, but can be up to ±3 mm in the
3C arc in the not-infrequent case of an energy mismatch.) The resulting position errors are <
100 µm for excursions from the axis of less than 5 mm. However, these errors will produce X-Y
correlations which could affect the accuracy of the our regressions as well as the stability of our
sensitivities. We will investigate this quantitatively and will derive new expressions for beam X
and Y which are free of such pathologies to the required order.

Another issue we will soon address is the question of nonlinearities. Since the coupling to the
antennae is generally slightly nonlinear except near r = 0, the calculated beam position away
from r = 0 contains a small contribution from the rms size of the beam. This effect will be largest
in front of the Qp

Weak target where a 4 mm x 4 mm rastered beam may be up to a few mm off
axis. One would like the calculated beam position to be independent of other beam parameters
like beam spot size and changes in raster amplitude, both for the accuracy of the regressions and
the stability of our sensitivities. It will be easy to reduce any offending nonlinearity simply by
switching to M20 BPM cans which have a larger antenna spacing than standard BPM cans.

It is important to be able to measure the noise of each beam monitor in place. Position errors
can be estimated if there are three identical BPM’s in a drift region. If a line is drawn between
any two of them, then the residual of the third to that line is a measure of the position noise. If
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there are only two closely-spaced BPM’s (such as our case with the two cavity position monitors
on the parity girder), then we can estimate the noise from the position monitors by taking the
difference of the positions. However, the latter result must be interpreted cautiously since the
beam phase space in XX ′ is not generally identical at the two different locations.

Intermittent tests of the isolation of all the SEE BPM’s from the reversal signal can be done by
turning on their internal test oscillators. These oscillators provide a signal of known magnitude
which biases the electronics into a linear regime, so if any non-zero cross-talk with the injector is
observed it will be easy to convert into equivalent nanometers. For higher sensitivity, longer inte-
gration times can be obtained by leaving the oscillators permanently enabled in a few “isolation
BPM’s”.

The pedestals obtained when the beam is off are probably useless. Fortunately, pedestal errors
are not as serious for 4-wire BPM’s as they are for the charge monitors since the resulting
nonlinearities tend to cancel when the beam is roughly centered between the antennae. One
technique that has been used recently to measure meaningful BPM pedestals is to vary the
beam current (as measured with a linear BCM with high S/N) at a fixed beam position, then
extrapolate the BPM signals linearly to zero current. It may be possible to quickly measure
accurate pedestals for the SEE BPM’s by turning on their internal test oscillators and vary the
magnitude of this signal. The SEE dynamic gain-scaling feature must be disabled.

Finally, most of the SEE BPM’s in Hall C have been converted to the more sensitive, but lower
bandwidth, Transport-style electronics for 100 nA operation with polarized targets. This is not
appropriate for extended operation at 180 µA since we lose almost a factor of two in resolution,
and a factor of almost 20 in bandwidth.[69] The ability to study beam position variations up to 50
kHz with relatively little distortion could be invaluable for bounding the the helicity-correlated
beam position variances, (σ+

i )2 − (σ−
i )2. For Qp

Weak we would like to convert back to Linac-style
electronics. Low current operation down to ≃ 1 µA will still be possible for Møller polarimeter
measurements, etc.

Cavity position monitors:

Several cavity position monitors will be available. While we assume they will be much more
sensitive than the 4-wire SEE BPM’s, we have little experience with them since they were not
working during all of G0.

Now that we have introduced the beam diagnostics, we will talk about specific applications.

Energy measurement

Hall C experiments normally use the 3C arc as a spectrometer to monitor beam energy changes,
basically using position shifts at a high dispersion point 3C12 in the middle of the arc. One must
take care however that changes in position and angle at the input of the arc are not confused
with energy changes. From the first-order matrix equation[70] (in units of cm − rad)

Xi(3C12) = MijXj(3C07) (i = X,X ′, Y, Y ′, dL, ∆p/p)

Using matrix elements for the “standard 3C beamline” and selecting an expression which em-
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phasizes position over angle measurements

∆p/p =
X(3C12) + 1.477X(3C07) − 1140X ′(3C07)

−399.3

we can then derive the helicity-correlated energy difference as

∆E =
E

−399.3
(∆X(3C12) + 1.477∆X(3C07) − 1140∆X ′(3C07)

In this example, the beam energy measurement requires position measurements at the middle and
beginning of the arc, and an angle measurement at the entrance to the arc (all in the dispersive
direction). Existing 4-wire BPM’s are already at these locations. They and their alternates are
listed in Table 15.

Target position and angle

Two BPM’s are needed to calculate the beam position and angle at the target. We plan to use
the cavity BPM’s, but SEE BPM’s are available.

Table 15: Beam monitors are listed for each beam parameter whose helicity-correlated properties
we need to measure. The primary monitor is listed in bold. We assume that cavity position
monitors will be more sensitive than 4-wire BPM’s, but they still need to be commissioned.
The location comments are with respect to the cryotarget. The spot size monitors and the halo
monitors don’t have names yet.

Beam Parameter Beam Monitor Name Comment

Charge: IBC3C18, IBC3C18A unrastered beam (aka Hall C BCM1,2)
(all TM0101 cavities) IBC3C20 small rastered beam, far upstream

IBC3HG0 large rastered beam, just upstream

Energy: IPM3C06X, IPM3C07X beam unrastered in this region
(all SEE 4-wire BPMs) alt: IPM3C05X

IPM3C12X beam relatively large here
alt: IPM3C11X

Target X,X’,Y,Y’: IPM3HG0AH,V large rastered beam, just upstream
(cavities) (requires IBC3HG0 to calculate position)

IPM3C20AH,V small rastered beam, far upstream
(requires IBC3C20 to calculate position)

(SEE 4-wire BPMs) IPM3HG0,G0A,G0B large rastered beam, just upstream
alt: IPM3H00A,B,C ditto

Beam spot size

We have only recently become aware of our need to bound helicity-correlated beam spot size
changes at the micron level. The most promising approach to access beam size modulation ap-
pears to be to use the interaction of a large, rastered beam with the nonlinear position dependence
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of a beam position monitor. The idea is most easily explained by imagining two closely-spaced,
4-wire BPM’s, one (the “linear BPM”) aligned with the beam axis which has an antenna spacing
four times the rastered beam size, the other (the “nonlinear BPM”) offset by a few mm and
with an antenna spacing only twice the rastered beam size. (Figure 63) The linear BPM will
measure the mean beam position with negligible higher order corrections. The nonlinear BPM
will measure the mean beam position plus aberrations due to the rms size of the beam. By taking
the ratio of the two BPM’s, and calculating the helicity correlated piece, one will have a measure
of the helicity correlated beam spot size changes (modulo a calculable geometric factor).

V+

V+

V-

V-

Figure 63: Schematic of two sequential 4-wire BPM’s which might be used to measure (or bound)
helicity-correlated beam size modulation.

Regressions would be minimized if the two BPM’s were right on top of one another. This is
actually possible if one uses two resonant modes in the same cavity, one with a much larger
nonlinear interaction with the beam than the other. This (more difficult to explain) approach is
the one we will investigate first. We are confident that such an approach will bear fruit. Indeed,
once one begins to study the nonlinear effects caused by large, rastered beams, the more difficult
problem appears to be how not to allow hypothetical beam spot size changes to affect the beam
monitors.

Halo Monitors:

Beam halo will be estimated using the main detectors (or luminosity monitors) while employing
hole targets of varying diameters as well as a solid target for normalization.

10.2 Low Current Diagnostics

For event mode operation at 1-10 nA, tight control of helicity-correlated beam properties is not
an issue. Our preliminary specifications for the low current beam are:

• stability of the beam current to ±10% for stable tracking efficiencies

• reproducibility of the beam position to ±100µm of the current mode value for Q2 measure-
ments
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• reproducibility of the beam energy to ±10−4 of the current mode value for the Q2 deter-
mination

• reproducibility of the beam halo specification of < 10−6 for beam at such large radii that
it his the target vessel

Before tuning up Hall C for nA beam, we will first make an entry to get the detectors ready
for pulsed mode data taking, leaving the HV off. Next a witness beam of several µA will be
brought into Hall C. This beam will be visible to all the standard beam monitors. Then a
luminescent beam viewer will be inserted near the Hall C target to display this several µA beam.
After turning off the orbit locks, the beam current will be reduced 3 orders of magnitude by a
combination of closing the Hall C slit and attenuating the laser light with neutral density filters.
The combination of slit and filters must have a dynamic range of 5 orders of magnitude in order
to operate from the nA level to 180 µA.

Removing the viewer, measurements of the beam profile and centroid can be made using slow
superharp scans using downstream phototube (rather than secondary emission) readout. Slow
superharps scans can also be made in the 3C arc to check the beam energy. Beam halo mea-
surements can be made by inserting a hole target and using the main detector (now in high gain
mode) for readout. The luminescent viewer screen can be reinserted at any point to check the
beam position, and if it has drifted the MCC can then resteer the beam. During this time the
GEM’s and other tracking detectors can be turned on and begin observations.
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11 Polarized Source Issues for the Qp
Weak Experiment

The Qp
Weak experiment poses reasonable challenges for the CEBAF polarized electron source.

This section describes these challenges in light of developments since the submission of the
original Qp

Weak experiment proposal.

The Qp
Weak experiment has helicity correlated beam requirements similar to those of other parity

violation experiments conducted at Jefferson lab. Recent successful completion of portions of
the HAPPEx and G0 experiments suggests that Qp

Weak beam specifications can met with similar
care and diligence. Most of the Qp

Weak helicity correlated beam specifications have already been
met with the exception of current asymmetry (Table 16). It is likely that continued efforts to
understand the origins of helicity correlated beam asymmetries (e.g., Pockels cell, photocathode)
and new feedback algorithms will help meet the Qp

Weak intensity asymmetry specification.

Beam Parameter Qp
Weak Specification Achieved to date Comments

Maximum run-averaged 0.1 ppm 0.14 +/- 0.32 ppm G0 Forward
helicity correlated
charge asymmetry 0.2 ppm HAPPEx-II
Maximum run-averaged 40 nm 4 ± 4 nm G0 Forward
helicity correlated
position difference < 3 nm HAPPEx-II
Maximum run-averaged 100 nrad < 2 nrad G0 Forward
helicity correlated angle
difference < 2 nrad HAPPEx-II
Maximum run-averaged 10 ppb 10 ppb G0 Forward
helicity correlated
energy difference 13 ppb HAPPEx-II
Beam Current 180 µA 140 µA unpolarized Max current delivered

to a single Hall
∼ 220 µA Max high pol beam

extracted from gun
Polarization > 80% 73–78% Strained GaAs

∼85% Superlattice GaAs

Table 16: Partial list of Qp
Weak beam specifications compared with beam specifications already

achieved during HAPPEx- II and G0 Forward Angle running.

The most challenging aspect of the Qp
Weak experiment from a polarized source perspective is

long-term delivery of high current beam with high polarization (one year of beam at 180 µA
and polarization greater than 80%). Success will require good photocathode material, a reliable
Ti-Sapphire laser and long photogun operating lifetime. Gun lifetime is already adequate at
CEBAF, however, it will be prudent to continue developing a load-lock gun to replace one of the
baked guns at the CEBAF photoinjector. The load locked gun will allow rapid photocathode
replacement. Beam from as many as 5 different photocathode samples can be quickly evaluated,
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to find material that provides the highest possible beam polarization. Qp
Weak also will benefit

from the use of new commercial lasers and strained-superlattice GaAs photocathode material,
described below.

For the Qp
Weak experiment, we must extract 225 µA from the photocathode to deliver 180 µA

to Hall C (80% injector transmission, with beam loss on emittance filter apertures A1, A2
and the chopper master slit). This corresponds to 19.4 Coulombs/day. During Fall 2000
when the Gp

E and Gn
E experiments were performed at Hall A and C respectively, a comparable

amount of high polarization beam was extracted from the gun. Reliable, uninterrupted operation
at 200 µA proceeded for approximately 1 week, at which point quantum efficiency (QE) had
degraded sufficiently such that continued high current beam delivery required operation from
a fresh photocathode location. After running beam from 5 photocathode locations, subsequent
high current operation required heating and reactivating the photocathode. This process took
approximately 8 hours and completely restored the photocathode QE.

We expect similar gun operation during Qp
Weak using ”standard” strained-layer GaAs photocath-

ode material. ”Standard” photocathode material used at CEBAF is strained-layer GaAs from
Bandwidth Semiconductor. This material provides polarization between 73% and 78% with a
maximum QE of about 0.15%. It would take approximately 220 mW from the Ti-Sapphire laser
to provide 180 µA at Hall C (including losses at injector apertures). The QE and laser headroom
from one photocathode location would be exhausted in 5 days.

A new type of photocathode material has recently become available - strained- superlattice GaAs
from SVT Associates. This material provides polarization 85% with five times greater QE than
standard strained layer GaAs. Superlattice material could provide 180 µA beam to Hall C with
only 50 mW laser power, allowing uninterrupted beam delivery from a single photocathode
location for weeks.

Numerous superlattice samples have been studied at the Building 58 injector test stand. These
samples have consistently provided beam polarization of around 85% with a QE as high as 1%.
This material was used for the HAPPEx-II Helium experiment. Beam polarization was 86% as
measured by the injector 5 MeV Mott and Hall A Compton and Møller polarimeters (Figure 64).
Unfortunately, maximum QE was a factor of two lower than expected and lifetime was very poor
(spot moves were required daily to provide 40 µA to Hall A). We attribute poor lifetime to bad
vacuum conditions in gun3, and not something associated with the photocathode material itself,
however verification of long-lifetime operation at high current from new superlattice photocathode
material remains to be seen. It is important that the source group begin using this material on
a regular basis, to gain more experience and learn about potential drawbacks and limitations of
this material.

There are other concerns associated with high current delivery to Hall C. The highest current
delivered to a single user to date has been 140 µA. Reliable 180 µA beam delivery to Hall C
will likely require modification of standard injector parameters, for example, laser spot size,
prebuncher amplitude, RF phase adjustments of the capture, buncher and cryo unit sections.
We also recommend that the combined current extracted for experiments at the other halls be
kept to less than 50 µA, to ease the burden on the photocathode and prolong operating lifetime.
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Figure 64: Beam polarization from strained-superlattice GaAs as measured at Hall A Compton
polarimeter.

During the Gp
E and Gn

E experiments of Fall 2000 mentioned above, a homemade mode locked
Ti-Sapphire laser was used. This laser suffered instability that created considerable beam noise.
Qp
Weak will benefit from the use of a new commercial Ti-Sapphire laser from vendor Time Band-

width Incorporated (Figure 65). Although the two lasers (commercial and homemade) provide
roughly the same output power, the commercial laser is more reliable, producing electron beam
with low noise. Ti-Sapphire lasers from this vendor have been used to deliver beam to many
experiments, including the parity violation experiments HAPPEx-II and g0 Forward Angle.

Finally, there are additional challenges that must be addressed including fast Pockels cell switch-
ing at ≃ 300 Hz. A Source Group staff member is presently constructing a fast Pockels cell switch
and evaluating its performance using laser light and a photodiode. We recommended that Qp

Weak

staff members evaluate the performance of the new switch using a sensitive DAQ to measure
rise/fall times and the stability of the Pockels cell voltage during each helicity state, similar to
measurements made by the HAPPEx collaboration.

Qp
Weak also specifies low duty factor modes of operation. Diode laser solutions are appealing

because they occupy a small footprint on the laser table; they can be quickly installed and
removed. A ”beat frequency” technique has been proposed, whereby a 10 MHz beam passes
through the injector when a diode laser is gain switched at 489 MHz. It would be extremely
helpful if Qp

Weak could evaluate the quality of this beam. The ”beat frequency” method would
likely preclude normal beam delivery to other halls. Although more labor-intensive than diode
laser solutions, the G0 laser could be installed at the photoinjector to provide a 31 MHz beam.
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Figure 65: Commercial Ti-Sapphire lasers from Time Bandwidth Inc. These lasers provide 499
MHz pulse repetition rate with low noise. The new clean room at the injector tunnel ensures that
beam interruption due to laser maintenance will be minimized.
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12 Precision Beam Polarimetry

The Qp
Weak experiment requires that the electron beam polarization be measured with an absolute

uncertainty of 1%. This will be achieved using the existing Basel Møller polarimeter [87] upgraded
to be able to run at higher currents in combination with a new Compton polarimeter. The Møller
polarimeter is presently capable of better than 1% measurements at low currents (< 10 µA).
Plans are underway to enable the Møller to run and retain this precision at currents of 100 µA
or higher. While this Møller upgrade includes plans to allow the Møller to be used in a “quasi-
continuous” mode, it is unlikely that this will be compatible with the feedback systems required
by Qp

Weak to control helicity-correlated beam properties. Hence, each Møller measurement will
interrupt beam delivery to the main experiment, and must be done at discrete intervals. The
Compton polarimeter will provide a continuous monitor of the beam polarization during Qp

Weak

data-taking. A conceptual design for the new Compton polarimeter has been completed, and the
detailed design phase is beginning.

12.1 Basel Møller Polarimeter in Hall C

The Basel Møller polarimeter (see Fig. 66) makes use of the well-known ~e~e → ee process to
measure the electron beam polarization. The design of the Hall C Møller helps reduce many
systematic effects found in earlier generation polarimeters. Coincidence detection of the scattered
and recoiling electrons allows suppression of the significant backgrounds from Mott scattering.
The large acceptance of the Møller detectors reduces sensitivity to atomic Fermi motion effects.
Finally, the most significant limiting systematic uncertainty, knowledge of the target electron
polarization, has been improved by using a pure iron foil driven into saturation perpendicular to
the foil plane with a 3 T superconducting solenoid. This results in electrons polarized parallel
(or anti–parallel) to the electron beam direction with a polarization known to better than 0.5%.

system
laser

1.0m 7.85m

solenoid

collimator

Q1

beam

detectors

Q2

3.20m

target

Figure 66: Layout of the Hall C Møller polarimeter. Note especially the superconducting solenoid
which is used to drive the pure iron target foil into saturation. The magnetic field and the foil
are oriented perpendicular to the beam.
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Beam–heating effects result in depolarization of the iron foil, hence the Møller polarimeter is
typically used at currents for which the heating effects are negligible. With no rastering of the
electron beam, the Møller can be used up to 2 µA and with a circular raster of 2 mm diameter,
can be used up to currents of 10 µA (see Fig. 67).
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Figure 67: Beam current dependence of polarization measurements using the Hall C Møller po-
larimeter. Data were taken using a 1 µm thick pure iron foil target at 2-10 µA. Using a 2 mm
diameter raster, there are no detectable foil depolarization effects.

A planned upgrade of the Møller polarimeter will allow operation up to 100 µA or higher. The
main component of this upgrade is a fast kicker system that scans the electron beam over a thin
target. This kicker will move the beam on the order of 1-2 mm in 1-10 µs. The heating effects are
minimized by operating the kicker at very low duty cycle. Operating parameters for the kicker
at various beam currents are shown in Table 17.

A first-generation kicker was tested in December 2003 during the second G0 engineering run. This
kicker was used in combination with a set of iron “wire” targets, 25 µm in diameter. Results
of this test are shown in Fig. 68. While the results indicate that use of such a kicker system is
indeed possible, a few shortcomings were identified and will be addressed in the next generation
system. In particular, the thick iron wire targets resulted in large instantaneous rates leading to
significant random coincidence backgrounds. The improved design will make use of a thinner,
1 µm foil. This foil will either be in a “strip”, or half–target geometry that allows the kicker
to scan the beam on, and then off the foil. Conservative heating calculations indicate that the
existing, 20 µs waveform kicker, operated at 100 µA will result in less than 1% polarization
reduction of the iron foil if special care is taken to ensure that the intrinsic beam size is not too
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small. With an improved, faster kicker, this current can be increased to ≈200 µA and one is
essentially insensitive to the intrinsic size of the electron beam.

Current (µA)

P
e 
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)

No kicker, 4 µm foil

Kicker on, 4 µm foil

Kicker on, wire target
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Figure 68: Results from first test run of the Hall C Møller kicker used with a 25 µm diameter
iron wire target. The kicker induced a 1 mm beam deflection at the Møller target, scanning the
electron beam across the pure iron wire. Within the precision of the measurements, the kicker and
iron–wire system yields results consistent with those obtained using the typical Møller running
configuration.

Table 17: Operating parameters for a planned beam–kicker system that will allow operation of the
Hall C Møller polarimeter at high currents. ∆tkick refers to the total interval of time for which
the beam will be deflected from its nominal path onto a half–foil or strip target. In order to keep
beam heating effects to a minimum, the kick interval must be shorter at higher currents.

Ibeam (µA) ∆tkick (µs) fkick (Hz)
200 2 2500
100 4 2500
50 8 2500
20 20 2500
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Tests of a slightly improved kicker with a new, half–foil target will be carried out either in late
2004 or early 2005. We are confident that a workable system for high–current measurements of
the electron beam polarization using the Møller polarimeter will be in place within the next 1 to
1.5 years.

12.2 Hall C Compton Polarimeter

In large part motivated by the Qp
Weak experiment, Hall C is in the process of designing and

constructing a general purpose Compton polarimeter. This polarimeter will operate from 1 to
6 GeV with the capability to be rather easily upgraded to 11 GeV. Initially, this Compton
polarimeter will provide an accurate relative monitor of the beam polarization, to complement
the absolute precision of the Hall C Møller. It is hoped that with adequate commissioning and
study, the Compton polarimeter will become capable of absolute measurements on par with the
Møller.

The conceptual design of the Hall C Compton polarimeter is similar to its existing counterpart
in Hall A [88]. The electron beam will interact with low-energy photons from a high-power laser
system yielding Compton backscattered photons of tens of MeV. The backscattered photons as
well as the scattered electrons will be detected and the resulting asymmetry from the Compton
scattering process will be used to determine the electron beam polarization.

Since the backscattered photons are emitted in a narrow cone about the incident electron’s
direction, the photon detector must be placed on axis with the electron beam. A four–dipole
chicane will be used to steer the beam to an interaction region where it will intersect the beam
of the high–power laser system and then be bent back to its nominal path. This allows one to
position the photon detector downstream of the interaction region with no interference from the
electron beam.

The Hall C Compton polarimeter will require two dipole chicane configurations to be able to
function over the full 6 GeV CEBAF energy range. A schematic of the layout as envisioned
for Qp

Weakis shown in Fig. 69. The beam deflection angle for each dipole is θ = 10.0◦ and the
entrance and exit pole edge angles are θ/2 = 5.0◦. The separation between dipoles D1 and D2
as well as between dipoles D3 and D4 is 2.3 m, while the separation between D2 and D3 is 2
m and the beam offset,D, is 0.57 m. The dispersion following D4 is 5.7 mm/%, so for a 1 GeV
incident beam, the separation of the scattered electron corresponding to the maximum energy of
the back-scattered photons is 20 mm for a green laser.

The beamline configuration can be easily accomplished using non–superconducting magnets up
to an incident electron beam energy of about 2.5 GeV. At this energy, the dipoles run out of
bending power and between 2.5 and 6 GeV, the middle two dipoles (D2 and D3) must be moved
closer to the nominal beamline such that the beam offset is reduced to D=0.25 m. At 2.5 GeV,
this still allows separation of the scattered electrons and the nominal beam path (the separation
increases with increasing beam energy). Finally, for the JLab 12 GeV upgrade, the beam offset
can be reduced even more to 0.13 m.
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Figure 69: Schematic diagram of the Compton polarimeter chicane.

Since the Hall C arc was not originally designed to accommodate a Compton polarimeter, sig-
nificant changes will be required to make space for the 10.6 m chicane. JLab’s CASA group has
assisted this effort by providing an initial beam optics solution that will allow quasi–independent
focusing at the Compton interaction point and the nominal Hall C target [89]. In this plan, the
Compton dipole chicane will be inserted immediately downstream of the Hall C Møller, and two
quadrupoles must be added to the Hall C beamline. Some space can be saved by using the space
between the Møller legs (see Fig. 70), but it will still be necessary to move all existing beamline
components downstream of the Møller closer to the Hall C pivot by about 7.5 m.

The design, construction, and installation of the Compton chicane will be a large job and will
require significant involvement from the Qp

Weak Collaboration, Hall C, and the Jefferson Lab
Accelerator Division. Currently, the Jefferson Lab Mechanical Engineering Group is in the
process of reviewing the scope of work for the project (including magnet and stand design,
beamline modifications, etc.). It is hoped that detailed design work on the Compton dipoles (the
longest lead item in the Compton polarimeter chicane) can begin as early as January 2005.

The Hall C Compton polarimeter will make use of a commercially available, high power pulsed
green laser system. Initially, much consideration had been given to various external and internal
resonating cavity designs. However, the simplicity and ease of use of an “off-the-shelf” system
holds much appeal. The Coherent EVOLUTION-90 provides greater than 90 W average laser
power at a repetition rate of 5-10 kHz and pulse–widths of order 200 ns [90]. At 100 W average
power, a 1% (statistics) measurement can be achieved in about 1.5 hours at Qp

Weakcurrents
(180 µA). Ideally, one would like to make measurements on a bit smaller time scale. An easy
way to achieve this is to recirculate the laser after it has passed through the beam pipe, thus
approximately doubling the effective luminosity.

Use of a pulsed laser means that one cannot form a counting asymmetry in the conventional
sense since there will be more than one Compton backscattered photon per laser pulse. Rather,
one must form an energy–weighted asymmetry. This method has been extensively employed by
the HERMES Longitudinal Polarimeter at HERA [91] and has been demonstrated to work well.
One significant advantage of a pulsed laser system is the corresponding reduction of backgrounds
due to Bremsstrahlung from residual gas in the beampipe. A 200 ns pulse at 5 kHz increases the
signal-to-background ratio by a factor of 1000.
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Figure 70: Rough schematic of the Hall C beamline before (top) and after (bottom) the addition of
the Compton polarimeter dipole chicane. The space between the Møller polarimeter detector legs
will accommodate a new quadrupole and a narrow profile dipole. However, 7.5 m of additional
space along the beamline is required for the remainder of the chicane.

The Compton polarimeter will require a compact, fast photon detector that can survive in a
high radiation environment. Since the asymmetry measurements will be energy–weighted, the
absolute energy calibration is less critical than the linearity of the detector. Some non–linearity
is of course acceptable, so long as the non–linearity is well characterized. PbWO4 satisfies most
of the above criteria and studies using a 9 block prototype detector are underway. One potential
drawback to PbWO4 is the 2%/◦C variation in light output [92], but this should be relatively
easily overcome using a temperature stabilization system.

Since the scattered electron loses some energy during the Compton interaction, it will undergo
a larger deflection in the Compton dipole chicane than the primary electron beam. The chicane
then acts as a spectrometer, and by measuring the electrons that have been separated from the
nominal beam path, one can form the Compton asymmetry using only the electrons. As noted
above, there will be several Compton events per laser pulse, and since electron calorimetry is
not practical given the space considerations, one will need a finely segmented detector that will
be able to handle high multiplicity events. One of the options being considered is a ribbon
of scintillating fibers oriented in a plane perpendicular to the beam direction, although lack of
radiation hardness is a potential problem. Another potential solution is the use silicon micro-
strips as is used in Hall A.
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The Hall C Compton Polarimeter Working Group consists of collaborators from Jefferson Lab,
MIT, the University of Connecticut, and the Yerevan Physics Institute. The MIT group is
actively involved in the Mainz A4 Compton polarimeter and has been extremely active in the
Hall C Compton dipole chicane design. The Yerevan group is pursuing studies involving the
potential PbWO4 photon detector, while collaborators from Jefferson Lab and Connecticut have
been extensively involved in studies relevant to the choice of laser for the Compton polarimeter.
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13 Data Acquisition

The Qp
Weak experiment requires two distinct modes of data acquisition: the current mode mea-

surement of the quartz bar signals, and the low current tracking mode measurements in which
individual particles will trigger the DAQ. These two DAQ schemes will be implemented as two es-
sentially independent systems with separate crates and DAQ/analysis software with some sharing
of beamline instrumentation electronics.

13.1 Current mode DAQ

The experimental asymmetry measurements will be made with the Current mode data acquisi-
tion. The core of this system is the readout of the TRIUMF ADC modules, described in section
5. These ADC modules integrate the current from each quartz bar photomultiplier tube. The
integrated signals can be made available for readout at the helicity reversal rate, or at a multiple
of this rate. It is expected than the normal scheme will be to oversample the 250 Hz helicity
reversal by reading out the ADCs at 1000 Hz. The DAQ will have the option to readout at the
reversal rate, or with higher oversampling for rates above a kilohertz.

In addition to digitizing the current from the quartz bar PMTs and several shielded background
detectors, the same type of ADC will be used to digitize beam line information which will be read
at the same rate as the main detector data. This beam line information will include a charge
cavity, BPMs and Luminosity monitors. The ADCs for these signals will be located in a separate
crate so that any small helicity correlations in beam parameter signals will not be present in the
same crate as the detector ADCs.

The rate and volume of data for current mode acquisition is modest compared to typical DAQ
and analysis capabilities. Assuming a 32 bit data word per ADC channel, 64 total ADC channels
(both detector and beamline), and a 50% overhead for headers, an event size of 384 bytes is
estimated. With a readout rate of 1000 Hz, the Qweak data rate is about 500 kBytes/second, so
the DAQ can easily operate with 0% deadtime. At this rate, a 2200 hour run would produce a
data set of less than 4 TB. Scaling G0 analysis rates, an analysis on this data set using a single
fast CPU would take less than a month.

13.2 Low current tracking DAQ

The Qp
Weak apparatus will be partially instrumented with tracking detectors as described in

section 6, in order to study optics and acceptance. Measurements with the tracking system will
be done at low beam current, so that individual particles can be tracked through the magnet.
For this mode of measurement, the quartz bar photomultiplier tubes will be instrumented with
parallel electronics so that the timing and amplitude of individual particles can be recorded.

The tracking data acquisition will operate like a conventional DAQ, triggering on individual par-
ticles. The front end electronics will be all VME, using the JLAB F1TDC for wire chambers
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and timing signals, and commercial VME ADC modules for the GEM detectors and PMT am-
plitudes. As the hardware needed for tracking measurements is different from the current mode
hardware, the tracking DAQ can be operated as a distinct system, allowing development of the
two DAQ modes to proceed in parallel. The tracking DAQ will have the option of reading beam
line information from the same VME crate used for this purpose in the current mode DAQ.

13.3 Beam Feedback

A real-time analysis, similar to that used for G0, is planned. In addition to providing prompt
diagnostic information, this analysis will calculate helicity correlated beam properties such as
current, position and energy. The results of these calculations can be used for feedback on the
beam.
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14 Beam Request

At this time we request approval for a first run of 35 days. The goal of the first run will be to check
out the Qp

Weak apparatus and calibration tracking system, carry out systematic studies, check
out of the polarized source and associated feedback systems, make an 8% (combined statistical
and systematic errors) measurement of the proton’s weak charge, and obtain a total uncertainty
on an extracted sin2 θW comparable to the SLAC E-158 PV Møller scattering measurement.

It would be ideal if the first run were preceded by facility development periods where, for example,
2.4 kW cooling power could be delivered to the target, followed by a later full power test of the
target with beam. Parasitic and dedicated-user studies of the beam and various monitors will
also precede the first run.

We also request conditional approval of an additional 108 days (2,592 hours) under the provision
that we demonstrate during the first run the technical feasibility to successfully perform a 4%
(combined statistical and systematic errors) measurement of Qp

Weak with the long production
run. Our beam request is summarized in tables 18 and 19.

In the tables, ‘Production’ refers purely to running on a LH2 target. Allowable overhead includes
time for background measurements, Q2 calibrations, beam polarization measurements, systematic
checks, and the configuration changes needed to accomplish these. We assume that time needed
to optimize P 2I in the injector will come out of the factor of 2 in scheduled days versus PAC
days (i.e., it is unallowed overhead).

The time for Run I has been increased from the previous PAC request. This takes into account
lessons about systematics and backgrounds from G0 (the first parity experiment to run in Hall
C), and allows for commissioning our extensive new tracking hardware, mini-torus, and the Hall
C beamline at the extremely low beam currents needed to operate the tracking detectors at high
efficiency. None of this hardware, for which the collaboration has received approximately 1M$
in funding, was in the original proposal. The additional days requested for Run I is 12.

For Run II we have assumed 2200 hours of production, minimal time for re-commissioning (3
days), and that better optimized background measurements will go much more quickly the second
time around. We are asking for conditional approval.
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Table 18: Itemized beam request for Run I.

Category Time Comment
Production: 14 days e + p elastic on LH2 only

Overhead:
configuration changes 1 day spread over 5 weeks
Al window background 2 days
Inelastic background 1 day
soft background 1 day
polarimetry 1 day spread over 5 weekly measurements
Q2 measurement 1 day
systematics 2 days Ibeam dependence, etc.
overhead subtotal 9 days

Commissioning:
high power cryotarget, QTOR,
main detectors, lumi,
and neutral axis 5 days

Region I, II, III tracking,
1-5 nA beam and diagnostics,
and mini-torus setting 7 days
commissioning subtotal 12 days

Total Run I: 35 days requesting reapproval of 23 days
+ 12 additional days
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Table 19: Itemized beam request for Run II.

Category Time Comment
Production: 91.7 days e + p elastic on LH2 only

(2200 hours)

Overhead:
configuration changes 3 days spread over 15 weeks
Al window background 1 day
Inelastic background 0.5 day
soft background 0.5 day
polarimetry 3 days spread over 15 weekly measurements
Q2 measurement 3 days assuming 3 gradient changes
systematics 2 days Ibeam dependence, etc.
overhead subtotal 13 days

Re-Commissioning:
high power cryotarget, QTOR,
main detectors, lumi,
and neutral axis
Region I, II, III tracking,
1-5 nA beam and diagnostics,
and mini-torus setting 3 days

Total Run II: 108 days requesting conditional approval
for 108 days
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15 Collaboration and Management Issues

The Qp
Weak collaboration presently consists of 63 individuals from 18 institutions. The collab-

oration list is kept at the experiment’s web page, at http://www.jlab.org/qweak. Quarterly
progress reports are also posted at the Qp

Weak web site. The Qp
Weak collaboration meets as a

group three or four times a year.

A Cost and Technical Design Review of the Qp
Weak experiment was held at Jefferson Lab on

January 27–28, 2003. The review committee was chaired by David Cassel (Cornell Univ.). The
committee members were Jian-Ping Chen (JLab), Krishna Kumar (Univ. of Massachusetts),
Bill Schneider (JLab), Charlie Sinclair (Cornell Univ.), Jean-Michel Poutissou (TRIUMF), and
Chris Tschalaer (MIT - Bates). The committee produced a detailed, 15 page report which
critically examined all facets of the experiment. The full report is available at the Qp

Weak web
site. Here, for brevity, we simply quote the primary conclusions from the Executive Summary of
the committee’s report:

The primary conclusions of the committee are:

• The committee concurs that the results of the proposed Qp
Weak experiment will be an out-

standing contribution to physics, with the possibility of discovering evidence for physics
beyond the Standard Model.

• The experiment is very challenging, but with proper attention to detail it should be possible
to reach the proposed level of precision.

• However, achieving this level will require substantial coordinated R&D effort from the Col-
laboration and JLab.

• The committee recommends that the Collaboration and JLab aggressively pursue timely
funding for the experiment.

Also available on the Qp
Weak web site is the “input document” prepared by the collaboration

for the Cost & Technical Design Review committee. This document, titled the Qp
Weak Technical

Design Report (TDR), provides a more detailed description of the experiment than is provided
in this proposal. However, the TDR was written two years ago, in January, 2003; we anticipate
that an updated TDR will be prepared in 2005.

The Qp
Weak experiment operates as a managed project. A Project Management Plan dated June

28, 2004 is in place and defines our interaction with the DOE. In addition, the management plan
describes the management organization, the cost, schedule, and performance requirements and
controls, contingency plans, and reporting. The individual Work Packages of the experiment are
described there along with their detailed cost and schedule breakdowns.

All the necessary funding for the project has been secured. Qp
Weak is supported by the US

DOE through Jefferson Lab ($1.91M), the US NSF through a MRI ($590k) which has University
matching funds ($452k) associated with it, and the Canadian NSERC (∼$315k). Including a
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small additional NSF grant ($50k), the total budget for the experiment is $3.316M. The project
aims to begin installation in Hall C at Jefferson Lab in the fall of 2007.

Besides the Spokespersons, and the Work Package Leaders referred to below, the collaboration
has a Principal Investigator, a Project Manager, and an Institutional Council. The Institutional
Council consists of representatives from each of the major institutions of the collaboration.

The work of the Qp
Weak project has been broken down according to a Work Breakdown Struc-

ture described in the Qp
Weak Project Management Plan. Each major WBS line item has a Work

Package Leader associated with it. The Work Package Leaders for the main WBS categories of
the Qp

Weak experiment are listed in Table 20.

Work Package ID Work Package Title Work Package Leader Institute

WP1 Detector System Dave Mack JLab
WP1.1 Detector Design Dave Bowman LANL
WP1.2 Detector Bars Dave Mack JLab
WP1.3 Detector Electronics Larry Lee & Des Ramsay TRIUMF/UMan
WP1.4 Detector Support Allena Opper OhioU
WP2 Target System Greg Smith JLab
WP3 Experiment Simulation Neven Simicevic LaTech
WP4 Magnet Stan Kowalski MIT/Bates
WP5 Tracking System Dave Armstrong W&M
WP5.1 WC1–GEMs Tony Forest LaTech
WP5.2 WC2–HDCs Mark Pitt VPI
WP5.3 WC3–VDCs J. Mike Finn W&M
WP5.4 Trigger Counters Allena Opper OhioU
WP6 Infrastructure Roger Carlini JLab
WP7 Magnet Fabrication Wim van Oers TRIUMF/UMan
WP8 Luminosity Monitor Mark Pitt VPI

Table 20: Work Breakdown Structure and Work Package Leaders of the Qp
Weak experiment.
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A Miscellaneous Administrative Limits

A.1 Beam Dump Current Density Limit

JLab imposes a beam current limit of 12 µA/cm2 at the face of the beam dump for all ex-
periments (the “Sinclair limit”). In order to check whether this limit would interfere with the
180 µA beam current we propose to use, we consider the effects of multiple scattering in some
of the beam-line elements. The rms multiple scattering angle encountered by a beam of mo-
mentum p after traversing a thickness x of material characterized by a radiation length X0 is
θ0 = 13.6 MeV

pβ

√

x/X0(1 + .038 ln(x/X0)). Over a distance z to the dump, the rms deflection in the

plane of the dump corresponding to this multiple scattering angle is yrmsplane = 1√
3
zθ0.

In our case, p ≃ 1 GeV/c and β = 1. The contributions from various multiple scattering sources
is summarized in Table 21. From this table we see that the 12µA/cm2 beam dump current limit
is not a problem for this experiment, even without rastering. In fact, the existing diffuser at
the mid-point of the beam dumpline provides enough diffusion by itself to permit currents up to
200µA.

dx to Individual Cumulative
Item dump X̄0 x θ0 y Imax Imax

z(m) cm cm mrad mm µA µA

Diffuser 12.3 35.6 1” 3.3 23.2 203 203
Dump window

24.3 8.9 0.02 0.5 7.0 18 343
Target windows 32 8.9 0.01” 0.6 10.4 41 621
Helium in upstream
half of dumpline 18 5.2x105 1190 0.5 5.2 10 790
LH2 32 866 35 2.4 44 741 3064
2x2mm2 raster ±4 8 3341

Table 21: Calculation of our beam current limits, assuming the “Sinclair current density limit”
of 12 µA/cm2, a beam energy of ≃ 1 (GeV/c), and the expected materials in our beamline. In
the worst case scenario of no raster and no target, the maximum current would be 343 µA which
is almost a factor of 2 larger than our proposed production current of 180 µA.

A.2 Site Boundary Dose

The JLab limit for the site boundary dose is 10 mRem/year, or 10% of the DOE limit. To put this
number in perspective, natural background is approximately 300 mRem/year, hence the JLab
limit is only 3% of the natural background level. It is therefore not surprising that estimation of
the site boundary dose is a routine part of submitting a JLab beam scheduling request.
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The proposed target radiation length (4%) and the proposed current of 180 µA are each about
a factor of two larger than the running conditions of the Madey/Kowalski Gn

E experiment which
ran in Hall C in 2000-2001. Thus if there were no mitigating circumstances, the site boundary
dose rate for the Qp

Weak experiment could be expected to be roughly 4 times larger than than in
the Madey/Kowalski experiment for roughly the same beam energy. Using site boundary data
provided by the Radiation Control group [?], and attributing half the dose to simultaneous
high luminosity Hall A operations, a reasonable estimate for the Madey/Kowalski experiment
site boundary dose rate is 0.8 mRem per 1000 hours of floor time. Our estimated dose rate
for a 2000 hour Qp

Weak run, assuming twice as many hours of floor time, is therefore 0.8 x 4 x
2 = 6.4 mRem, or 64% of the JLab limit (or 2% above the natural background level).19 This
unrealistically assumes our experiment would take 2000 hours of beam time in a single calendar
year, but provides an upper estimate. In order to stay well below the JLab limit, and to permit
other high luminosity experiments to run the same year, one would like to reduce this naive dose
estimateby a factor of 2.

GEANT simulations by the Radiation Control group typically show that the site boundary dose
due to Hall C operations is dominated by high energy neutrons which leave thetarget at small
vertical angles, pass through the base of the dome and earth berm, enter the atmosphere, and
are subsequently downscattered to the site boundary (ie, skyshine). The beam dump makes a
relatively small contribution. Thus, luminosity in the Hall, rather than total current, is the source
term. Knowing this immediately suggests that the Qp

Weak experiment will have three important
mitigating conditions:

• Except for particles scattered into the solid angle of interest, the remaining forward scat-
tered particles will encounter heavy metal collimators.

• The Qp
Weak target will be located significantly downstream of the standard Hall pivot. Thus

a larger fraction of the beam scattered to small angles will be captured by the beam dump
line, and the neutrons which do exit the dome will do so at larger average scattering angle.

• The production target will be Hydrogen rather than Deuterium as was used in the Madey/
Kowalski experiment.

If, despite these mitigating conditions, RadCon GEANT simulations of the Qp
Weak experiment

suggest that the basic design of the experiment still produces too large a fraction of the site
boundary dose (and we emphasize that we are still talking about a very small fraction of the
natural background dose), then additional skyshine shielding can be emplaced before or after the
top of the collimator. For example, the addition of 5 cm of lead (the thickness of a brick) can be
expected to reduce the flux of high energy neutrons by a factor of 2.

19This is a working estimate by our collaboration and not by the Radiation Control group. When the experiment
parameters are finalized we will consult with RadCon to get a firmer estimate and discuss mitigation if necessary.
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A.3 Beam Containment Policy Current Limit

During early operations at JLab, the easiest way to implement protection for the 1 MWatt beam
dumps in Hall A and C was to hardware-limit the Hall currents each to 180 µA. For example,
assuming 5-pass beam at 5.56 GeV, then 180 µA would correspond to 1.0 MWatts. However,
since the Qp

Weak experiment employs a beam energy of only 1.165 GeV, the beam power dissipated
in the dump will be only 210 kWatts. There is clearly no threat from our experiment to the
dump due to total power dissipation, nor due to the dump window current density limit which
was examined above.

In order for the Qp
Weak experiment to run reliably near 180 µA, the Hall C current limit would

have to be raised slightly. Of course, if we are only permitted to receive 170 µA, for example,
the target length could be increased a few cm to keep the luminosity constant.

A.4 Physics Division Administrative Limit

There is also a Physics Division Administrative limit of about 120 µA which would be waived
by Larry Cardman for experiments which make a sufficiently compelling physics case. This limit
is put in place to simplify the routine scheduling of multiple high current, high beam energy
experiments.
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We address the physics implications of a precise determination of the weak charge of the proton, QW(p),
from a parity violating elastic electron proton scattering experiment to be performed at the Jefferson Labora-
tory. We present the standard model ~SM! expression for QW(p) including one-loop radiative corrections, and
discuss in detail the theoretical uncertainties and missing higher order QCD corrections. Owing to a fortuitous
cancellation, the value of QW(p) is suppressed in the SM, making it a unique place to look for physics beyond
the SM. Examples include extra neutral gauge bosons, supersymmetry, and leptoquarks. We argue that a
QW(p) measurement will provide an important complement to both high energy collider experiments and other
low energy electroweak measurements. The anticipated experimental precision requires the knowledge of the
O(as) corrections to the pure electroweak box contributions. We compute these contributions for QW(p), as
well as for the weak charges of heavy elements as determined from atomic parity violation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.68.016006 PACS number~s!: 11.30.Er, 25.30.Bf, 12.15.Lk
I. INTRODUCTION

Precision tests continue to play an essential role in eluci-
dating the structure of the electroweak ~EW! interaction
@1–4#. Such tests include the complete high energy program
on top of the Z resonance at the e1e2 accelerators, the
CERN e1e2 collider LEP 1 and SLAC Linear Collider
~SLC!; precision measurements at LEP 2 and the Fermilab

pp̄ collider Tevatron; and deep inelastic scattering ~DIS! at
the DESY ep collider HERA @5#. Recent precision measure-
ments at lower energies, such as a determination of the muon
anomalous magnetic moment am @6# and of cross sections for
neutrino-nucleus DIS @7#, have shown deviations from the
standard model ~SM! expectations and generated some ex-
citement about possible signatures of new physics, although
theoretical uncertainties from the strong interaction presently
cloud the interpretation of the results @8–13#.

In this paper we focus on the prospective impact of a
precision low energy measurement of the weak charge of the
proton, QW(p), using parity violating ~PV! elastic ep scat-
tering. Such an experiment has recently been proposed @14#
and approved at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator
Facility ~JLab! using the Continuous Electron Beam Accel-
erator Facility ~CEBAF!. Historically, semileptonic neutral
current experiments have contributed substantially to our un-
derstanding of the EW interaction. In particular, the deep
inelastic eD asymmetry measurement at SLAC @15# in the
late 1970s played a crucial role in singling out the SM over
its alternatives at that time, and provided first measurements
of the effective PV electron-quark couplings, 2C1u2C1d and
2C2u2C2d ~defined in Sec. IV!. Subsequently, the latter

*Email address: erler@fisica.unam.mx
†Email address: kurilov@krl.caltech.edu
‡ Email address: mjrm@krl.caltech.edu
0556-2821/2003/68~1!/016006~11!/$20.00 68 0160
combination was determined more precisely in DIS of
muons from carbon at CERN @16#. Quasielastic and elastic
electron scattering, respectively, from 9Be at Mainz @17#
and 12C at MIT-Bates @18#, constrained the remaining linear
combinations. More recently, measurements of the elastic ep
and eD asymmetries at MIT-Bates @19# and JLab @20# have
been used to derive information on the neutral weak mag-
netic, electric, and axial vector form factors of the proton at
q2Þ0, and yielded a value for C2u2C2d @19#. Experiments
probing atomic PV ~APV! provided further precise informa-
tion on various linear combinations of the C1 i @21–23#. On
the other hand, the neutral weak charge of the proton, pro-
portional to 2C1u1C1d , has never been measured.

In its own right, QW(p) is a fundamental property of the
proton, being the neutral current analog of the vector cou-
pling GV , which enters neutron and nuclear b decay. While
measurements of GV provide the most precise determination
of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa ~CKM! matrix element
Vud , a precise determination of QW(p) may provide insight
into the SM and its possible extensions. Because the value of
the weak mixing angle sin2uW is numerically close to 1/4,

QW~p!5124 sin2uW ~1!

is suppressed in the SM ~see Sec. III!. This suppression is
characteristic for protons ~and electrons! but not neutrons,
and therefore it is absent in any other nucleus. As a conse-
quence, QW(p) is unusually sensitive to sin2uW and offers a
unique place to extract it at low momentum transfer. Doing
so will provide a test for the renormalization group evolution
~RGE! of sin2uW.

To put this statement in context, we note that the strong
coupling as is routinely subjected to analogous RGE tests,
whose results provide crucial evidence that QCD is the cor-
rect theory of strong interaction. As we discuss in Sec. III, a
precise measurement of QW(p)—along with the analogous
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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measurement of the weak charge of the electron, QW(e),
currently measured by the E-158 Collaboration at SLAC
@24#—will provide this important test for the EW sector of
the theory. An observed deviation of the running of sin2uW
from the SM prediction could signal the presence of new
physics, whereas agreement would place new constraints on
possible SM extensions. This test has taken on added interest
recently in light of the n-nucleus DIS results obtained by the
NuTeV Collaboration @7# which show a 3s deviation from
the SM prediction. In contrast, the most recent determination
of the weak charge of cesium, QW(Cs), obtained in an APV
experiment at Boulder @23#, agrees with the SM value for
this quantity and confirms the predicted SM running. How-
ever, the interpretation of both the cesium and NuTeV results
has been a subject of debate. For example, the extraction of
QW(Cs) from the experimental PV amplitude relies on intri-
cate atomic structure computations @25–32#, and the level of
agreement with the SM has varied significantly as additional
atomic structure effects have been incorporated in the calcu-
lations ~see Sec. II for a discussion!. Similarly, the NuTeV
discrepancy may result from previously unaccounted effects
in parton distribution functions @12,13#. At present, there are
no other determinations of sin2uW off the Z peak which have
comparable precision.

Our discussion of the physics of QW(p) is organized as
follows. In Sec. II, we review some general considerations of
the PV ep asymmetry and how QW(p) is extracted from it.
We argue that this will be a theoretically cleaner procedure
than the current extraction of QW(Cs) from APV. Section III
gives details of the SM prediction for QW(p), which pro-
vides the baseline for comparison with experiment. Section
IV is devoted to the prospective model independent con-
straints the new QW(p) experiment would generate. In Secs.
V and VI we analyze the sensitivity of QW(p) to extra neu-
tral gauge bosons, supersymmetry ~SUSY!, and leptoquarks
~LQs!. We summarize our conclusions in Sec. VII.

II. PARITY VIOLATING ep SCATTERING AND QW„p…

The PV ep asymmetry has the simple form @33#,

ALR5
sL2sR

sL1sR
52

GFQ2

4A2pa
@QW~p!1Fp~Q2,u!# , ~2!

where GF is the Fermi constant, Q2 is the momentum trans-
fer, and Fp is a form factor. At forward angles, one has Fp

5Q2B(Q2), where B(Q2) depends on the nucleon, electro-
magnetic ~EM!, and strangeness form factors. The present
program of PV ep scattering experiments—which involve
measurements @19,20,34,35# of ALR over a wide kinematic
range—is designed to determine Fp for forward angles at Q2

values as low as ;0.1 GeV2. The determination of QW(p)
involves an additional ALR measurement at Q2

;0.03 GeV2. Such a value of Q2 is optimal for separating
QW(p) from Fp with sufficient precision, while retaining
sufficient statistics ~note that ALR is itself proportional to
Q2). The E-158 experiment is being carried out at almost the
same value of Q2.
01600
An important feature of the asymmetry in Eq. ~2! is its
interpretability. Current conservation implies that QW(p) is
protected from large strong interaction corrections involving
the low energy structure of the proton. As we note in Sec. III,
residual strong interaction corrections involving, e.g., two
boson exchange box diagrams, are suppressed at Q250. Ef-
fects that depend on Q2 are included in Fp and will be con-
strained by the aforementioned program of experiments,
thereby eliminating the need for a first principles nucleon
structure calculation. Based on present and future measure-
ments, the extrapolation of Fp to Q250 is expected to in-
duce a 2% uncertainty and will thus be considered a part of
the experimental error budget.1

In this respect, the extraction of QW(p) from ALR is
complementary to the recent determination of QW(Cs) in
APV. The latter relies on an advanced atomic theory calcu-
lation of the small PV 6s→7s transition amplitude. Experi-
mentally, the transition amplitude has been measured @23# to
a relative precision of 0.35%. Subsequently, by measuring
the ratio of the off-diagonal hyperfine amplitude ~which is
known precisely @36#! to the tensor transition polarizability
@37#, it was possible to determine QW(Cs) with a combined
experimental and theoretical uncertainty of 0.6%. The result
differed by 2.3s from the SM prediction @4# for QW(Cs).
However, updating the corrections from the Breit interaction
@25–27# and to a lesser degree from the neutron distribution
@25,38# reduced the difference to only 1.0s , seemingly re-
moving the discrepancy. Subsequent calculations included
other large and previously underestimated contributions
~e.g., from QED radiative corrections!, some increasing @28–
30#, others decreasing @31,32# the deviation. The atomic
theory community now appears to agree on a 0.5% atomic
structure uncertainty for QW(Cs), and in what follows we
adopt the value

QW~Cs!5272.6960.48. ~3!

There is also a noteworthy but less precise determination in
Tl @21,22#, QW(Tl)52116.663.7.

A possible strategy for circumventing atomic theory un-
certainties is to measure APV for different atoms along an
isotope chain. Isotope ratios R are relatively insensitive to
details of the atomic structure and the attendant theoretical
uncertainties, making them attractive alternatives to the weak
charge of a single isotope as a new physics probe. As shown
in Ref. @2#, any shift in R from its SM value due to new
physics would be dominated by the change in QW(p), as the
effects on R of new physics corrections to the weak charge
of the neutron, QW(n), are suppressed. Moreover, R re-
ceives important contributions from changes in the neutron
distribution along the isotope chain @38–41#. At present, the
corresponding nuclear structure uncertainties seem larger
than needed to make R a useful probe of new physics effects

1In practice, this extrapolation can be implemented using chiral
perturbation theory. Present and future measurements will deter-
mine all the relevant low energy constants.
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on QW(p). In contrast, ep scattering will yield QW(p) with-
out nuclear structure complications.

Given the suppression of QW(p) in the SM tree level
expression ~1!, a 4% measurement would provide a theoreti-
cally clean probe of new physics with a sensitivity compa-
rable to that achieved by a 0.5% total error in QW(Cs), but
with entirely different systematical and theoretical uncertain-
ties. Note, however, that measurements of ALR and single
isotope APV are complementary as they probe different com-
binations of the C1 i . For example, in contrast to the weak
charges of heavy elements, QW(p) depends significantly on
the oblique parameter T, introduced in Ref. @42#.

III. QW„p… IN THE STANDARD MODEL

At tree level in the SM, QW(p) is given by Eq. ~1!. In-
cluding radiative corrections one can write

QW~p!5@rNC1De#@124sin2ûW~0 !1De8#

1hWW1hZZ1hgZ . ~4!

The parameter rNC511Dr @43# renormalizes the ratio of
neutral to charged current interaction strengths at low ener-
gies, and is evaluated including higher order QCD @44–47#
and EW @48–50# corrections. We also include relatively
small electron vertex and external leg corrections, which are
corrections to the axial-vector Zee and gee couplings, re-
spectively @51#,

De52
a

2p
, De852

a

3p
~124 ŝ2!F lnS MZ

2

me
2 D 1

1

6G . ~5!

The latter, which corresponds to the anapole moment of the
electron, depends on the choice of EW gauge and is not by
itself a physical observable @52#. The purely weak box con-
tributions are given by @51,53#

hWW5
7â

4p ŝ2
, hZZ5

â

4p ŝ2ĉ2 S 9

4
25 ŝ2D ~124 ŝ218 ŝ4!,

~6!

where â[â(MZ) and ŝ2[12 ĉ2[sin2ûW(MZ) are the modi-
fied minimal subtraction (MS) renormalized QED coupling
and the weak mixing angle at the Z scale, respectively. Nu-
merically, the WW box amplitude generates an important
26% correction to QW(p), while the ZZ box effect about
3%.

These diagrams are dominated by intermediate states hav-
ing p2;O(MW,Z

2 ). The corresponding QCD corrections are,
thus, perturbative and can be evaluated by relying on the
operator product expansion ~OPE!. At short distances, the
product of weak currents entering the hadronic side of the
box graphs is equivalent to a series of local operators whose
Wilson coefficients can be evaluated by matching with a free
field theory calculation. Because the weak ~axial! vector cur-
rent is ~partially! conserved, the resulting operators have no
01600
anomalous dimensions. Consequently, the perturbative QCD
~PQCD! contributions introduce no large logarithms.

In order to evaluate the O(as) corrections to these graphs,
we follow Ref. @54# where analogous corrections for neutron
b decay are computed. For the WW box graphs, we have the
amplitude

iMWW5 i S g

2A2
D 4E d4k

~2p!4ē~K8!gn~12g5!

3k”gm~12g5!e~K !Tmn~k!
1

k2

1

~k22MW
2 !2 , ~7!

where

Tmn~k!5E d4xe2 ik•x^p8uT„Jm
1~0 !Jn

2~x!…up&, ~8!

with Jm
6(x) being the charge changing weak currents. Since

the loop integral is infrared finite and is dominated by inter-
mediate states having k;MW , we have dropped all depen-
dence on me and the electron momenta K and K8. The error
introduced by this approximation is of order (Ee /MW)2

;0.02% for the kinematics of the planned experiment, and
is negligible for our purposes. A little algebra allows us to
rewrite Eq. ~7! as

iMWW52 i S g

2A2
D 4E d4k

~2p!4ē~K8!@kngm1kmgn2gmnk”

1 i emnalglg5ka#~12g5!e~K !Tmn~k!
1

k2

3
1

~k22MW
2 !2 . ~9!

The terms proportional to kmTmn and knTmn are protected
from large PQCD corrections by symmetry considerations.
This feature may be seen by observing that

knTmn5E d4x~ i ]ne2 ik•x!^p8uT„Jm
1~0 !Jn

2~x!…up&

5 i E d4xe2 ik•xd~x0!^p8u@Jm
1~0 !,J0

2~x!#up&

2 i E d4xe2 ik•x^p8uT„Jm
1~0 !]nJn

2~x!…up& ~10!

after integration by parts. The divergence ]nJn
2(x) vanishes

in the chiral limit, and in keeping with the high-momentum
dominance of the integral, may be safely neglected. On the
other hand, the equal time commutator gives
24 i ^p8uJm

3 (0)up&, where Jm
3 5q̄Lgmt3qL and q5(u,d).

Note that the commutator term results from the
SU(2)L3U(1)Y symmetry of the theory, so it is not affected
by QCD corrections.
6-3
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In contrast, terms involving Tm
m and emnalTmn cannot be

related to equal time commutators and, thus, involve bona
fide short distance operator products. In the OPE, the leading
local operator appearing in Tm

m is just Jm
3 , whereas for the

antisymmetric part, one has the isoscalar current, Jm
I 50

5q̄LgmqL . The leading PQCD contributions to the corre-
sponding Wilson coefficients have been worked out in Refs.
@54–56#. For both Tm

m and emnalTmn , the correction factor is
12as(k2)/p . Since the loop integrals are dominated by k2

;MW
2 , one may approximate the impact on iMWW by fac-

toring 12as(MW
2 )/p out of the corresponding parts of the

integral in Eq. ~9!. The error associated with this approxima-
tion is of order as

2 and is devoid of any large logarithms. The
resulting expression for the WW box contribution to QW(p)
is

hWW5
â

4p ŝ2 F215S 12
as~MW

2 !

p D G , ~11!

where the first term inside the square brackets arises from the
equal time commutator. Numerically, the O(as) term yields
an '23% correction to hWW, for an '20.7% correction
to QW(p). Higher order PQCD corrections should be an or-
der of magnitude smaller, so the error in QW(p) associated
with truncation at O(as) is well below the expected experi-
mental uncertainty.

The calculation of PQCD corrections to hZZ follows
along similar lines. In this case, however, all equal time com-
mutators vanish, so that the entire integral carries a 1
2as(MZ

2)/p correction factor. The resulting shift in QW(p)
is 20.1%, and higher order PQCD effects are negligible.
For both hWW and hZZ contributions from lower loop mo-
menta (k2!MW

2 ) are associated with non-perturbative QCD
effects. Such contributions, however, carry explicit
(p/MW,Z)2 suppression factors, where p is an external mo-
mentum or mass. Taking p;Ee;1 GeV implies that these
non-perturbative contributions are suppressed by at least a
few 31024, so we may safely neglect them here. A similar
conclusion applies to matrix elements of higher order opera-
tors in the OPE analysis of Tmn given above.

As a corollary, we have also computed the analogous cor-
rection to QW(n). Again, the ZZ box contribution receives
an overall factor, 12as(MZ

2)/p , while for the WW box we
obtain

hWW
(n) 5

â

4p ŝ2 F2214S 12
as~MW

2 !

p D G . ~12!

Notice that the sum of Eqs. ~11! and ~12! is also corrected by
an overall factor, 12as(MW

2 )/p , as is expected from an
isoscalar combination where no equal time commutator
should be involved. The resulting shifts in the SM predic-
tions for QW(Cs) and QW(Tl) are 20.07 and 20.11, respec-
tively, or 10.1%.

In contrast, the gZ box contribution,
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hgZ5
5â

2p
~124 ŝ2!F lnS MZ

2

L2 D 1CgZ~L!G , ~13!

contains some sensitivity to the low momentum regime. The
scale L;O(1 GeV) appearing here denotes a hadronic cut-
off associated with the transition between short and long dis-
tance contributions to the loop integral. The former are cal-
culable and are dominated by the large logarithm ln MZ

2/L2.
At present, however, one cannot compute long distance con-
tributions from first principles in QCD. Consequently, we
parametrize them by the constant CgZ(L), whose L depen-
dence must cancel that associated with the short distance
logarithm. We note that a similar situation arises in radiative
corrections to GV in neutron and nuclear b decay, where the
gW box diagram contains a short distance logarithm and a
presently uncalculable long distance term CgW(L).

In the case of QW(p), the uncertainty associated with
CgZ(L) is suppressed by the (124 ŝ2) prefactor2 in Eq. ~13!.
This factor arises from the sum of box and crossed-box dia-
grams, leading to an antisymmetric product of the lepton EM
and weak neutral currents @2,51#. Since the resulting leptonic
part of the box amplitude must be axial vector in character,
only the vector part of the weak neutral current of the elec-
tron enters which is proportional to 124 ŝ2. This result is
quite general and independent of the hadronic part of the
diagram. To estimate this uncertainty numerically, we follow
Ref. @57# setting L5mr and CgZ(mr)53/261, which trans-
lates into a 60.65% uncertainty in QW(p). The central value
for CgZ(mr) is obtained from a free quark calculation. A
more detailed analysis, taking into account contributions
from intermediate excited states of the proton, is likely to
shift CgZ , but we do not expect the change to be consider-
ably larger than the estimated uncertainty. In any case, in-
creasing the error bar on CgZ by a factor of 5 would still
imply an uncertainty in QW(p) below the expected experi-
mental error. For comparison, we note that a change in the
value of CgW(L) of similar magnitude would substantially
affect the extraction of uVudu2 from light quark b decays,
causing the first row of the CKM matrix to deviate from
unitarity by several standard deviations. Since the dynamics
entering CgZ and CgW are similar, it appears unlikely that the
uncertainty in CgZ could differ significantly from 61.

The remaining hadronic contribution to QW(p) arises
from the low energy weak mixing angle sin2ûW(0), which is
the EW analog of the EM coupling â . The latter is measured
very precisely in the Thomson limit (q250), but hadronic
contributions induce a sizable uncertainty for large q2, and
most importantly for q25MZ

2 @58#. Conversely, ŝ2 is mea-
sured precisely at the Z pole, but hadronic loops induce an
uncertainty for q250, which is correlated but not identical
to the one in â . Note that effects due to q2Þ0 are already
taken into account experimentally via the Q2 expansion and
extrapolation of Fp ~see Sec. II!. One can then define

2Additional contributions arise that are not suppressed by this fac-
tor, but are negligible because they go as (Ee /MZ)2.
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sin2ûW~0 !5 ŝ21Dkhad
(5)

1
a

p H ~124 ŝ2!

12 F(
,

lnS MZ
2

m,
2 D S 11

3a

4p D
1

135a

32p G2F7 ĉ2

4
1

1

24
G lnS MZ

2

MW
2 D 1

ŝ2

6
2

7

18J ,

~14!

where the sum is over the charged leptons, and we find, for
the hadronic contribution,

Dkhad
(5)5~7.9060.0560.06!31023, ~15!

inducing a 0.4% uncertainty in QW(p). The first error in Eq.
~15! is correlated with the uncertainty in Dâhad

(5)(MZ
2) @59#.

The second error is from the conversion of Dkhad
(5) which

induces an uncertainty from the flavor separation of the
e1e2 annihilation and t decay data. This updates the value
in Ref. @57#, Dkhad

(5)5(7.9660.58)31023. Note that the un-
certainty in Dkhad

(5) is also related to the vacuum polarization
uncertainty @10,11# in am . These correlations should be
properly treated in global analyzes of precision data. With
ŝ250.231 1260.000 15 from a SM fit to all current data,
Eqs. ~4! and ~14! yield

sin2ûW~0 !50.238 0760.000 17,

QW~p!50.071660.0006, ~16!

where the uncertainty in the prediction for QW(p) is from the
input parameters and dominated by the error in ŝ2. The latter
will decrease significantly in the future @60#. Taken together,
the hadronic effects arising from Dkhad

(5) and the box graphs
combine to give a theoretical uncertainty of 0.8%.

The QWEAK experiment @14# seeks to perform the most
precise determination of the weak mixing angle off the Z
pole. For example, a 4% determination DQW(p)560.0029
@14# ~assuming a 2.8% statistical plus 2.8% systematic plus
0.8% theoretical error! would yield an uncertainty

Dsin2ûW~0 !567.231024. ~17!

While the precise definition of sin2ûW(0) is scheme depen-
dent, this quantity is nonetheless useful for comparing differ-
ent low energy experiments. Furthermore, as illustrated in
Fig. 1, the q2 evolution from the Z pole as predicted by the
SM,

sin2ûW~0 !2 ŝ250.006 9460.000 74, ~18!

could be established with more than 9 standard deviations.
For comparison, the cleanest test of PQCD can be obtained
by contrasting the t lepton lifetime with the hadronic Z de-
cay width: when interpreted as the RGE evolution of as from
mt to MZ , the result of the latest analysis @61# corresponds
to an 11s effect.
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Before proceeding, we comment on one additional pos-
sible source of hadronic effects in QW(p): isospin admix-
tures in the proton wave function. The SM value quoted
above implicitly assumes that the proton is an exact eigen-
state of isospin. The EM and weak neutral vector currents for
light quarks can then be decomposed according to their isos-
pin content,

Jm
EM5 (

q5u,d
Qqq̄gmq5Jm

I 511Jm
I 50 , ~19!

Jm
NC522 (

q5u,d
C1qq̄gmq

522~C1u2C1d!Jm
I 5126~C1u1C1d!Jm

I 50 , ~20!

where the C1q are defined in Eq. ~26!. For the purpose of this
discussion, we neglect contributions from strange quarks,
which are effectively contained in Fp term in Eq. ~2!. To the
extent to which the nucleon is a pure I 51/2 isospin eigen-
state, one has F1

p(0) I 515F1
p(0) I 5051/2, where the F1

p(0) I

are the Dirac form factors associated with the proton matrix
elements of the Jm

I . In principle, these form factor relations
receive small corrections due to isospin breaking light quark
mass differences (muÞmd) and EM effects. However, con-

FIG. 1. Calculated running of the weak mixing angle in the SM,
defined in the (MS) renormalization scheme ~the dashed line indi-
cates the reduced slope typical for the minimal supersymmetric
standard model!. Shown are the results from APV ~Cs and Tl!,
NuTeV, and the Z pole. QWEAK and E 158 refer to the future
QW(p) and QW(e) measurements and have arbitrarily chosen ver-
tical locations.
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servation of EM charge implies that such corrections vanish.
To see this, assume that the proton state contains a small,
O(e), admixture of an I 8Þ1/2 state

up&5A12e2u1/2,1/2&1euI 8,I 38&, ~21!

where, for the purpose of this illustration, we drop explicit
O(e2) terms involving the uI 8,I 38& state. At q250, the

charges J0
I are equivalent to the operators Î 3 and 1

2 1̂. Since
these operators cannot connect states of different total isos-
pin, one has

F1
p~0 ! I 515 1

2 ~12e2!1e2I 38 , ~22!

F1
p~0 ! I 505 1

2 . ~23!

Since the proton charge is 15F1
p(0) I 511F1

p(0) I 50, one
must have I 3851/2, so that there are no corrections to F1

p(0) I

through O(e2). Thus, one has to this order for the neutral
current Dirac form factor,

QW~p![F1
p~0 !NC522~2C1u1C1d!, ~24!

which is the same result obtained in the absence of any isos-
pin impurities. Similar arguments prevent the appearance of
any higher order terms in e .

IV. FOUR-FERMI OPERATORS AND MODEL
INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS

Before considering the consequences for particular mod-
els of new physics, it is instructive to consider the model
independent implications of a 4%QW(p) measurement. The
low energy effective electron-quark Lagrangian of the form
A(e)3V(q) is given by

L5L SM
PV 1L NEW

PV , ~25!

where

L SM
PV 52

GF

A2
ēgmg5e(

q
C1qq̄gmq, ~26!

L NEW
PV 5

g2

4L2ēgmg5e(
f

hV
qq̄gmq, ~27!

and where g, L , and hV
q are, respectively, the coupling con-

stant, the mass scale, and effective coefficients associated
with the new physics.3 The latter are in general of order
unity; the explicit factor of 4 arises from the projection op-
erators on left and right ~or vector and axial-vector! chiral
fermions. In the same normalization, the SM coefficients
take the values ~see Ref. @4#! C1u/2520.094 2960.000 11
and C1d/2510.1707060.00007 for up and down quarks,

3The couplings C2q are defined as in Eq. ~26! with g5 appearing
between the quark fields instead of the electron fields.
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respectively, where we included the QCD corrections ob-
tained in Eqs. ~11! and ~12!, and where the uncertainties are
from the SM inputs. We find

QW
p ~SM!522~2C1u1C1d!50.071660.0006. ~28!

A 4% measurement of QW(p) would thus test new physics
scales up to

L

g
'

1

~A2GFuDQW
p u!

1/2'4.6 TeV. ~29!

The sensitivity to non-perturbative theories ~such as techni-
color, models of composite fermions, or other strong cou-
pling dynamics! with g;2p could even reach L'29 TeV.
As another example, for extra Z8 bosons from simple models
based on grand unified theories ~GUT!, one expects g
;0.45, so that one can study such bosons ~with unit charges!
up to masses MZ8'2.1 TeV. Z8 bosons are predicted in
many extensions of the SM ranging from the more classical
GUT and technicolor models to SUSY and string theories.
We discuss the sensitivity of QW(p) to Z8 bosons, as well as
other scenarios, in the subsequent sections.

In Fig. 2 we plot the present constraints on DC1u and
DC1d , the shifts in the C1q caused by new physics. They are
derived from QW(Cs) @23#, as well as the MIT-Bates 12C
@18# and SLAC deuterium @15# parity violation measure-
ments. As long as DC1u and DC1d are almost perfectly cor-
related, the result is an elongated ellipse. The impact of the
proposed QW(p) measurement is indicated by the smaller

FIG. 2. Present and prospective 90% C.L. constraints on new
physics contributions to the eq couplings C1u and C1d . The larger
ellipse represents the present constraints, derived from APV in Cs
@23#, and polarized electron scattering at MIT-Bates @18# and SLAC
@15#. The smaller ellipse indicates the constraints after the inclusion
of the QW(p) measurement, assuming that the central experimental
value coincides with the SM prediction.
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ellipse. The dramatic reduction in the allowed parameter
space will be possible because QW(p) probes a very different
linear combination than the existing data.

In the next two sections we turn to specific extensions of
the SM, of which there are many, and focus on three particu-
larly well motivated types: gauge bosons, SUSY, and LQs. In
doing so, we emphasize on the complementarity of the PV
Mo”ller asymmetry measured by the SLAC-E-158 experiment
@24# which has comparable anticipated precision and ~as a
purely leptonic observable! has a clean theoretical interpre-
tation. Some new physics scenarios appear more strongly in
the semileptonic channel than in the purely leptonic channel
and vice versa. The complementarity of the two measure-
ments is advantageous in attempting to distinguish among
various new physics scenarios and is summarized in Fig. 3.

V. EXTRA NEUTRAL GAUGE INTERACTIONS

The introduction of neutral gauge symmetries beyond
those associated with the photon and the Z boson have long
been considered as one of the best motivated extensions of
the SM. Such U(1)8 symmetries are predicted in most GUTs
and appear copiously in superstring theories. In the context
of SUSY, they do not spoil the approximate gauge coupling
unification predicted by the simplest and most economic sce-
narios. Moreover, in many SUSY models @though not the
simplest SO(10) ones#, the enhanced U(1)8 gauge symme-
try forbids an elementary bilinear Higgs m term, while al-
lowing an effective m to be generated at the scale of U(1)8
breaking without introducing cosmological problems @62#. In
various string motivated models of radiative breaking, this
scale is comparable to the EW scale ~i.e., &1 TeV) @62,63#,
thereby providing a solution @64# to the m problem @65# and
enhancing the prospects that a Z8 could be in reach in col-
lider experiments or seen indirectly in the precision EW data.
An extra U(1)8 symmetry could also explain proton stabil-
ity, which is not automatic in supersymmetric models, or it

FIG. 3. Comparison of anticipated errors for QW(p) and QW(e)
with deviations from the SM expected from various extensions and
allowed ~at 95% C.L.! by fits to existing data. Note that the two
measurements are highly complementary. They would shift in a
strongly correlated manner due to SUSY loops or a ~1 TeV! Z8 and
thus together they could result in evidence for such new physics. In
the case of RPV SUSY, the two measurements are somewhat anti-
correlated. Finally, only QW(p) is sensitive to LQs, while QW(e)
would serve as a control.
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could solve both the proton lifetime puzzle and the m prob-
lem simultaneously @66#.

From a phenomenological standpoint, direct searches at
the Tevatron @67# have as yet yielded no evidence4 for the
existence of an extra neutral Z8 boson associated with the
U(1)8, providing instead only lower bounds of about 600
GeV ~depending on the precise nature of the Z8). This im-
plies a hierarchy of an order of magnitude between the Z and
Z8 masses. Recently, using approximately flat directions in
moduli space, it was shown that such a hierarchy can arise
naturally in SUSY models @69#.

On the other hand, several indirect effects could be attrib-
uted to a Z8. The Z line shape fit at LEP @70# yields a sig-
nificantly larger value for the hadronic peak cross section
shad

0 than is predicted in the SM. This implies, for example,
that the effective number of massless neutrinos, Nn , is
2.98660.007, which is 2s lower than the SM prediction,
Nn53. As a consequence, the Z pole data currently favors
Z8 scenarios with a small amount of Z–Z8 mixing (sin u
Þ0) @71# which mimics a negative contribution to the invis-
ible Z decay width. The result by the NuTeV Collaboration
@7# can be brought into better agreement when one allows a
Z8, especially when family non-universal couplings are as-
sumed @71,72#.

To analyze the impact of a Z8 on QW(p), we employ Eq.
~27! with L5MZ8 and g5gZ85A5/3 sin uWAlgZ @73#,
where l51 in the simplest models. gZ

25A32GFMZ
2 is the

SM coupling constant for the ordinary Z. Consider the Abe-
lian subgroups of the E6 GUT group,

E6→SO~10!3U~1 !c→SU~5 !3U~1 !x3U~1 !c

→SU~3 !C3SU~2 !L3U~1 !Y3U~1 !x3U~1 !c .

The most general Z8 boson from E6 can be written as the
linear combination @71#

Z8;2cos a cos b Zx1sin a cos b ZY2sin b Zc . ~30!

Considerations of gauge anomaly cancellation as well as the
proton lifetime and m problems in SUSY models mentioned
earlier, also favor a Z8 of that type @66#. The assignment of
SM fermions to representations of SO(10) implies that Zc
has only axial-vector couplings and can generate no PV e f
interactions of the type in Eq. ~27!, whereas the Zx generates
only PV ed and ee interactions of this type. Moreover, un-
like in most other classes of models, the contributions to the
weak charges of the proton and the electron would have
equal magnitude. Thus, should QW(p) show a deviation
from the SM prediction, a comparison with QW(e) would be
a powerful tool to discriminate between Z8 and other SM
extensions. This statement is illustrated in Fig. 3 where the
sensitivities of QW(p) and QW(e) are contrasted.

If Z8 were detected at the Tevatron or the CERN Large
Hadron Collider ~LHC!, it would be important to constrain

4See, however, Ref. @68# which reports a 2s deficit in the highest
mass bin of the leptonic forward-backward asymmetry seen by the
Collider Detector at Fermilab ~CDF! Collaboration.
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its properties. Its mass would be measured in course of the
discovery, while sin u is mainly constrained by LEP 1. The
U(1)8 charges and the couplings to quarks and leptons, how-
ever, are best determined by low energy precision measure-
ments. Currently, the best fit values are a520.821.2

11.4 , b
51.020.8

10.4 , and sin u50.001020.0006
10.0012 , obtained for l51 and

MZ851 TeV. In this case, QW(p)50.0747 is predicted, i.e.,
a 1.1s effect. The impact of the QWEAK measurement
would be to reduce the allowed region of the parameters a
and b by ;30%.

VI. SUPERSYMMETRY AND LEPTOQUARKS

As in the case of extended gauge symmetry, the theoreti-
cal motivation for supersymmetric extensions of the SM is
strong. SUSY is a prediction of superstring theories; and if
the SUSY breaking scale is at the EW scale, it stabilizes the
latter and is consistent with coupling unification. Conversely,
minimal SUSY introduces a new set of issues, including the
scale of the m parameter mentioned above and the presence
of 105 parameters @74,75# in the soft SUSY breaking La-
grangian. In order to be predictive, additional theoretical
constraints must be invoked, such as those provided by
gauge, gravity, or anomaly mediated SUSY breaking models.
The phenomenological evidence for SUSY thus far is sparse,
though hints exist. For example, the neutralino is a natural
candidate for cold dark matter, and the possible deviation of
am points suggestively toward SUSY. Since, in the end, the
experiment will determine what form of SUSY ~if any! is
applicable to EW phenomena, it is of interest to discuss the
prospective implications of a QW(p) measurement for this
scenario.

While baryon number B and lepton number L are exact
symmetries of the SM, they are not automatically conserved
in the minimal supersymmetric standard model ~MSSM!. In
order to avoid proton decay, B and L conservation—in the
guise of R parity conservation—is often imposed by hand. In
this case, every MSSM vertex contains an even number of
superpartners, and the effects of SUSY appear in QW(p)
only via loops, such as those shown in Fig. 4. Recently, such

FIG. 4. Representative examples of SUSY loop corrections to
QW(p). Shown are corrections from ~a! charginos and sneutrinos;

~b! sleptons contributing to g –Z mixing @Dsin2ûW(0)SUSY#; and ~c!
a box graph containing neutralinos, sleptons, and squarks.
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loop corrections to a variety of low and medium energy pre-
cision observables were computed in Refs. @76–78#. These
analyses were completed without invoking any assumptions
about the mechanism for soft SUSY breaking. The implica-
tions of charged current data for the SUSY spectrum appear
to conflict with those derived from typical models for SUSY
breaking mediation @76#. This conflict may be alleviated by
allowing for R parity violation ~RPV! @3#, though doing so
would eliminate the lightest neutralino as a dark matter can-
didate. From this perspective, independent low energy
probes of the MSSM spectrum take on added importance.

A measurement of QW(p), when considered in tandem
with QW(e) and QW(Cs), could provide such a probe. The
MSSM loop corrections to the weak charges can be analyzed
efficiently by modifying Eq. ~4!,

QW~p!5@rNC1De1DrSUSY#@124sin2ûW~0 !1De8#

1hWW1hZZ1hgZ1lSUSY ,

sin2ûW~0 !5sin2ûW~0 !SM1D sin2ûW~0 !SUSY , ~31!

where sin2ûW(0)SM is the SM prediction given in Eq. ~14! and
Dsin2ûW(0)SUSY is the correction induced by SUSY loops.5

All SUSY box graph contributions, as well as non-universal
vertex and external leg corrections, are contained in lSUSY .
Flavor-independent corrections are given by DrSUSY and
D sin2ûW(0)SUSY .

The effects of SUSY loops on QW(p) and QW(e) are
dominated by D sin2ûW(0)SUSY , because present bounds on
the T parameter from precision data @4# limit the magnitude
of DrSUSY . Moreover, box graph contributions are numeri-
cally small, while cancellations reduce the impact of vertex
and external leg corrections. Consequently, the shifts in the
proton and electron weak charges are similar over nearly all
allowed SUSY parameter space. This is in contrast to
QW(Cs) due to canceling the corrections to u and d quark
weak charges. Thus, should the QWEAK and SLAC E-158
experiments observe a correlated deviation, and should
QW(Cs) remain in agreement with the SM, the MSSM would
be a favored explanation compared to many other scenarios.

The situation changes considerably in the presence of
RPV effects. The most general gauge invariant, renormaliz-
able RPV extension of the MSSM is generated by the super-
potential @79#

WRPV5
1

2
l i jkLiL j ēk1l i jk8 LiQj d̄k1

1

2
l i jk9 ūi d̄ j d̄k1m i8L

iHu ,

~32!

where Li and Qi denote the left-handed lepton and quark
doublet superfields, respectively; the barred quantities denote
the right-handed singlet superfields; Hu is the hypercharge
Y51 Higgs superfield; and the indices indicate generations.
The bulk of studies of WRPV have been phenomenological

5In the notation of Ref. @77#, D sin2ûW(0)SUSY54 ŝ2dkPV
susy .
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@80#. The strongest constraint comes from the proton life-
time, which generally forbids the B violating l9 terms unless
all other (L violating! terms in WRPV vanish. Consequently,
we restrict our attention to l i jk9 50 and, for simplicity, we
also set m i850. When inserted into the amplitudes of Fig. 5,
the remaining interactions in Eq. ~32! generate corrections in
terms of the quantities D i jk( f̃ ) and D i jk8 ( f̃ ), where, for ex-
ample,

D12k~ ẽR
k !5

ul12ku2

4A2GFMẽ
R
k

2 , ~33!

with ẽR
k being the exchanged slepton, and where the D i jk8 ( f̃ )

are defined similarly by replacing l i jk→l i jk8 . One obtains
tree level contributions to QW(p) such as those shown in
Fig. 5. Similar corrections affect other EW observables, such
as QW(e), QW(Cs), and GV . Specifically @3#,

DQW~p!/QW~p!'S 2

124sin2uW
D @22lxD12k~ ẽR

k !

12D11k8 ~ d̃R
k !2D1 j 18 ~ q̃L

j !# , ~34!

DQW~e!/QW~e!'2S 4

124sin2uW
DlxD12k~ ẽR

k !,

~35!

FIG. 5. Representative examples of tree level SUSY corections
in the case of RPV. Shown are ~a! a contribution to m decay which
affects QW(p) through a modification of GF and sin2uW , and ~b!
squark exchange.
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where lx5 ŝ2ĉ2/(122 ŝ2)'0.33. In contrast to MSSM loop
effects, QW(p) and QW(e) display complementary sensitivi-
ties to RPV effects. To illustrate, we consider a multi-
parameter fit to precision data, allowing D12k , D11k8 , D1 j 18 ,
and D21k8 to be non-zero. The results imply that the possible
shifts in QW(p) and QW(e) have opposite relative signs over
nearly all the presently allowed parameter space. We find
that shifts of the order DQW(p)/QW(p);10% are allowed
at the 95% C.L. Thus, a comparison of QW(p) and QW(e)
could help distinguish between the versions of SUSY with
and without RPV.

The effects of l8Þ0 are similar to those generated by
scalar LQs. While RPV SUSY provides a natural context
in which to discuss the latter, vector LQs arise naturally
in various GUT models @81,82#. Assuming
SU(3)C3SU(2)L3U(1)Y invariance one obtains the La-
grangian @83#

L5h2
Lū,R2

L1h2
Rq̄i t2eR2

R1h̃2d̄,R̃2
L1g1

Lq̄ci t2,S1
L

1g1
RūceS1

R1g̃1d̄ceS̃1
R1g3q̄ci t2tW,S31h1

Lq̄gm,U1m
L

1h1
Rd̄gmeU1m

R 1h̃1ūgmeŨ1m
R 1h3q̄gmtW,U3m

1g2
Ld̄cgm,V2m

L 1g2
Rq̄cgmeV2m

R 1g̃2ūcgm,Ṽ2m
L 1H.c.,

~36!

where q and l and the left-handed quark and lepton doublets
and u, d, and e are the right-handed singlets. Since we are
interested in the implications for QW(p), we only consider
first generation LQs. The first two rows in Eq. ~36! involve
scalar LQs, while the others involve vector types. The LQs in
the first and third rows have fermion number F53B1L
50, while the others have F522. The indices refer to their
isospin representation.

A recent global analysis of scalar LQ constraints from EW
data is given in Ref. @84#. Here, we extend this analysis to
include vector LQ interactions. We also update it by includ-
ing the new QW(Cs) in Eq. ~3!, hadronic production cross
sections at LEP 2 up to 207 GeV @70#, and the analysis of
nuclear b decay given in Ref. @85#. We only consider one LQ
TABLE I. Possible impact of LQ interactions on QW(p). The left-hand side shows scalar and the right-
hand side vector LQ species. The columns denote consistencywhich gives the fractions of the distribution of
operator coefficients having the same sign as implied by the LQ model. The final columns give the fractional
shifts in QW(p) allowed by the data. In more statistical terms, consistency is the result of a hypothesis test,
while the shifts in QW(p) reflect parameter estimations that are irrespective of the outcome of the hypothesis
test.

LQ Consistency DQW(p)/QW(p) LQ Consistency DQW(p)/QW(p)

S1
L 0.57 9% U1m

L 0.26 28%
S1

R 0.01 26% U1m
R 0.56 6%

S̃1
R 0.44 26% Ũ1m

R 0.99 25%

S3 0.76 10% U3m 0.31 24%
R2

L 0.44 213% V2m
L 0.87 9%

R2
R 0.89 15% V2m

R 0.11 27%

R̃2
L 0.13 24% Ṽ2m

L 0.56 14%
6-9
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species at a time. We fit the data and determine the consis-
tency ~shown in Table I! of the result with the sign predicted
by a given LQ model. The latter is the probability, condi-
tional on the data, that the coefficient has the same sign as
implied by the model. For example, the data favor the pres-
ence of Ũ1m

R , while S1
R is virtually excluded. Assuming a

given LQ model, we then determine the 95% C.L. upper
limit on QW(p). Note that this involves a renormalization to
the physical parameter space of the model. We observe that
the LQ model most favored by the data is Ũ1m

R for which
shifts in QW(p) as large as 25% are allowed. Since the im-
pact of LQs on QW(e) is loop suppressed, one would not
expect it to deviate significantly from the SM prediction.
Thus, if one observes a large effect in QW(p), QW(e) would
serve as a diagnostic tool to distinguish LQ effects from
SUSY.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Precise measurements of relatively low energy EW ob-
servables continue to play an important part in the search for
physics beyond the SM. When taken in the proper context,
such studies can provide unique clues about the nature of the
EW symmetry breaking, grand unification, etc. We have
shown that the weak charge of the proton constitutes a theo-
retically clean probe of new physics. Presently uncalculable,
non-perturbative QCD effects are either sufficiently small or
ak

016006
can be constrained by the current program of parity violation
measurements so as to render QW(p) free from potentially
worrisome nucleon structure uncertainties. Within the SM, a
4% determination of QW(p)—as planned at JLab—would
yield a 9s determination of the running of the weak mixing
angle. Looking beyond the SM, a measurement at this level
would provide an effective diagnostic tool for new physics,
particularly when considered in tandem with complementary
precision low energy studies, such as the SLAC PV Mo”ller
scattering experiment, cesium APV, am , b decay, and others.
Should future experimental developments make an even
more precise QW(p) measurement possible, the physics im-
pact would be correspondingly more powerful. Given its the-
oretical interpretability, pursuing such experimental develop-
ments appear to be well worth the effort.
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